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American people will now be
openly and formally asked to decide whether
this system shall be recklessly abandoned
trial.be made of

and a new
ment

which has

uniformly

an

old experi-

led to National
individual

embarrassment and widespread

distress.
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THE WEATHER.

party whoso record and whose aims are alike
great, but it is one demanded by the instinct

by
promptings of patriotism.
of

Washington, Feb. 13.
The Indications lor New England are
slightly warmer fair weather, light ;to fresh
variable winds shifting to southwesterly.

The Decision Announced in

Letter to

a

A closer observation of the conditions

Pittsburg, Pa., Feb 12.—The Pittsburg
Commercial Gazette will publish the following tomorrow:
Mr. B. F. Jones, Chairman of the National
Repulican Committee, has received a letter
from|Mr. Blaine, declining to allow his name
to be presented to the National Republican
Convention

as

a

candidate for .the Presiden-

tial nomination.

Mr.

Jones, when asked
whether Mr. Blaine’s declination would pre-

vent his friends from nominating him
how, said: “Aslant chairman of the

fort and culture to

every home.

end, not less earnestly and

alprivate

citizen than as

1 shall devote

(Feb. 12,1888, 10.00 F.M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations.
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The following is Mr. Blaine’s letter in full:
Florence, Italy, Jan. 25,1888.
IS. F. Jones, Esq., Chairman of the Republi-

“

National Committee:

can

Sir—I wish through you to state to the
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NEWS.

ago.

were

announcement

without giving expression to my de *p

gratitude

of

to the many

There

was

disorder

no

and

the

police did

sense

thousands of

my

countrymen who have sustained me so leng
and so cordially that their feeling
has

ordinary political
adherence of fellow-partisausand to partake
somewhat of the nature of personal attachseemed to go beyond the

ment.

For this most generous loyalty and friendship, I can make no adequate return but I
shall carry the memory of it while life lasts.
Nor can I refrain

from congratulating the

Republican party upou the {cheering prospects which distinguish the opening of the.
National contest of 1888 as compared with
throughout

Republican party

In 1882, the

the Union, met with a disastrous

Ten States that had

defeat.

supported Gar-

field and Arthur in the election of 1880

London, Feb. 12.—Thousands gathered in
Trafalgar Square this afternoon to attend
The meeting ad
the announced meeting.
journed, however, th the Thames Embankment where several speeches were made.

con-

myself of
than a year

more

But 1 cannot make the

that of 1884.

Yesterday’s Meetings in London
Square Cause No Disturbance.

by

to

....

Montgomery

Very sincerely

preceding National election, exceeded half

a

not interfere.

million votes, and the electoral votes of the

Buried by an Avalanche.
Vienna, Feb. 11.—One of the avalanches
which just occurred on the line of the Arlberg raiiwaylburied the Langen station and
Two thousand men are at
a mail train.

Union,

the imprisoned
persons. Two large avalanches have blocked
be
a tunnel on the line, and it will probably
a week before it is opened again, despite the
efforts of a large number of troops and workare engaged in removing the
men who
work attempting to rescue

snow.

Arrest.

Cilhooly’s
London, Feb. 11.—The

arrest of Mr. Gilhooly was made outside the gates of Parliament.
Mr Gilhooly was accompanied by
fully 100 commoners, who refused to stand
aside, and had to be forcibly thrust out of
Ultimately Mr.
the way by the detectives
Gilhooly was conducted to Scotland Yard,
followed by the commoners, who cheered
loudly for Ireland. Mr. Parnell and other
prominent members witnessed the scene.
In Prison Carb.

Dublin,Feb.

11.—At the trial of the action

recently convicted of violating the crimes act against the
the police for 825,000damages, for illegal arof Wilfred Blunt, who was

present in the |court, wear]
ing the prison garb uuder his overcoat. Lady

rest Blunt was

Blunt
was

was also
crowded.

The

present.

court

Pyne Lodged in Jail.
_

Jlir,

tjaspui

wuv

room

_x.A

_

nr».-»

London yesterduy outside the House of Commons, was brought to Irelaud to-day; and
todged in Waterford jail, where he will remain until the convening of the Kilmacthoiuas sessions. Bail was refused him.
Not Encouraging.
Bkklin, Feb. 12.—Private telegrams from
San Reno, regarding the condition of the
Crown Prince

less reassuring than the
official despatches.
It is stated a tendency
are

to fever has been

developed.
Russia’s Weak Neighbors.
Constantinople, Feb. 12.—Russia threat-

diplomatic relations with
Turker if the latter persists in sending
Krumel Pasha to Sofia as Turkish commissioner.
Bulgaria claims the Berlin
treaty provides for sending a Turkish comto
and that the failure to
Bu’garia
missioner
send a commissioner would be tantamount
to assenting to the independence of Bulgaria.

ens

to

sever

CENERAL NEWS.
the New York walking match
miles to his credit, breaking the
witii
world’s record. He receives about $4800.
Bristol, R- L, is taking steps to alleviate
the condition of the poor there, many of
The closing of the
whom are destitute.
works of the National Rubber Company is
said to be the cause.
Lord Lansdowne will not leave Ottawa un
til June, if he does then.
of the striking Reading miners will

Albert

wou

li'-T

Many

return to work today'.
Half a block in the

heart of the city of
fronton, Ohio, was burned yesterday. Loss,
*80,000; insurance, $48,uuu.
one of the most
W H Kerr of Montreal,
Dominion, died yeseminent lawyers in the

“!?,*»
KSS
Coombs,

G.

i»i
a

*“HBr

broker, will probably die.

Orange Supper.

at Y. M.
An orange supner will be given
0 p. m-,
to
6
from
C. A. ball this evening,
under the auspices of the Women’s Auxilia-

muilc and recitary. There will be pleasing
tionand a most enjoyable evening is promised mi who attend, JTickets can be secured
*t the door.

PYTHIAN KNICHTS.

basis of the result of

1882, gave to the Democrats; .over three hundred electors out of a total of four hundred
There

favor of the

W’as

partial.reaction

a

Republicans

in

in the elections of

1883, but the Democrats still held possession
of seven Northern States, and

on

the basis

of the year’s contest could show more than
100

majority

in the Klectoral

Colleges of the

whole country.
But against the discouragement naturally
following the adverse elections of these two
years, the

spirit

Republican Party in
of 1884 rose' high and

of the

the National contest

the Republican masses entered into the cam-

paign with such energy that the final result
depended on the vote of a single State and
that State was carried by the Democratic
party by a plurality so small that it represented less than one-eleventh of one per
The change of a
in
two thousand of
vote
every
(2000)
single
the total poll would have given the State to
cent, of the entire vote.

the Republicans, though only two years before, the Democratic plurality exceeded

(192,000)

hundred

one

and

ninety-two

thousand.
xne elections

oi

inso anu

ism

nave

uem-

onstrated growing strength
ranks. Seldom in our political history
in

the

Republi-

can

has a party, defeated in a National olection
rallied immediately with such vigor, as have
the

Republicans since

1884.

No comparison

is possible between the spirit of the party In
1882-3 and its spirit In 1880-7. The two peri-

simply a rcontrast—the one of
general depression, the other of enthusiastic
revival. Should the party gain, in the reods present

sults of 1888,

over

of 188G-7, in any-

those

of the gain of 1884

thing like the proportion
over 1882-3, it would secure

one

of the most

remarkable victories of its entire existence.
But victory does not depend on so large a
party has only to
maintain relatively its prestige of 1886-7 to

ratio [of increase; the

give to its National candidate every Northern

State but

one.twitli

a

far better

prospect

of carrying that one than it has had for the

past six years.

pother feature of the political situation
should inspire Republicans with irresistible
strength.

The present National Administra-

tion was elected with, it

not

upon, the re-

peated assertions of its leading supporters
in every protection State that no issue on
the tariff was involved. However earnestly
Republicans urged that question as the one
of controlling importance in the campaign,
they were met by the Democratic leaders
and journals with persistent evasion, con-

cealment and denial.
issue

That

resource

the

has

fortunately removed. The
which the Republicans maintained and

president

the Democrats

prominently

and

avoided

Rank

Uniform

in

Maine and

Elsewhere.
[OJZIC

in

1884

Kll IV U1V

A

IVOOiJ

Augusta, Feb. 11.—The meeting of the
officers of the Uniform Rank, Knights of
Pythias, which was to have been held 'in
Augusta, on Friday, for the purpose of organizing a regimental division, was postponed for a few days until it could be decided whether a division of the rank would be
instituted in Biddeford, for which a petition of 100 names have been obtained. There
are five of these divisions in the State: Damon, No. 1, Lewiston: Belfast, No. 2; Au-

burn, No. 3; King, No. 4, Augusta; Bath,
No. 5. There is talk of organizing divisions
in Bangor, Waterville, Brunswick and Hallowell. Portland is also said to be a good
field for a division. A1J the divisions in the
State form a regimental division and three
officers from each meet and select officers for
the latter, which are as follows: Lieut, colonel, major, surgeon, chaplain and adjutant,
besides non-commissioned officers.
Capt.
John Sabin of Lewiston and Capt. Fred H.
Owen of Augusta, will probably be selected
as lieut. colonel and major of the Maine DiEither Col. C. F.
vision, respectively.
Bragg of Bangor, or Col. J. F. Chute of
Portland, aides-de-camp on staff of the major
general are to preside at the election. There
are 20,000 members of the Uniform Rank in
the United States, and commencing June
12th, the Supreme Lodge, K. of P. will meet
in Cincinnati, when 84000 in prizes will be
It is expected
given for the best drilling.
that one or m'ore Maine organizations will
attend and compete. There is also to be a
contest of bands. The total membership of
the order of the Knights of Pythias in the
State is about 05,000, with 00 lodges, and
there is no lack of interest and prosperity.
The next annual meeting will take place in
Portland in May.
and
Auburn
Divisions have
Damon
planned a grand ball to occur in March, and
theie is prospect that a Boston Division will
be entertained.

were

by the Democrats, either by majorities or pluralities.
The Republican loss in
the Northern elections, compared with the

and one.

yours,

James G. Blaine.

The

has been

specifically brought for-

are

A Contested Election Case From the
State of Alabama.

Foreign Affairs,

MAINE.

a

Question

of Lard

that is faying little. The third election contest, that of McDuffee vs. Davidson, will
probably help enliven things. The case is

of the Alabama fights and inasmuch as
the Republicans claim McDuffee was elected by 5,000, and the Democrats Davidson by
3,000, it can be seen pretty clearly in what
way the debate runs. No vote has been taken
one

the case yet, but it is within the range of

possibilities that an investigating committee
will be sent South to look up the real state of
the case during the election. The Democratic members are somewhat surprised at
the way their fellow members in the House
broke away from them on the vote in the
case of Lowry vs. White and will proceed
more cautiously in this event.
Affairs.

The House fixed a couple of days for the
foreign affairs committee and will have International projects of various sorts showered
upon it. The committee is certainly a better
than it was last year. It works better
with Belmont and will probably accomplish
more.
What it wants of the House now is to
get some appropriation for sending goods to
the French exposition. It also has under consideration the international maritime conference bill, which is in the hands of the commerce committee in the Senate, and is as favorable to the measure as is the other body.
But this is a curious example of the difference in treatment of the same subject in the
two branches.
The bill is one for a consultation ot all nations, to be held in October,
to adopt schemes of signals, lights, etc. Li
the Senate it was held to touch ship interests
most closely, and was given to Mr. Frye’s
In the House the
committee for attention.
international feature cropped out most
men are
committee
Belmont’s
and
strongly,
in charge of it.
one

Question of Lard.
interesting fight to manufact-

The most
urers in Congress just now, while they are
all waiting to see what the tariff bill harvest
will be, is the contest between the pure
The direct
lard men and the lard refiners.
pulling andhauling in committee'.has gone on
for tlieee weeks, but the inside scheming
The lard bill,
goes on just as rapidly.
which has Senator Dawes’s name attached to
It, is just the same one which was brought
up in the New Hampshire legislature last
summer and is met by just about the same
influences, except that the cotton seed oil
men have all the extra force gained by a
of nil tVin

intpPHStg

finilfhom

The pure lard
fight
carrying
in both the House and Senate, though it has
The
come to the Iront in the Senate only.
bill is before the House committee, having
been introduced by Ben Butterworth.
will keep
The tactics to be employed,
the bill back until it can be seen or supcommittee
Senate
posed how the Senate or
will vote on it. Judge Hatch, chairman of
the House Committee, is reported to be very
favorable to the bill and inclined take hold
He
of it. Uatcb will be a valuable ally.
lias in one way or another got a great grip
He worked to get the oleoon the farmer.
margarine bill through. If he should take
hold of this in the same way, it would be a
noteworthy point for the pure lard dealers.
While the case seems In statu quo, it is said
secretly that tbe Squire folks are getting
ready some big surprises on the other side.
One of the lawyers read a letter the other
day in which a man agreed to show, if necessary, that dead hog’s fat wasused in the
“refined lard.”
on

men are

the

Centennial and Law.
Washington people are watching tbe slow
progress of the arrangements for the centennial celebration with considerable interest.
This is all the more so because the resolution in question does not commit the Congress to any place as yet. A part of the report was submitted tne other day but merely
so as to give Chief Justice Waite a year’s notice of his selection to deliver the oration so
he might be prepared.
The banning committee is working away
slowly on something which will take them a
long time to consider and which will thus
It is
keep them from smaller measures.
Comptroller Trenholm’s codification of the
bank laws of the country.but it is so carefully
done by a careful official, and merely a codification rather than a reconstruction, that
the committee find few changes to suggest or
make.
The Pension List.

Washington, Feb. 12. —The following
Maine pensions were granted on Saturday:
ORIGINAL, INVALID.
Israel Lee, Daaforth.
Byron Cross, Knox.
Hartwell liauforth, Richmond.
Beni. Durrell, Stratton.
Wilbur F. Beedle, Gardiner.

and all were for mineral water.

There were

eighteen different designs and a fac simile of
each is pasted into the registration book
They were filed by Henry Melville, Esq
who is connected with Hon. Roscoe Conkling’s law office. The revenue accruing to
the State was 854.
Protecting the Trout.
LSpecial to the Press.l
Kineo, Feb. 11.—There has been quite a
stir in this section over the alleged catching
of trout. This splendid fish is biting quite
freely in Moosehead Lake waters and some
good catches have been made. The law,
however, forbids taking the fish to carry out
of the State, only allowing fishermen to
capture and transport the fish to their homes
for consumption.
Recently a 20 pound lot
from the lake was seized by the officers who
were well satisfied that the owner was en
route to Boston with his catch, but the man
said he was going to Skowhegan where his

dress upon the life of Lincoln was delivered
by Senator Cullorn, who expressed the opinion that the people of all nations were more
familiar with the life, character and career
of Lincoln than any other man in American

Cutting

mi

tuc

tu

get tiuuugu.

iucj

had to cut two miles and will have it clear
by noon to-morrow, when the boat will start
at 1 o’clock for Bar Harbor and leave there
on time. This will be the first trip in 16 days.
The ice for over a mile is twenty inches

thick.
Buying a Pier.
Biddkkoiu), Feb, 11.—The pier at Atlantic
City is to be purchased by Old Orchard
parties, taken up and transported to Old
Orchard, where it will be erected, ready for
use at the opening of the summer season.
The pier is 1300 feet long, and will stand 12
feet above water at high tide and 21 feet at
low tide. Henry W. Staples, one of the proprietors of the Old Orchard Bouse, will go to
Atlantic City Monday to close the bargain.
Nelson’s New Horse.
Waterville, Feb. 11.—C. H. Nelson has
returned from the South. He purchased in
Indiana a Kentucky bred four-year-old stalrenowned Red Wilke*
the
lion
by
have
“I
bought the finest
Red Wilkes I ever saw. He is bay, stands
15.3, weighs 1100 pounds. I had so many applications from my patrons that I was
obliged to obtain another stallion. This is a
grand colt, and will suit any one as to size,
He

says:

style and gait.
Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfer of real estate in
this county has been recorded in the Registry of Deeds:
Bridgton—Frank Staley to D. N. Staley. $1.
Aliigail W. Harriman to L. A. Ingalls et al.
*325.
Nelson and Sargent.
It will be seen by the advertisement that
Nelson & Sargeant, successors to M. G

Palmer, will hold a special sale of 810,000
worth of fine stock at greatly reduced prices,
commencing tomorrow, and the sale will
continue for thirty days.

nnllarl ♦ Vi a

mootirur

Nominated

for

tn

nrHor

nml

motion of Charles T. Libby it was
first nominate a candidate for
Mayor. Mr. Libby said that the contest
about to be entered upon would, without
doubt, be a repititlon of the same old story

Upon

to

Mayor Chapman would probably be the’
Republican standard bearer. As the best
man, in his opinion, to run!against the
ether nominees, he
would nominate |Mr.

and

Daniel Hamblen.
Mr. Hamblen said:
“Mr. Chapman, as
Mr. Libby said, will probably be the Republican standard bearer. Mr. McCarthy will
probably be the Democratic candidate and
that party will go in with its candidate utterly opposed to prohibition. There is no
doubt of it; they do not try to conceal the
fact. There are good men in the Republican
party and good men who have left it and
joined our ranks. It becomes the Prohibition party to nominate its strongest candidate to oppose those nominated by the other
parties. A Prohibitionist of Republican antecedents would run better than I would, liecause 1 am of Democratic
antecedents.
1
shall, therefore, most positively decline the

nomination.”
Mr. Libby urged the nomination of Mr.
Hamblen.
Rev. S. F. Pearson said that although he
would do all in his power to make Mr. Hamblen mayor, he believed that the party was
duty bound to nominate Mr. Neal Dow. I
believe, said he, that the nomination of Mr.
Neal Dow will draw a distinct line between

prohibition

ami

__

WARD FOUR.

Alderman—Daniel Hamblen.
Ceuucihucn—John F. Norton, Edwin L. Chase,
Daniel P. Parker.
City Committee-D. P. Parker, George N. E.
Kimball, 0. T. Libby.
Warden—George N. E. Kimball.
Constable—Jeremiah Parker, Jr.
Clerk—Charles T. Libby.
WARD FIVE.

Alderman—Rufus Deering.
Councilmen—T. C. Lewis, E. Baclialder, F. A.
Bent.
City Committee—J. B. White, F. A. Bent, George
L. Sawyer.
,,

WARD SIX.

Alderman—William H. Hobbs,
Councilmen—Isaac D. Merrill, Sr., Isaac F.
Tucker, Augustus F. Dolley.
City Committee—Isaac D. Merrill, William
Hobbs, Augustus Dolley.
WARD SEVEN.

Alderman—E. T. Barrowes.
Councilmen—George L. Kimball, Chas. S. Norcross, Samuel H. Jose.
City Committee—Geo. L. Kimball, John S.White,
John M. Brown.
It was voted to hold four mass meetings before the March election. Mr. S. F. Pearson
said: “We ought to be gratified to see so
many here on such an inclement night. 1
went to Portsmouth to see how many licenses
had been granted Portland liquor dealers,
aud I found that 116 had been taken out by
retail dealers, and since I was there 11 more
have been taken out, making 127 in all. Of
this number 16 are held by druggists. I am
here in behalf of broken hearted wives and
if we will take this matter in hand we will
go on to victory.”
No other husiness coming before the meeting it was voted to adjourn.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
OITH IRISH VISITORS.
auu

AUUigLib lUHiia)

xuuipuj

n»w

at Portland Theatre in “Our Irish Visitor*."
All of Portland's theatre-goers who have

these very amusing comedians on foroccasions will wish to go tonight, and
those who have not seen them should avail
themselves of the opportunity.

eeen
mer

NOTES.

“Held by the Enemy” which has made
such a success in New York and Boston,will
be produced at Portland Theatre next Friday and Saturday.
Mr. Whitney Mockridge, the New York
tenor, goes to England In the spring to remain two years.
He will give an Euglish
ballad concert in Portland this month or
assisted
other
artists.
next,
by
Death of Jeremiah P. Hardy, the Artist.

[Bangor Whig.]
this morning called upon to announce the death of one of Bangor’s oldest
and most highly esteemed citizens, Mr. Jeremiah P. Hardy, whose death occurred at a
late hour Thursday night, at the advanced
age of 87 years. Quiet and retiring in his
We

are

manners, Mr. Hardy was chiefly known as
an artist of high merit, and his reputation
extended far beyond the boundaries of our
city and State. For many years Mr. Hardy

almost, if not quite, the sole representative of the painter’s art in this city, and his
line taste and nicety of touch always kept
him in the very front rank. Portrait painting was the feature to which he devoted himself for many years, and many walls are
now adorned with the work of his brush in
that line, and contain truthful likenesses of
those who have gone before, which, but for
him, they would not now possess.
He has done much work, also, ip other
fields of painting, and it was a happy
thought that suggested to some of our citizens the purchase, on his recent birthday, of
his beautiful painting, “The Fisher Boy,”
and hanging it in the Public Library, where
it will remain as a memento to his worth
Mr.
and a monument to his artistic skill.
Hardy leaves one son, Mr. Frank P. Hardy
of Springfield, Mass., who was called here
by the sickness of his father, and one daugher, Miss Annie Hardy, the well-known flower painter, and they will have the sympathy
of many friends In their affliction.
was

Catarrh.
Congestion of lungs..

Consumption.
Croup.
Convulsions.
Heart.
InWni'ion.
Liver.
Lung fever.
Old age.

Paralysis.

Pernicious anaemia..
Pneumonia.:....

.-WARDS1 2 8 4 6 6 7 Total.
3
1-1--1
1
1
1
1
4
12
—1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
1 1
4
1--1111
1
1
l
------

—

—

—

-----

------

----------

-----.....

Total.

6

—

113446

24

A Femme Sole’s Will.

Judge Savage, of Androscoggin county,
who has been serving as Judge of Probate in
rendered an important decision in the
case of Jbe will of Mrs. Ann Doughty, formerly Ann Hunt, to the effect that if a

femme sole or unmarried woman makes a
will and marries, the will is thereby revoked.
This decision is in accordance with the comlaw in the case, but it has been supposed tiiat the statute law of Maine enlarging the rights of married women had changmon

ed the common law.

non-prohibition,

fair at

O.

O.

F.

Kidgely No. 2, will
City Hall from Aprill 23 to 26,

Grand

Canton

hold a

to sefunds to procure uniforms.
There will
be exhibition drills by Cantons from all
parts of the State,music and entertainments.
Tiie committee consists of A. E. Perry,
II

tliDli

elected secretary.

and I move

The motion was seconded.
Mr. Libby made a motion that the meeting
a nominee, but it was
to
ballot
for
proceed
voted down. He said: “General Dow has
been in the front a long time and a good
many remember things he has done prematurely. 1 think Mr. Hamblen Is the strongest candidate we can get.”
his nomination.

WARD THREE.

Alderman—Franklin Skillings.
Councilmen-Nathan -J. Sanford, Eben G. Delano, 8. A. Skillings.
.__
(5ity Committee—S. F. Pearson, N. J, Sanford,
T A Oakes
Warden-William Hersey.
Constable—Joseph W. Porter.
School Committee—S. F. Pearson.

cure

read the call as published in the newspapers.
He then invoked the divine blessing, after
which he called upon the meeting to nominate a chairman. One after another nomination was made until four different gentlemen had been called upon to take the
Finally Mr
chair, all of whom declined.
Franklin Skillings was nominated and he
accepted the chair. Daniel P. Parker was

voted

Billings, E. L. Fullain,

A.

B. A. Gray.

I.

At tlie Third Party caucus held in Reception Hall Saturday evening, Rev. S. F. Pearcm

City Committee—H.

CAUCUS.

Out Bar Harbor.

uuoi

Alderman—HlramlBilllngs.

has

Charles Francis Adams, president of the
Union Pacific Railway Company, appeared
before the House committee on Pacific railroads yesterday and explained the attitude of
that Company towards the funding bills
pending before the committee. Generally,
he favored the Outhwaite bill, with a few
slight amendments intended to relieve the
restricting features.

Ceneral Neal Dow

Councilmen—B. A. Gray, C. W. ^ork, C. H.

WARD TWO.

this county during Judge Peabody’s illness,

Mayor by Acclamation.

BANGOJt, Feb. 11.—A special to the Whig
from Mount Desert Ferry says a large crew
were at work Saturday and to-day cutting a
uinuuvi

Washington.

The Pacific Road9.

home was and he was released.

good

selected as the place for the reunion. As
early as 4 o’clock the merchants began to arrive at the hotel, whose spacious parlors and

Committee—Hiram Wyer, J. L. Watson,
E'cUy
F. Clark.

Diseases.

Newman opened the exercises with reading
from the Scriptures and prayer. The ad-

PARTY

by

A.

Alderman—Hiram Wyor.
Councilmen—A. F. Clark, Lewis McDonald, J,

Brain.

In Memory of Lincoln.
A largely attended meeting was held at the
house of the National Republican
club
League this afternoon, in commemoration of
the birthday of Abraham Lincoln. W. W.
Danenhower presided. After the singing of
a musical selection by a quartette. Rev. Dr.

THIRD

Made

Speeches

Interesting

cheerless day, witli a driving snow storm. It was the day selected lor
the second dinner in the Board of Trade
series and, this time, the Preble House was

causes:

Horatio J. Marr, Swanville.
Stephen D. Eldridire, Dedham.
Orren Hamlin. MiUbridge,
Leverett Allen, Macliias.

save

Reunion.

Saturday

WARD ONE.

The Death.Rate.

Sylvester H. Jones, Fayette Corner.
Jothan G. Reynolds, Lawrence.

history,

the

O. B.

lr

Whitten,

J. Butler, G. E.

Pnln.in./M-Ihir

J. J.

Ryan,

P

E. M.

Ketworthy, Jr.,G.

V

Ti.KIn

Floyd, C.
II. Cloud-

and Charles Paine.
Major General Whitten and staff will visit

man

tlie Gardiner Canton, February 25th.
United Fellowship.
Great Chebeague Council, No. 44, was instituted at Chebeague Island by 1). S. I).
Albert Crockett of Portland, assisted by A.
Judson Conary. These gentlemen had to
work their boat through three miles of float-

Among the
ing ice to reach the island.
members is Joshua E. Jenks, M. 1)., who
runs a line hotel, and made everyone welMr. Jenks will be appointed medical
come.
examiner for the council.
Young Men’s Republican Club.
regular monthly meeting of the Young
Men’s Republican Club will be held at the
rooms No. 510 Congress street this evecl
ning after the close of the Republican caucuses.
Among the matters of business to be
transacted will be the election to fill the vacancies existing iu the executive committee.
The

promote
plause.]
still

The w hole number of deaths in the city for
from the following
last wreek was 24,

INCREASE.

Registering their Trade Marks.
[Special to the Press.l
Augusta, Feb. 11.—A State law provides
that persons or firms by paying 83 at the
Secretary of State’s office may secure the
registration of trade marks which shall proBut very
tect them from infringements.
few have taken advantage of this law. Lately a big batch has been received, all from one
firm, the Apoilinaris Company of England,

The Preble House the Scene of

Given

FOE MAYOR,

[Special to the Press.]
Washington, Feb. 12.—The coming week
promises to be more lively than any yet, but

Foreign

the

Dinner

Series Saturday.

Prominent Members.
Gen. Neal Dow.

on

In

Second

The

reception

was a

thrown open to their

were

rooms

use, and cards and billiards, with conversation were enjoyed until 7 p. m., the hour for
the supper, when the assembled party took
possession of the dining hall which was
beautifully decorated by J. A. Dirwanger,
the florist, for the occasion. The three tables
with smilax, cut flowers,
were dressed

orchids and cinnerarias, while here and there,

tropical plants and palms lent grace to the
surroundings.
Nearly 100 gentlemen sat down to table.
The following is the list:
Get. B. Loring,
Mayor Chapman,
Col. John M. Adams,
Capt. Wm. K. bennlsou.
Reuel
Small,
A. W. Laughlln,
Hall.
Davis,
Fritz H. Jordan,
W. L. Blake,
Daniel Chase,
John Martin,
John Sawyer.
Wallace Shaw,
Samuel Bearcc,
W. 8. Dana,
Geo. R. Shaw,
Luclen Snow,
Daniel F. Nash,
Cstus H Farley,
D. W. Keusell.
Thee. A. Josselyu,
F. A. 8awyer,
8. A. True,
Kben Corey,
N. S. Gardner,
Edward H. York,
Herbert B. Shurtlett,
Horace H. Shaw,
Charles W. Allen,
J. C. Libby,
Theo. C. Woodbury,
Hon. Geo. W. True,
A. J. Chase.

J. H.
J. H.

E. H. El we 11,
John E. DeWitt,
Geo. M. Moore,
Capt. J. 8. Winslow,
Hou. J. W. Deering,
Daniel F. Joat.
Jas. E. Marrett,
B. F. Willard,
Wm. H. Roberts, Jr.,
Hon. C. H. Chase,
M, N. Rich,
N. E. Hedlon.
Chas. O. Haskell,
Wm. N. Davis,
Hou. Wm. G. Davis,
W. H. Thaxter,
H. 8. Soule.
Tbos. 8. Laughlln,
I. 8. Bean,
Hon. Geo. Walker,
W. 8. Corey,
E. W. Corey,
Wm. Seuter, Jr.,
Herbert Payson,
Daniel W. True,
Geo. C. Shaw,
Wm. A. Sabine,
Dexter 8. Rice,
Frank Coding,
Fjederfek Smith,
Geo. Millikeu,
E. W. Clark,
W. H. Moulton,
P. 8. Nickerson,
A. 8. Hinds,

was

a

no

_ _

Alter the menu had been fully discussed.
Vice President J. S, Winslow called the company to order, in the absence of President
Blabon.

and

was

spoke

introduced by Mr.

eveuing

MAYOR CHAPMAN’S SPEECH.
Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Board
of Trade:
As I occupied a goodly portion of your
time at the previous meeting, I did not expect to be called upon tonight. When 1 came
in the President said he would like to have
me make a few remarks, and as I know that
the subject of manufactures will be ably
treated by the speakers who come after me,
you will excuse me if what I have to say is

in another direction.
It seems to me that it must be obvious to
the careful observer of Portland’s progress
that there are certain hindrances to her
growth at the present time. If it were not
so we should dot hear of numerous firms re-

tiring from business, of manufacturing enterprises shutting down, of the reduction of the
force in the Custom House, and of citizens
departing to new scenes of labor. Some of
our set-backs may be attributed to the consolidation of the oil and|the sugar interests
into great trusts, but that is beyond our con-

trol. But are there not other causes promotive of a dull condition of affairs, which we
can help to diminish or remove altogether?
It occurs to me that one of the things which
is working disastrously to the jobbing Hour,
grain and provision trades, is the so-called
“export rebate." Under this arrangement
freight is shipped from the West to Portland
or Boston, and if it goes east of those points
by vessel a rebate of five cents per hundred
pounds is allowed. This allowance actually
delivers flour or grain to eastern points along
the coast at a less cost than it can be left
nere, thus operating against the centres as
points of distribution. Vow, while we do not
object to any low tariff that our eastern
friends may obtain, still, what justice or pro-

priety

is there in

these transportation

com-

panies saying that flour destined for Portland
shall pay seventy-five cents freight, while if
it goes further east by vessel it need only
cost sixty-five cents a barrel. The whole tendency of the thing is to hurt the jobbing
trade. It seems to me that our boards of
trade should take some concerted action to
remedy this

injustice,

complished then

our

and if it cannot be acmerchants must bill

their goods direct to convenient points along
the coast aud use them for points of distribution ; and our methods of communication
with the seaport towns must be so improved
as to cause merchandise to pass through our
city as a channel of transportation, which it
now fails to do.
As.a citizen of Portland I was very much
the other day when I read that
the first shipment of flour over the new
from
road
Sault
Minneapolis had started for
Europe by the way of the Canadian Pacific
Vow we know that the
road to Boston.
Sault St. Marie road connects Minneapolis
with the Canadian Pacific and Minneapolis
being in a direct line with Portland is more
than a hundred miles nearer by way of that
route to Portland than to Boston, and yet
the freight of the great Northwest is passing by us on the other side of the
mountains to Boston, leaving our Portland
A Ogdeusburg road which we have built up
side.
on
one
there
to
recive
it,

disappointed

XT/vtar

mlinf to ’fli.k

enaann

fur

all

thifi 9
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of the Hoard

Heretofore I have not trespassed upon
your time or patience by talking. There are
two reasons, however, why I have consented to talk tonight. The first one Is because
I have arrived at age. Today happens to be
the twenty-first anniversary of my first appearance among you. I came to Portland from

iuuumug

the first speaker of the
as follows:

as

of Trade:

Points.
Mock Turtle Soup.
Olives.
Celery.
Radishes.
Boiled Salmon, Lobster Sauce, Small Potatoes.
Sauce.
Roast Turkey, Cranberry
String Beans,
Sweet Potatoes.
oTenderloin of Beef, Larded with Mushrooms.
Apricot Fritters, Claret Sauce.
French Peas.
Browned Mashed Potatoes.
Roman Punch.
Game
Sauce.
Roast Grouse,
Saratoga Chips.
Lobster Salad.
AssortediCake. Charlotte Russe, Japanese Jumble.
Philadelphia Ice Cream.
Fruit.
Coffee.
Cigars.
and
cooked
The supper was admirably
served, reflecting great credit on the house.

as

months Portland will start in upon a new
of commercial activity and towards
that result we are all bound to co-operate to
the best of our ability. [Applause.]
Vice President Winslow then called upon
Mr. H. H. Shaw as one of our most enter-

period

SPEECH OF H. H. SHAW'.

Blue

Mayor Chapman

..

Tf

to me that the reason is obvious. We
have not the facilities for receiving and
handling it. The West has done its part.
They have built great lines of railroads out
to meet us and we have stretched out to receive them and yet their freight does not
come here because we have no elevators to
take the grain, we have no wharves or docks
where they can discharge their merchandise,
nor have we any lines of steamers with
which to transport it across the ocean. Now,
before we can reap any benefit these matters
must be remedied and they are so patent to
our merchants that it is a common remark
that they would be willing to have the city’s
interest'in the Portland & Ogdensburg road
given to the Canadian Pacific if that road
would come here and make Portland its terminus.
Now, I speak with authority when I sav
that no efforts have been spared to bring th«
Canadian Pacific into this city, and! feel
certain that before many months such arrangements will be consign mated as shall resolt in bringing a very large share of theii
business into Portland for transshipment
seems

f Applause.]
The other evening my friend Gen. Anderson alluded to the matter of lloatiug eleva-

tors. I cannot quite agree with him thal
there is no necessity except for floating elevators. They are very well so far as filling
vessels is concerned, but it seems to me thal
we also need elevators for storage purposes
so that grain may be consigned here and
A. O. H.
kept on storage for local sale or for foreign
I
the
of
Ancient
Order
The second division
shipment. When large amounts of grain art
a
grand ball at City consigned here vessels will be attracted tt
of Hibernians will give
this port for freights. At the present time
Hall this evening. Griinmer’s orchestra will
no grain can be consigned here because there
furnisli the music. The society embrances is no
Grain coming by
elevator capacity.
200 of the enterprising young men of Portthe way of any road than the Graud Trunk
dances
into
our
has been ar- cannot be received
present elevator
land. A fine order of
we are placed in the position of
ranged, and the grand march will begin at y Therefore,
having a fine harbor, a superior geographies!
o’clock. __
position, but without any of the appliance!
for transshipment. What we need is, as
Accident on the Eastern.
taught by the Grand Trunk road, a line oi
Theifreight train on the Eastern Division steamers all the year round. [Applause.]
Another retarding cause to our prosperity
of the Boston & Maine railroad, which left
it seems to me is the disposition of our citihere at 2 p. m. Saturday for Boston, broke a
zens to invest their money elsewhere than ir
pair of trucks under one of the cars, one and our own State. Is it not too common thal
A
a half miles east of West Kennebunk.
we have no money for
manufacturing oi
wrecking train, left this city at 5.35 p. m., commercial enterprises at home, but tuou
of
dollars
for Western
sands
thousands
upon
Saturday and repaired the car so that the mines, for Western railroads, for Western
8.45
at
m.
p.
track was cleared again
land speculation and schemes of every kind!

Boston. I came here to do a manufacturing
business, and I selected Portland from
among all the cities of this country. I investigated with great care but did not rely upon
my own youthful judgment, but upon the
judgment of men like you, men doing a
wholesale business in the] large centres of
the country who came to eastern markets for
the purpose of buying and selling; they gave
me the benefit of their knowledge and experience ; they gave me the advantages and
disadvantages of the sections of the country
in which they did business, and after following the investigation for some months, tak-

ing

time to sum up carefully the merits and
the outs of the different points, after weighing in the balance the advantages and disadvantages of the different points as I understood them with a view of determining in
what city I could get the most for my life
time, I came to Portland. I selected it because it was my native air, it .was a goodly
city with a steady, thrifty population; It
pdiipntinnnl

nrwl

bapiuI

<>

rloonto

ges and a sufficient banking capital, and was
easily accessible from the rest ef the country. Indeed it possessed all the advantages
of the large cities without the disadvantages.
Now one of the reasons why I consented
to talk about manufactures tonight is because I have been engaged
in them 21
years, and think I am a lit person to talk to
It is well known
you upon that subject.
that if you want to find out all about any
particular subject you may ask somebody
that doesn’t know anything about It. I have
come to the conclusion that I know but
very
little about manufacturing and therefore I
can tell you all you want to know about it in
a veiy few minutes.
When 1 arrived in Portland and began my
work here I had discovered that there were
some things I had not seen from a distance
and one of them I think has been the trouble
with Portland for many years.
We have
been living and looking backward into the
too
much
and
past
attempting to bring the
past back to subserve the purposes of today.
Now, gentlemen, the past gives us nothing
but its lessons and its achievements.
The
past of our country has achieved for us a
home of freedom and given everyone au opportunity to do all he could and all he desired according to his ability and his faith.
The past has some lessons for us and I think
the merchants and manufacturers of Portland may well draw at least one lesson from
It. Infancy and youth are progressive. Maturity is but the beginning of decline. Old
age and decrepitude mean passing awavNow, the white winged merchant marine of
the past, which we have been looking backward to and trying to bring forward Into the
future, is gone and, like the men of fifty,
sixty and seventy years ago, who built it
and enjoyed its privileges, and who have
gone whence no traveller returns, it has
gone to stay. There came with the men of
this generation a new order of things—the
railroad, the telegraph, the telephone and
the iron monsters of the sea.
We have
learned some fessons in regard to those and 1
am here to declare to you that my belief is
that the time for nursing railroad corporations has gone by. Until our bonded debt is
wiped out by some other means than teat of
the corporation for which we created it we
have an illustration that these corporations
are able to cope with municipalities and can
take
well enough
care of
themselves.
[LaughterJ. Railroads will be built and run
where there is business enough to make
them pay and that without the aid of citizens of any particular State or municipality.
Why, to my mind the nursing of u railroad
corporation, or anything pertaining to it in
and about Portland is like a ewe yearling
nursing a lion’s whelp—the ewe will get the
worst of It every time.
Another lesson which we may well learn
from the past is that in instituting manufacturing enterprises they never come into
existence full grown to stay. We have had
in planting
some experience in Portland
manufacturing enterprises fully grown in inexperienced hands and expecting them to
prosper. Such, gentlemen, is not the order
of progress in manufacturing enterprises as
I have known them.
I read and am told by the older men of
this country that up to within fifty years
most of the articles which are now abundantly manufactured in this country, were
brought from abroad, and not until the necessities of the war compelled us did we
stop transporting from across the ocean,
and produce them within the borders of our
We then learned that if we
own land.
wanted these useful and convenient articles
we must make them.
Now, as citizens of
Portland, we are facing a necessity. The
marine
which once brought wealth
merchant
to our doors, has gone, and with the old
The
stage coach, it has gone to stay.
lumber forests, which were available for
us
in
this
those who preceded
vicinity, have
gone, and those which are further away are
rapidly going. We are not au agricultural
community. Our harbor is left, but in our
generation none of us can expect to see it
become the one great harbor of the world.
Therefore, gentlemen, if we would in the future have anything to sell to those who prodiinn thn liroud

wllinh
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must obtain from them, we must
make it. We have still left very great resources, and these resources are brains,
which, I believe, are as abundant in Portland as in any other city I ever visited;
abundant, not only in the men of the present
time, such as I see before me and meet on
the street from day to day, but also in the
We have the brains to
rising generation.
produce what we like. We have the most
and
intelligent
general population of
thrifty
any city with which I am acquainted, and
therein, if anywhere, lies the future promise
of wbat Portland shall be.
Now, gentlemen, how will yon use it?
I was
What are you going to do about it.
taught by my father that the best way to fix
was
for
a
uian
to
go to
up a neighborhood
work and fix himself up and then mind his
own business, and in a little while the rest
would come in. I have been trying to fix
myself up and my business anil have got
along pretty well for Portland. I have been
pained, perplexed and distressed since my
advent into this town to see the material and
opportunities which were running to waste
and being unused, while the capital accumulated from your well conducted business nas
in many cases been sent to the far West to
be invested, too often in schemes from which
you never have and never will receive any
return.
[Applause.] There are in this city
men as able, as intelligent and as capable of
conducting the various manufacturing enterprises which make a city grow and prosper
as are anywhere else to be found.
Wo who
are preseut have in the main had our day;
we are at maturity and will soon be ready to
move on and give place to others.
There are
in this city, however, a very large number of
promising and able young men, and I cannot
ask a more pertinent and far reaching question than to ask what are you going to do
with the boys you have at home ?
Are you
willing to give them as good a chance as you
had yourself? It is common knowledge that
not only in this city but In every other, the
men who have made their way and built up
the city are the men who came from hard
work and have not been afraid of soling their
hands by honest toil. Such are the men I
see before me.
Now, I suggest that if you
want to build up a manufacturing business
in your own city that you shall begin and
lay your faundations deep and wide so that
those who come after you can build upon
And the
them confident of their security.
first place to begin is in your own household. I believe we ought to put out of our
houses, out of our schoolhouses and out of
educational system that false, abominable,
miserable, damnable destroyer of American
prosperity, the idea that honest work

which

we

Its

fulness again.
[Applause.J Therefore let
us put from among us that foolish idea. Are
there any superiors to your boysiound about
here? Have there been for the last fifteen
years? Why, you can’t get your horse shod
in the city of Portland, in more than two inIf
stances by a native Amsrican citizen.

prosperity. [Ap-

Mr. President and Gentlemen

the menu:

Winslow

away
local

of the other never can lie swelled out to

I will allude to one other thing and that is
the immense drain upon our resources in the
amount of money that is constantly going
out of the State for the Louisiana and Havana lotteries.
This money goes from the
pockets of the people who can least afford to
lose it, and it is our duty to apprise them,
what they certainly ought to know, that not
one dollar in five which goes out of the city for
lottery tickets ever comes back in the way of
thing is
prizes. The tendency of the whole to
hurtful and demoralizing and ought bediscountenanced. Let us rather place against
such waste of money building loan associations, where a small amount of money put
in
away month ty month will soon result
buying homes for the people and add to their
not
ocwill
I
general comfort and wellfare.
I am glad to
cupy any more of your time.
see so large a gathering at this second meeting of the board; it evinces a goodly interest
and is prophetic of better times near at hand
and I have faith to believe that before many

follows

J. E. Wengren,
Wm. Allen, Jr.,

otrout a. tu.

our

prising manufacturers, who responded

H. B. Bennett,
C. 8. D. Grlffln. Jr„
Mat. Chas. Walker,
E. B. Winslow,
R. H. Boynton,
A. A. Kendall,
Capt. K. Lewis,
John E. Dow,
Jerome Rumery,
8. H. Small,
C. W. T. Godmg,
Aimni Whitney,
Joseph H. Dow,
Marshal R: Coding,
Geo. C.'Cannell,
H. J. Chisholm,
EUlott C. Mitchell,
A. A. Melvin,
Lyman Nelson.
The bill of fare was a large, handsome
card, printed in brown, and came from the
omce oi oweu,

not as
dudea
honorable
as
or
a
ship
clerkship.
[Applause.!
1 believe that the honest hands, soiled
though they be with shoe blacking or the
soot of the anvil or the cinders of the machine shop will wash clean, while the shrivelled, dried up, starved and famished nature
is

I do not think that any of us
are exempt from criticism in this respect,
wlKtner individuals or banks, who may invest their deposits in bonds of remoter localities to the exclusion of borrowers who
are desirous of promoting local prosper ty.
Certainly large amounts of individual capital
have been swalleowd up In Western schemes
which might just as well have been lost at
home. The success of the Maine Central, of
the Portland Company, of the Water Compaestate all
ny and the appreciation of real
along the Maine coast emphasises the truth
as
thatlhome investments may pay justand
investments
returns as far

[Applause.]
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Blaine and have

more directly as
public candidate,

to wield it for the unity and the honor of the

subject."

have no [authority to

this

has demonstrated the purpose and the power

Committee, I do not think it would be
proper for me to have anything to say on the
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To

ernment will be restored to the party which

any

“Do you think, Mr. Blaine would accept
the nomination if tendered him ?”

a

belief that the Administration of

Republic, for
the people.

Devoting Attention.

of

older Nations gives one a
more intense desire that the American people shall make no mistake in choosing the

policy which inspires labor with hope and
crowns it with dignity, which gives safety to
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W.D. LITTLE SCO.,

an

popular judgment,
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those who are eager to follow.

publican Friendship.
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THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

not be

that His Name will not be

He Says

by the Democratic president, and canhidden out of. sight in 1888. The
now in the enjoyment of an inis
country
in a
dustrial system which
quarter
assured
a larger
of
a
century has
National
growth, a more rapid acward

MR. BLAINE DECLINES

Mr. Pearson moved that the meeting proDow by acceed to nominate General Neal
clamation and that tiie nomination be made
unanimous. The motion was seconded, and
the nomination was so made, although one
delegate kept his seat. »
the city comUpon motion of Mr. tubby,
mittee was authorized to fill any vacancies
that might occur in the ticket.
John 8. White, E. T. Burrowes and 8. F.
Pearson were appointed a committee to notify Gen. Dow of his nomination.
The following is the ticket which the cau-
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a
you want a house plastered you must hire
foreigner to do it. If you want a cellar wall
four
or
three
with
laid or a chimney built,
honorable exceptions, you must employ a
foreign born gentleman to do it. And at the
same time the sons of gentlemen like you
who have preceded, you and the sons of
some of us are actually unable to earn the
know
price of an honest days labor and you
it.
Now, something is wrong at homo;
It is
schools.
in
is
your
wrong
something
that sort of tomfoolery that is depleting
American manhood and is a hindrance to
Amererican manufactures In a city which
must become a manufacturing city or perish
from the earth.
It has Deen my rule and custpm since I
have been an,employer in this city to give
preference, for the purpose of learning a
trade, to graduate of the Portland HighI
School. But how often do you suppose
can get a boy to come into my establishment
to learn a trade ?
They want a clerkship
every time, but whenever we find one who
lias the moral courage to break away from
thss accursed idea that it Is dishonorable to
do mechanical work, why, he makes a foreman every time, and why shouldn't he?
The next question is how shall we become
a manufacturing city.
I will tell you how
other cities have become manufacturing cities. Tljey have had babies, lots of them,
and when they had them they have taken
care of them.
I mean baby industries. You
have among you today young men who are
educated for various trades, and if the merchants and bankers of the city of Portlaud
will give some encouragement to these men,
encourage them to start, encourage them to
hang on and help them to pursue their way.
why, JGod bless you gentlemen I can start
vou
forty in forty months and thirty-five of
them will sucoeed, and that is better than
your Investments will do in the West. Start
them small and help them to grow. I verily
believe had such a course been undertaken
in good earnest when I arrived in Portland
that today the centre of Portland would
have been where I hope it will be twenty
years from now, far to the westward of the
nne Maine Central depot.
[Applause.]
Gentlemen will say at once what sort of
things shall we go to making. Well, it is
good fortune to Portland that no large corhave
poration has got possession of it. We indusin Portland a large number of small
tries, not much encouraged, seme prosperous
but not many of them very much gnown. I
believe the citizens of Portland do not take
pains enough to know what is going on in
their midst. I say begin in every direction
und manufacture everything that is wanted
in the country at large. Do not confine the
manufacture to anything or any one corporation. Corporations for the purpose of building and controlling railroads are well enough
in their places. At the present time they are
becoming gigantic monopolies, and it will become the duty of all good citizens in the future to see to it that the State, the only power
which now has left to it any eoDtrol, shall
exercise a wise and discreet regulating power
over the monoplies now forming as well as
those already formed.
t think I have thrown out all the hints
that 1 am able to in so short a time ana
enough If acted upon and carried out to
make Portland more of a manufacturing city
than she has been heretofore in my time.

[Applause.]
Vice President Winslow:
We have with us tonight a member of our
Board of Trade and an ex-president of the
board who is largely Interested in the well
fare of Portland .and I will now call upon
Mr.

Woodbury

S. Dana.

SPEECH OF W. 8. DANA.

Mr. President and Fellow Merchants:
I would make an excuse if It was not so
common to make one |and so common that
they do not amount to much. In attempting
to say anything here tonight I must depend
as

the

upon the inspiration of
a
in
must be
it
and

Quakers say,

the moment,
conversational

friend Shaw
which to say
He has referred to the past as
a few words.
in some measure not to be considered or
looked upon as the present, and yet he has
said that there are lessons to be drawn from
the past, and It Is upon that point that I wish
These dinners, these pleasant
to speak.
gatherings, and these well adapted speeches
They are agreeare excellent in their way.
able and instructive as far as they go, but
way.
text

has

given

they

do not go far

me

a

My

upon

enough

for success unless

something else is accomplished. In going
back some fifty-two or three years ago, when
I was fifteen years of age, a clerk In a green
baize jacket and overalls, and, comparing
those days with the present, I would try and
avoid taking the ground so often taken by
men in advanced life, that the past is better

But still there are some
than the present.
things connected with past enterprises and
the history of Portland that impress me
very much, and often present themselves to
me in my longing desire for the present prosent prosperity of my native city.
When I came back here in 1835, business
matters were very much depressed. Soon
after that, what was known as the land speculation collapsed, the bubble burst and carried with it destruction, failure and depression, not only throughout the State, but especially in Portland. The result was that
our young men began to feel that there was
no opportunity for them for success in the
future, and many of them left for other
The first movement
parts of the country.
that was made here to give us courage and
I
strength, and might say the turning point
of the prosperity of Portland for it has had
its effect ever since, was that in 1846 the
(hand Trunk Railroad received its charter.
I am reminded of the men we had in those
days, most of them passed away and to many
of you strangers. I remember such men as
John A. Poor, to whom I think we are more
indebted for that enterprise than anyone
else, for it was his Indomitable energy and
sucperseverance that gave us courage and
It was sustained also by such men as
cess.
St. John Smith, Judge Preble, John B.
Brown, and in later days it received the assistance as well as other enterprises of the
Springs and Iiensellaer Cram. It is rather
amusing to look back upon those days of the
movement in regard to the Grand Trunk. I
am often reminded of the speeches then
Some made by the
made by those men.
I reyounger men were most enthusiastic.
member one made in Old City Hall in which
that
by building the
it was represented
Grand Trunk road the time would come
when we should see not only this portion of
the harbor, but the Cape Elizabeth shore
lined with vessels from every port in the
world. The enthusiasm was so great that it
was said that some ladies would not purchase a silk dress in Boston because Boston
was opposed to the movement in Portland.
I mention this to show that not only the men
of wealth and iutluence combined in those
days for any enterprise for the advancement of Portland, but that it ran through
•all nlaggud AVAR In thft lfllliPH.
This enterprise led to others, and out of it
sucgrew many operations, some of them
cessful and some unsuccessful, but which
gave a start to Portland, and please remember that our population then was not more
than three-fifths of what it is today. I refer
to this as a suggestion to our younger men
who have moved into Portland and are now
'connected with and interested in its present
and future prosperity as to whether there is
the same energy and the same effort for success at the present time that there was in
thosedays. It is natural that I should feel
after fifty years of business life that I am in
a measure passing away from an active busiThere Is no sentiment about it,
ness life.
and I do not speak of it simply to use words,
but I feel it when I say that it is one of the
longing desires of my heart to see our
young men come forward as they did in those
ilays and take their part in these enterprises.
They must not look to certain individuals
efaltogether; they must look to their inown
a
city
forts. It is the combination of all
the size of Portland which gives success and
I trust that instead of our being satisfied
witli these gatherings, simply with all that is
we may take the
pleasant about them, that the
past and emulesson from these men of
late their enterprise, their combination and
it may lead and
that
trust
co-operation, and 1
stimulate the younger portion of our business men to come forward and take their
which
places and help push every enterprise
Is necessary for the success Of one of the
best cities in the country. [Applause.]
The Vice President then called upon h.v-

Mayor George Walker who spoke
SPEECH OF

as

follows:

HON. OEOHOE WAl.KEIl.

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Hoard
of Trade:
There i3 one subject to which I wish to
call your attention at this time which 1 conof
sider of vital importance to the prosperity
the
the city and of vital importance to all of
enterprises that have been mentioned this
evening. I allude to the subiect now pendMr. Butterworth of
ing before Congress.
Ohio has introduced into Congress this week
what is termed a reciprocity bill, a bill proof
viding for an interchange of the products
trade and manufacture between the United
: ApStates and the Dominion of Canada.

plause.)

There is more in that question than in all
other questions put together, and 1 call upon
shoulders to the
you one and all to put your

to
wheel and use every effort In your power
all its
that the bill passes Congress with
from
beneficial effects that must result to us
Its passing. 1 have bad a little bit of experience in this matter. Like the other
speaker I am somewhat advanced in years
and have gone through many business entersee

in the eastern part of the State; I
have also spent sometime in this city and
know something of its business and what is
needed for its wellfare.
In 18C4 or about that time a bill was beforo
Congress similar to the one before it now.

prises

Hon. William Pitt Fessenden [applause] was
then your Senator and John Lynch represented you in the House; two honest, bright,
earnest men representing your interests and

the interests of the State of Maine. Hon.
Israel Washburn represented the eastern

of the State where I resided. I was
then engaged in my professional business
What money I had was
and in lumbering.
invested largely in timber lands, lumber and
was
How
vessels.
your delegation in Congress divided at that time? The two gentlemen whose names I first mentioned were in
favor of the reciprocity treaty, and did all in
their power to aid its passage. And why did
they do it? Because they considered it of
such vital interest to the city of Portland
that it ought to pass. But the whole of the
rest of the delegation were opposed to It.
They said the rest of the State was interested
in lumber and agricultural products produCanada produced and
what
cing just
all
the
same
It
sought
they
market and our products were brought
with
the
of
Canada
in competition
products
it would result in an injury to us. 1 was advised to get out of the lumber business as
as possible; to sell my timber land beBut I did not get
ore it became worthless.
round to it in season; 1 was a little slow .and
kept it. What was the result? That reciprocity treaty lasted ten years. Spruce
stumpage that was selling for $1.80 a thousand before the treaty sold lor $3 before it
was repealed; and pine stumpage rose from
$3 to $5, and there never was such a season
of business prosperity in the lumber interests in the whole State of Maine as there
was in that ten years.
How was it with Portland in that decade?
The city of Portland advanced its valuation
one million a year, or ten millions in ten
years; and it is only thirty millions for all
this time.
Its population increased one
thousand a year, or from about eighteen
You
thousand to twenty-nine thousand.
that lived here then, was it not a season of
it?
remember
Don't
prosperity foryou?
you
The effect of that reciprocity treaty was to
make Portland the great entrepot for all the
products of Canada that she wanted to ship
away: they came to Portland and were
placed on deposit for distribution to the people. In other words, it brought Montreal to
And that Is so in every instance whenus.
ever any legislation has been Inaugurated to
establish free trade. That Is a bad word
about this time, for it has got rather a sharp
significance since the parties have got It into
their hands. But, no matter; I snail have
to call it free trade, if you throw apples at
We want the world for a market. We
me.
are too smart for protection, and we don't
need any. I hate the word protection; it
makes me feel cheap, and we don’t want it.
[Applause]. Give us the world for a market
and we have got the enterprise, the Intelligence, and we can beat the world. Said a
man the other day, "Give us free trade and
we will
make antiquities for the Bazar at
Rome: we will erect Yankee notion stands
upon the banks of the Jordan, and upon the
banks of the Ganges.” Protection! I hate
The moment you move
it. Why is it so ?
merchandise it comes to the line, and some“What is the matter
body says “Halt.”
You have got a duty to perform.
now ?”
You have got to stop and be examined, and
after using yard after yard of red tape you

part
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ey and then you can go along. Don’t you see
wall of prejbuilds
that this
up a
Don’t you
nations?
between
udice
that
this
see
antagonizes business?
We have a
This is not all about the duty.
set of men going through the country acting
east and
lived
down
I
have
as detectives.
know something about this detective business.
[Laughter.] When the government
has got all it wants and the Inspectors and
detectives have got all they want it will be
when they have got all you nave.
[Laughter.] Washington County imports from the
and
Provinces horses, hay, sheep
very largely the products of Canada. A sharp fellow
comes along and swaps horses with a poor
fanner, gives him a good trade, takes the
farmer's horse and skips back to the Provinces. Soon along comes one of these detectives and seizes the farmer’s horse because there has been no duty paid upon him.
1
There are hundreds of such instances.
will give you an instance to show how much
the governmeut got out of one of tnose
horses. A district attorney not a thousand
miles from this city with one of the commissioners and some detectives about the time
the war closed in Andy Johnson’s time,
seized a horse from a farmer and he was
brought to Machias. I was called upon professionally to get the horse released. I apfn
the
district
attorney
pealed to
the
bat
no,
way,
every
possible
and
was
they
poor
government
must have it. The fanner lost his.horse and
as soon as Andy Johnson’s collector came In,
or a short time afterwards, I felt at liberty
to go into the custom house and s-e how
much the government of the United States
got out of the horse. The collector showed
The horse brought,
me the whole account.
sixty dollars. The marshal's fees, the commissioner’s fees and the district attorney's
fees amounted to one hundred and sixtynine dollars. [Laughter.] You in Cumberland county don’t know anything about the
revenue laws and never will until you live
on the borders.
Now I hope, gentlemen, that this organized body, this Board of Trade, will do what
they can and take action as may be necessary to see that the reciprocity treaty passes
for it underlies all oiu industries. It is the
great; encourage and protector of all your
Industries. It relieves your business and
trade from a thousand and one perplexities.
It relieves you from all the dangers that may
follow from the smuggling of goods, for no
matter if you have the consul’s certificate as
to the market value of your goods, no matter
if they are spread out before the collector
and he counts every sneepskin yet afterwards if some detective comes along and
shows that there was one more skin than appears to have yielded a duty or that the advalorem is ten cents below the market value
they are soized just the same. [Applause.]

Viee President Winslow:
We have a gentleman with us tonight who
may not be so well posted in getting horses
across the line, but he is well posted in the
altairs of this city and is interested in the
promotion of her wellfare. I call upon Col.
| John M. Adams.
SPEECH OF COL. JOHN M. ADAMS.

Mr. President and Gentlemen 0/ the Board
'of Trade:
I listered with a great deal of interest to
the remarks of Mr. Shaw, and I think he
lias presented to us the situation very fairly
and well. But as the gentleman who fob
lowed him said that is all well as far as it
goes, but there must be something more.tvuiltj UO was

gUlllg

u«« n

tw

uro

the Atlantic & St. Lawrence railroad was
started be was covering ground with which
I am familiar. I attended the first meeting
in Portland with'some fifteen or twenty
others, which was the beginning of that organization. I well remember the feeling
that then existed among the peoDle of PortThey
land. There was real enthusiasm.
said this thing must go, anil they took hold
and made it go. 1 was a young man then
without means, except what 1 had picked up
teaching school and otherwise, but I subscribed for two shares, and so it went all ovWe went aruund soliciting
er the country.
subscriptions, and went on with it and made
We took right hold and put
a success of It.
our hands in odr pockets to the best of our

ability.

Then came the Portland Company; that
thought to lie a good thing and we all
told hold and subscribed to the stock, attended the meetings aud helped them on, and
we now see a very important industry esXow wo must
tablished anil prospering.
make a point to concentrate our efforts upon something nnd then put our hands in our
pockets aud help it along. That is the only
way to set things going.
At the last meeting the question of elevators was discussed, aud it seemed to me that
it ivas very necessary that we should have
both for storage
more elevator room here,
and the loading of vessels, anil especially for
We have no opportunities here for
storage
While Chicago is now building an
storage.
elevator that will store two million bushels,
we are without any that could be used for
anythiug except by the Grand lrunk. Xow,
I bolive we have a committee appointed to
consider that matter, and I was expecting
that something would be reported this evening in regard to it. If It Is necessary and
best that we havo an elevator let us commence a subscription and set it going, if the
members of this Hoard o| Trade are once
convinced that this is the thing to do they
will take hold and do it. Certainly l am willing to take hold and do my share. [Applause.!
1 do not know much about elevators, nor
their profits, but it has occurred to me to ascertain since our last meeting the profits of
one of the elevators in Montreal, and I find
that some years they are as high as thirtythree per cent,, and the average since the
elevator was built has been fifteen per cent.
was

Just satisfy our people of that fact and I
guess there will not much capital go West to
seek iuvestment, because they will take right
hold here. 1 thiuk the maiu object of these
[COSTISUEB
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The Cerman Crown Prince.
For some time before the announcement
that the operation of tracheotomy bad lieen
performed upon the German Crown Prince
the bulletins concerning his condition had

p
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have

to

physicians

A

tiiat
suspicion
been
giving

the
more

favorable reports than the facts

will in* held iu

NOROMBEGA HALL, llangor,
Thursday, April 2(1, 1888, at 11 o’clock
a.

iu.

For the purpose ol selecting two candidates for
Electors of President and Vice President of the
United States, and four delegates at large, and
four alternates to attend the National Convention,
to he held at Chicago, Illinois ou Tuesday, June
19th, 1888, and transact tog any other business
that may properly come before it,
Ti e basis of rep esentation will be as follows:
Each city, town and plantation will be entitled to
one delegate, and for eaclt seventy-live votes cast
for the Republican candidate for Governor iu
1884. aiutOdilloiml delegate, and lor a fraction of
fortyjmtes In excess of seventy-live votes, an additional delegate.
The State Committee will be in session In the
recepl Ion room of the Halt at nlue o’clock ou the
morning of the Convention, for the purpose of receiving tlie credentials of delegates.
All electors of Maine, without regard to
past
political differences, who are in sympathy with
the sentiments expressed in the call of the Re"
publican National Committee for llie Republican
Nalional Convention, are cordially invited to
unite with the Republicans of the State In selecting delegates to Ibis Convention,
Per order Republican state Committee.
JOSEPH H. MAN LET, Chairman.
WILLIS H. WING, Secretary.
Augusta, Maikk, February 11,1888.

Lord Dufferein predicts for the Marquis of
Lansdowne n successful administration of
the affairs of India. As the settlement of
the Afghan frontier question will probably
Mill Ml
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viceroy should

not lmve smoother
But should Kussian intrigues and

sailing.
aggressions

again

come on

as

they

came on

three years ago, the English ministry may
Hud that there is a difference between Lausdowne and the diplomat, whose experience
of tlie intrigues of the court of the Sultan
had fitted him to fathom Kussian duplicity
and baffle Russian intention.

gentlemen who spoke at the Board of
Trade banquet Saturday evening, discussed
elevators, manufactures, reciprocity with
The

Canada and amusements.
were

all

interesting,

gestions thrown out
be

been generally favorable. It had been represented that the alarming symptoms were
subsiding, and that confidence iu bis ultimate recovery was greatly strengthened.
Tiie news, therefore that it has become necresort
to
to
essary
tracheotomy

if

they

should

The speeches
and many of the sug-

were

valuable,

would

or

become anythiug
more than suggestions.
These banquets are
demonstrating abundantly that the Portland
Board of Trade contains plenty of men with
ideas, and ability to express them. It is.to
be hoped that, iu the uear future, it will bo
demonstrated also that tlie Board contains
plenty of men of action.
ever

Sometime ago the Belfast Age advocated
the organization in Waldo county of a movement to overthrow the prohibitory constitutional amendment and tlie prohibitory law
and substitute a liceuse law in its place. Ac-

cording

to a despatch to a Boston paper this
call has resulted in tlie organization of such
a movement.
It is a little curious that this
movement, if it.be one that sincerely'aims at
a better restriction of the liquor truffle than
now exists, should have originated iu Waldo
county. There is iu that county oniy one
place of considerable size, aud outside of
that place there is very little rumselling,
while in that place there is not much. There
is uo place in that region where the prohibitory law has conspicuously failed to prohiband
therefore
no
reason
it,
why
friends
of
should
have
temperance

become
so
much
dissatisfied
with
the workings of tlie law as they have
s h u them, as to desire to abandon it and substitute another of a different kind iu its
stead.
Had the movement originated in
Bangor, or any other of the large cities of
the State, It might have been argued with
some force that its advocates were temperwho had

become

that
prohibition was not so effective a method of
suppressing the liquor traffic as license might
be. But in Waldo county, a county made up
ance men

to avert impending death it was necessary
to have recourse to the artificial means subplied by the insertion of a silver tube in tiie
windpipe. For the present tiie Prince is relieved and his life is prolonged, hut tracheotomy is not curative treatment, it is only palliative. In itself it lias no tendency to arrest the progress of tiie disease, hut it serves
to give to nature an extension of time.
Whether tiie Prince’s disease is cancer or
not is still uusetlled, but whatever it is it is

quite evident it lias reached

critical stage.
His recovery is not known to be—at any
rate not admitted by his physicians to be—
beyond possibility, but his death within a
short time would probably not surprise his
physicians, nor in the light of the latest de-

entirely of small towns, where the
liquor law has been well eufurccd, it is hardly probable that the dissatisfaction with it

among temperance men has become so great
as to call for a radical cliauge of policy.
We
suspect, therefore, that when tlie facts are
known
it will clearly
appear that the
authors of tlie movement are men who are
not dissatisfied with the present iaw because
it does not restrict enoough, but, on the contrary, because it restricts too much.
The Competition of Canadian

Rail-

roads.
Tlie argument of General J. H. Wilson,
formerly president of tlie New York and
New England Railway, before the Senate
committee on inter-State commerce, iu favor
of shutting out Canadian railroads from
American freights, embodies several interesting points. Geueral Wilson showed that
when the laws and regulations protecting
American ships were first made, railroads
were unknown aud nnthought of.
The traffic between United States ports is preserved
by law exclusively for United States vessels,
and it is this wise law that keeps alive today our inaguificent coasting
marine.
American railroads, however, are not sirnilarly protected. 1 lie Grand Trunk lias long
carried freights from western cities of the
United States to eastern cities of the same
country. On a more extended scale the
Canadian Pacific Railway, > its lines of
steamers from San Francisco
to
Port
Moody, and by alliances which it is making
with the railroads from the Canadian border
to eastern cities of the United States, has already become a powerful competitor to
American railroads for the car age of goods
between the East and the West. The Canadian Pacific has two advantages which more

than counterbalance the greater distances
which it must haul: the aid of a government subsidy, and the disadvantages at
which the “long and short haul” of the interover

bill puts its American competitors. The Canadiau competition, thus
favored by circumstances has begun to be
felt; and when General Wilson asks If it
can be contended that our commerce up and
down the Atlantic coast, or along the Great
commerce

Lakes between points exclusively within our
national jurisdiction, have any better right
to protection than commerce between other
poiuts within our boundaries, tbe question
by itself seems hard to answer in any other
way than in the negative. But the question is not wholly one between American
and Canadian railroads. Front the coasting
trade Canadians have been shutout for many
years, and the law which lias done tilts lias
been a definite barrier between Canadiau
interests on the one side and A tnerican inshutterests on the other. But a law
ting out Canadian railroads Irom carrying freights between American points
W'ould
not
divide
interests
entirely
Canadian from interests entirely American.
The traffic which such a law would aim
at has been the growth of years. Many
Americans arc interested in it, and much
American capital has been joined with the
foreign capital to bring it about A considerable portion of the line operated by the
Grand Trunk railroad was built by Portland
capital, and. the city of Portland to-day
draws p revenue from this capital. More
Portland capital is invested in another road,
the Portland & Ogdensburg, one of the objects of the building of which was a participation with Canadian partners in through
traffic from the West. Another Maine railroad, the Bangor & Piscataquis, was built
as part of the original Canadian design tol
connect the Maritime Provinces and the
West by a short line. To-day Bangor is beginning to see promise of a return for the 1
money she invested through a participation
with the Canadian Pacific in Western traf- I
fic. In Maine alone, without looking at all
;
to the great Massachusetts and Vermont
Irom
Boston
the
Cato
that
radiate
systems
I
nadiau border, there are important vested
I
interests which are not Canadian, but which i
would be involved in any legislation aimed j
I
at the Canadian roads.

a

velopments, the world.
The death of the Crown Prince Of Germatiie
death
ny means much more than
of the head of a such government as
of
sucli
a
or
ours
government
The
England’s.
opinions of the
monarch of Great Uritaiu or of tiie President of the United States have very little to
do with moulding tiie policy of the government of tiiese countries. Were the Queen to
die tomorrow and be succeeded
by tiie
Prince of Wales, no matter bow much his
political views might differ from his mothas

er’s, England would experience no pereepti.
ble effect from tiie change. Hut in Germany
tiie monarch governs as well as reigus, and
liis political views are of vast importance to
tiie people. The Crown Prince of Germany
is imbued witli liberal sentiments, and the
German people wore looking forward to his
reign as tiie beginning of some substantial
auvauccs

in

constitutional

government

than in
than
absolute
name.
less
Tlieugh
Gerof
the
Russia’s,
government
many is still a .depotism in which the will
of the monarch is generally law, though the
voice of the people has to be stilted iu a loss
despotic manner than iu Russia. There is a
pretense of a representative parliament, but
it is little more than a pretense. Bo intelli"
geut and enterprising a people ns the Germans could hut be restive under such a
government as they now have, and it is impossible that they will consent that the present condition of tilings shall continue indefinitely. Sooner or later the reforms demanded by the people must be granted.
whicu

exists

now

hardly

more

They may lie granted only after the spirit Of
of revolt lias risen so high that the ruling
monarch will not dare to refuse them. Or
they may be granted voluutarily by a monarch iu sympathy with them. With the crown
prince upon the throne the German people
had abundant reason to believe that they
would he granted voluntarily. He has taken
pains to let the people know' that he is a
believer in constitutional
Liberal and a
government. On the other hand his son who
in tho event uf his deatli will succeed to the
throne is a firm believer in the divine right
of rulers. He is credited with little concern
for the wishes of the German, but with a
The calamity that
great deal for his own.
stares the German people is therefore something more than the loss of an estimable
prince who lias endeared himself to them iu
many ways and whom they love and revere.
It is tiie loss of a ruler liberal and progressive, who sympathizes with the aspiration of
his people fur a larger share in their government, and the substitution of one who is at
heart a despot and will yield no further to
the wishes of the people than his fears com-

pel

him to.

CURRENT COMMENT.
THK SPEECH AND THE SUBJECT.

convinced

almost

state

would justify. Tracchotomy while iu itself a very
simple operation and attended with little
danger presupposes an alarming condition on
the part of the patieat. It is usually, if not
always, performed to avert tiie danger of
suffocation and no doubt this was its purIlis disease had
pose in the Prince’s case.
progressed until breathing by the natural
method had become almost impossible, and

[Biddeford Journal.]
Hon. T. U. Reed
services in memory

spoke

at

the memorial
in

of Gen. Logan, Held
Washington, Thursday evening It was
most fitting and eloquent tribute to one

a

of

the grandest Americans of his time.

[Boston Herald.]
The speech of Congressman Thomas B.
Reed, in commemoration of Gen. Logan, is a
remarkable example of chaste and effective
eloquence. By such efforts as this Mr. Reed
shows himself to he equal in ability in this

direction to any of his contemporaries in
Congress, and in dee I to he on a par with the
best orators in the palmy days of oratory in
public life.
THE WHITE
Reminiscences

of

HOUSE.
Historic

Person-

ages and Scenes.

[General Badeau in New York Mail and Express.]
It was my fate once to spend a half day in
these illustrious chambers entirely alone—
For twelve
between two administrations.
hours or more 1 was the
important perIt was the
son in the Presidential Mansion.
4th of March, 1W9, the day when Grant was
inaugrated President. After taking the
oath of office at the Capitol, he went for the
first time to the White House as its master.
most

His escort left him at the entrance, and only
his military staff,whose duties that day were
to cease, attended him further. He was not
bU

UbUipj

a
t>uu

ir_i_/....II..

luauoivu

*»**

//v.

...

several weeks; for lie had been on such
terms with his predecessor. Andrew Johnson, that nu arrangements could be made
Mr. Johnson did
in advance for business.
not accompany the President-elect to the
Capitol, as is customary,for Grant refused to
occupy the same carriage, and the out-going
Chief Magistrate remained in the Executive
Koom signing his last papers and making his
final dispositions, while the new President
It
was delivering his inaugural address.
must have been a hitter hour for Johnson
power had been
great and under such altered circum-

leaving the house where his
so

stances. lie had been tried and impeached,
and only escaped conviction by a single
vote; lie was rejected even by the party be
had saught to win, his policy defeated by the
country, and the man of all others whom he
hated most succeeding to his place amid the
plaudits of the nation that man refusing
even the ordinary civilities which every Chief
Magistrate pays to him who has held the seat
he is himself about to occupy. But Johnson
was not one to repine ;uo one heard from him
of his mortifications. He was gone before
Grant arrived; and the great house was
empty for a while of officeholders and officeseekers, of Cabinet Ministers, and almost of
secretaries. There was nobody to deliver it
over except an usher or a messenger.
Grant went with his staff to the Cabinet
Chamber and instructed the officers to meet
him the next day; then he withdrew to his
own residence on I street, near the Capitol.
I had been his private secretary for years,and
lie directed me to remain and receive his
messages und letters, forwarding such as
might he of consequence.
When I was left alone I went over the
house, especially the rooms of the President
and secretaries, searching for any|arehives
that might have been left behind; but there
were absolutely none; no record was handed
of the proover to the new administration
ceedings of that whose days and deeds were
over.

The day was dark and dismal and bitterly
cold, aud the deserted house seemed larger
I had first
and bleaker than ever before.
visited it in Buchaunan’s time. I had seen
the East Room crowded with Southern Senators and their brilliant wives in the days
when .‘southerners ruled the society and the
politics of the Capital, and ruled it "no
No better politician
wisely, but to!well.”
nor grander sociallqueens nave ever been in
Washington or the W hite House than the
Breckenridges, the Davises, the Sidells. the
Gwinns, the Toombses, the Cobbs and the
Buchanan and
others who surrounded
played for so high a stake, and plotted the
destruction of the Union which at last they
found they could not rule.
They were a
brilliant, clever, fascinating throng, and) if
they had succeededlwould have passed into
history as patriots—that is, into their own
history; but what would have been ours nnd
the verdict of the world? Doubtless those of
them who are left and their successors are
better pleased now that they have failed.
These 1 remembered as I paced the parlors
and thought how fur off tliev were from their
goal. .Some of them were dead In battle,
others uisfranchlsed, and apparently there
was no chance of any of them ever returning
to power.
Then i recalled Lincoln, to whom I had
carried the news of the capture of Fort Pulaski, und lie made me a captain on the spot,
I can see him now as he sat in the secretary’s
room, bvlorc the fire, twisting his long legs,
reading the dispatch and his grave features

hhoilla NEOCS.

lighting

up with interest and satisfaction as
lie listened to mv details. I met him and
Mr*. Lincoln afterward at their receptions,
and presented Mrs. Grant to them when she
made her first visit to the White House, over
which she was destined to provide for so
many years. On the second floor was the
room where the body of the murdered President had been laid after that terrible GoydFriday night in 18G5, and opposite tills another chamber, to which, though I knew It
not, another President was to lie taken after
the assassin’s bullet, there to linger and suffer while a nation and a world waited anxiously to know wheter he would live or die.
In the East Room below, where once I had
seen Buchanan and Ilia Southern Cabinet
and counsellors. Johnson had received the
delegation from the Philadelphia “arm-inarm” convention, as it was called. There,
too, Lincoln had lain in state, aud thither
Garfield was destined to follow him—a successor in fate and funeral, in place and penAow the memories crowded as I
alty.
walked up and down and thought of the earlier Presidents; of the war; of Buchanan
and Lincoln and Johnson: of the hours
when poor Mrs. Lincoln sat there sadly, half
demented, unwilling to leave the house
where she had uucened it. while Johnson
waited decorously and graciously till her
grief subsided; then on the throng of Southerners who returned, first, to ask pardon of
the tailor from Tennessee, and afterward to
suggest, and at last almost to dictate his policy; his strongest, warmest friends, who had
been his bitterest enemies. As I thought of
them so lately swarming about him in these
very rooms, liut now certain not to clustor
around Grant, the Republican incumbent,
the vicissitudes of mortal fate as its highest
point came vividly before me, and the louliness of the balls made my vaticinations more
sad than suspicious when the night fell
around the empty mansion with me solitary
on the inside.
Had I been able to summon up the future
as well as the past, I should
have seen almost as many startling changes and contingencies. First of all. the crowd of those who
thought they had won an entrance to the
White House by the sword, and yet had been
kept out of It by the man they bad themselves placed there, were now to return with
the victorious soldier at their head: then
Grant’s Presidential career of difficulties and
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255 Middle

W.J. WARE.MANAGER.

METAL SKYLIGHTS
Ami VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores and

Dwellings.

Galvanised Iron and Copper Cornices and
Gutter.. Metal Shingle*. Sheet Metal Work
for liulldlngs. Send for Illustrated Circular.

E. VAN N80RDEN &

BOSTON

!*'.frhr,n tv'-w

of New York is in the same predicaAs there is no political question involved in the possession of those gentlemen’s
papers, they are not likely to have trouble on
that score.
That annual blister, the bill to authorize
marriage with a deceased wife’s sister, will
nn

tho RriHsh Parliament.

at the

earliest possible opportunity. The queerest
feature of this ancient controversy is the
persistency with which the noble lords invariably reject the bill when it comes to them
from the Commons, on the ground that such
marriages being against the law they can’t
pass a law making them legal.
Donald Fletcher, who has just been elected
president of the Denver (Col.) Chamber of

Commerce, reached that city nine years ago
almost dead with consumption and with only
$5 in his pocket. He applied for a position
as section hand on the Rio Grande railroad,
but was given a clerkship in the office of
that company at a salary of $75 a month.
He is now one of the wealthiest men in DenHis money
ver and enjoys robust health.
was made in real estate.
Gen. James H. Wilson of Delaware, who
captured Jefferson Davis in petticoats, was
before the Senate inter-State committee the
other day to argue against undue competition from Canadian railroads with those of
the United States, under the present construction of the inter-State commerce law.
In the committee he met Senator Reagon,

who was in Davis’s company and was captured with the Confederacy’s President.

In this age of rush, push, am. excitement, the cry of the day is for some
preparation that will give food to the
nerves and brain, and euablc them to
undergo the greatest pressure and work
without prostration. All stimulants
are deadly in their effects, the reaction
invariably proving in the long run disasWhat the brain and nerves call
trous.
for, and must have, if any permanent
good is to be experienced, is a food
that will give strength, vitality,
aDd in a word, build up and restore the
shattered frame. This is precisely what
that most marvelous remedy of this age,

DR. R. C. FLOWERS
SCIENTIFIC

accomplish. They are not stimulant, nor
do they contain a particle of those strong,
dangerous drugs found in most nerve
remedies, such os strychnine, arsenic,
iron, quinine, opium, in any form,—coca,
caffeine, or bromide; but they are a rare
combination of the finest Nerve and Brain
Foods ever discovered or

compounded.

100 Pills in every bottle.

Price $1.00 a Bottle.

R. C. FLOWER MEDICAL GO., BOSTON, MAS8.
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100 AND ACCRUED INTEREST,

PORTLAND

C. J.

FARRINGTON, MENTAL SCIENCE
180—MIDDLE STREET-182EJxoliange Street
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MUTUAL
1887.

3,341,828.03

CALIFORNIA!
«RANDKST

THE

EXCURSION OF THE SEASOH.
Leaving Boston Feb. 20, ’88.
Everything First-Class. Sumptuous Meals and
Luxurious Double Berths Infalace Hotel Cars.
The Personal Attention of an Experienced Manager and a Corps of Trained Servants.
All points of interest visited, returningvla Southern Koute and New Orleans.
Write for full
ALL EXPENSES INCLUDED.
particulars to
EDWARD S. SEARS,
Agent Worcester Excursion Car Company,
228 Washington St., Boston.
eodlm
febl
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Bought and bold,
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upwards.
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or
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Life

ARE

THINKING

OF HAVING A

Size

—

Crayon

or

Colored Picture
of yourself, your friends, or your children, call at
the

777""

COLCORD

W.

143 PEAKE STREET.
Jan24dtl

THE

SECOND
OF

TERM

—

316,468.24

96 Park

Street,

REVERE
2,407,669.60

*19.073,130.38
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PIANO!
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On Accountof the Death of the Senior Partner the Stock of

123

JOSErIf CLEARY, Manager,
24 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

_dOm

75 New anti second-hand Portable and
Stationary Steam Engines and Boilers,
High and Medium speed Automatic Engines for all kinds of duty. We have
the best Engine in the market for Electric Lighting, or any place where absolute uniformity of speed is required.
Send for illustrated Catalogue.
8. L. HOLT & CO.,
anlleodlm ST Sudbury SI., Boaton ,H»«.

R. STANLEY & SON,
will be sold low in the original
package to close the estate.

R, STANLEYS SON,
410 Forest,,
feb7

Portland,

du

EXCHANCE

STREEJ.
___

REMOVAL.
Wc have Removed to

Corner Federal and

|an3_

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Rooms all large and comfortable; elegant suites
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentle
men's cafe and blUlard-room added, and flrst-class
In every respect.

Temple St.,

Whitney.
Att

JUST ARRIVED.
Hard Wood from Bobbins, ail prepared
use, ouiy
per cord, delivered. Also the largest assortment of
Wood kept in the city, Including Birch
Edgings and Slabs, Hard Wood. Wood
sawed and split by steam power.

KOO.VIM PBO.n 91.00 A D

ready for

Jan27

j. F. MERROW & CO., Proprietors.«od3m
__

WA svi

ORDERS SOLICITED.

TO DO TOL'R

IE

INTI

C.

W.

TELEPHONE 687 B.

YORK

OFFICES,
ttOionmcirUI Nt.,S \Vu«Kint(tan si., and
Car. Dnaforlh nad dark Su.
Jan26
eodlm*

)VE WILL I>0 IT QUICKLY.
W1 WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WK WILL DO IT WELL

VALENTINES!
Largest and Finest Assortment
the city.

of

Valentines In

Prices—1 CENT to $3.00 each.

CHEW FOREE’S

Wholesale ami Retail at Maunfacturer’s Prices.

Comic Valentines 30r and Ik Cross!

■

incut.

CHA S-

SAMUEL THURSTON,

Just

No. 3 Free Street Block, Porn<uia.

weighing from

fit.

B

B—Ask far the BDRDETT OR

JyI5

TUNING TO

ORDER.

dtl

Arrived.!

frbl

THIRTY HORSES
900 to 1400

pounds, including sev-

eral finely matched pairs.

IMPORTERS.

Me.

Tebll

Kendall &

Remodelled, Refurnished, Newly Decor*
ated, and now kept on the

eodtf

The sole agency ot this world Ircnowncd instru

mm,

&

(Successors to K. B. Robinson & Co.,)

Near Boston and Maine. Eastern. Fitchburg and
Lowell depots, centres of business
and places of amusement.

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portlanci. Me.

Hotel.

INSTALL-

on

HOUSE, Whitney Building,

and examine those on exhibition.

Falmouth

Organa.

or

BOSTON.

400,679.64

B. THURSTON & CO..
PRACTICAL PRINTERS,

sen28

For CASH

AIRS. CASWELL’S SCHOOL, WOODWARD

of Painting.
Special pupils are admitted to both these classes
anu to existing classes'In Urrs.au and Trench.
For circulars or information apply at 96 Park
St., between 2 and 3 o’clock p. m.
dtf
Jan 19

Stationery,

can

MENTS.

STUDIO,
Opp. the

The Celebrated Smith Ameri-

WILL OPES OX FEBRUARY 1st.

LIABILITIES.
n Rooms I and 2, in Brown's Block, corner Casco j Reserve at Massasachusetts Stanand Congress Streets,
dard 4 per cent.*16,294,304.33
DistribuPORTLAND, .... MAINE. I Balance
tion unpaid.
96,381.09
Endow
Death
aud
SARAH E. FRYE, S. S. D. Ph. D„ President.
ment Claims apShe was instructed by the New York School, of
89,397.00 16,480,082.42
proved.
Christian Science, anil Is also a graduate In both the |
Healing Course and Normal Course of the Mental ;
99,393,348.16
of
Chicago, Illinois;
Spiritual Science University,
as a graduate in the Normal Course she Is nualifi- j
has endorsed thereon the cash surpolicy
Every
classes
ed and authorized to teach the Science;
render aud paid-up Insurance values to which the
are formed in her College about the first of each
insured is entitled l>v the Massachusetts Statute.
month, and are Instructed by herself. The Col- ! LIKE KATE ENDOWMENT policies are issued
lege is associated with the above University, hence a' the old life rate premium.—ANNUAL CASH
Its Students will be entitled to tbe Text-Books and
dlstributious are paid upon ALL pollcies.l
Diploma ol tbe University without extra charge.
Pamphlets, rates aud values for any age sent on
1>R. A. A. SKIRTS,
application to the Company’s office, or to
President of the University, will Instruct the F.bV. RICHARD FOSS,
runry t'lu.., w hich Is to open on Thursday,
February Ittih, at tbe College. All who desire
Booms Id and 17 Oxford
tirerral A|ret,
to enter this Course are Invited to call on Mrs.
Building, 183 Nliddlr 8t„ Portlnnd, me.
Frye and tier assistants at the College Rooms;
they are authorized to make terms: several expe- Bl:NJ, E. STEVENS. President.
JON. m. €41 H KEN8, Vice President.
rienced Healers are connected with the College.
d2w
feblO
8. F. TRUCE. necretor,.
XV.V1. B.TI'BNEB. Amt. Secretary
r.

Qlven to private pupils by the subscriber,

Specialty.

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,
«ep22

YOU

SHAW, Principal.

Tbe Class In Art Hi.lory will begin the Hiat.ry
of Mculptur* and au additional class will
be formed to begin the Hiat.ry

]

IF

"

catalogue.

—

300,275.00

11,132.67

°

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
1CAL STUDIES
J.

Commissions to
Agents, Salaries,
Medical Fees.Advertising, Print-

ing.

mjtkes.

Jan9_eodtf

423,792.24
plus.
Total paid to I-. Hoyholders.52,066,847.48
Amount paid for

and all other incidental expenses
at the HomeOfllce
and at Agencies..
Amount paid forAccrued Interest on
Investments purchased during the
year.

and seToral 'other yell-hiiown

scqulr-

and experienced teachRooms open for business day
days each week. For full par*
F. L.

nuNAcnrsETTs.

Cancelled and Surrendered Pol!( s
Distribution of S ur-

be

thorough

and evening six
ticulars send for

Death Claims.*1.016,322.00
Matured and Discounted Endow-

limited amount at

bnt

employed.

ers

*91,311.090 97
DIMBCRSCmENTM.

that will

can

MR

None

„
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RECEIPTS.
For Premiums.*2,337,006.99
For Interest, Kents
and Profit and
Loss, less Taxes.. 1,004,821.04

every young men,

abort apace of time ftt

ft

Shaw’s Business College.
PORTLAND,

Amu.818,199,989.94

for

feb8

Australia.

mZECKAYON PORT B AIT (Bust) EHEE OF

each.

Statement of Business for

These garments are made from fine fab- •and after careful
examination recommend
Investment.
them
rics and desirable to anyone wanting reliable Winter Clothing.
Gobb & Estabrook,
We are overstocked and must sell them Brewster,
35 CONGRESS ST., BOSTON.
eodOm
oct21
at once. Call and examine.

N ear

success U>

photoobaphb.

WILSON, COLSTON & CO..

Neo<ted by

boston,

REEFERS.
turn them into cash.

CAST.

A PHENOMENAL BLN:

RONTON.

W. &

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

WATER CO. BONDS

prices

of the Age,

Play

C. H. VENNER & CO..

NEW ENGLAND

Principal and Interest payable at

at

17 and 18.

and Satnrdayjfb.

HELD
N MY !

WORKS,

Present basis, gross earnings.
net earnings..
Surplus, after paying expenses and In-

PORTLAND,

MERRILL.,

SINKINC FUND

—-AJSTD——

once

Ha-

_

The greatest

num

Dress Braid, 3e piece.
Cabinet Hair Pins, 2c a box.
Dressing Combs, 4c each.
Tooth Brashes, 5 and 8c each.
Spool Cotton, 4c a spool.
Needles, best, 4c per paper.
Barbour’s Linen Thread, 7c a spool.
French Cotton, 4c a spool.
One lot Nottingham Pillow Shams, at 21c each.
100 dozen Envelope or Beach Bustles, in 3,4 and 5 colls, at 17c each.

YOUTHS’

Must be sold at

MIHlABt

lebO

Woodbury & Moulton

Bents’ Linen Handkerchiefs at 10,12 l-2c and upwards.
75 dozen Ladies fancy border, at 5c each.
One lot Ladies Fine Linen, Initial Handkerchiefs, at 20c

MEN’S,

TWifim UmJWUI

Brain and Nerve Pills

Wednesday Evenings,

PHILADELPHIA.

COLLEGE,

THE ORY OF
THEAGE.

assemblies

The City of Omaha now has a population of
100,000, and Is entirely dependent upon these
works for its water supply, as is also South Omaha,
where the large pork packing establishments are
located.
These bonds are listed on the New York Stock
Exchange, and the undersigned offer at 103 and
Interest subject to advance In price, the $800,000
last issued.

SMALL IWARES.

ment.

a

G-IIjBSJRT’S

Very cheap.

quhar

Iic»

Store._teb(>dM

HANDKERCHIEFS.

Jan23_dOm

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

ho inflipfoil

EACH,

150 dozen Towels, slightly damaged, size 18x36. There are many
in the lot that show no imperfection, all to be sold at 7c each.

CO.,

IS

Mr William Gillette's American Drama,

Annual interest

TOWELS.

DAMAGED

€©.,

reduced to 26 IM 36 ceuts.
Stickbiiaice-s Music

-ISSUED BY THE—:-

Bonds

At 5,10,12 1-2 and 25c each.
Fancy Turkish Towels or Tidies at 17 aud 25c each.

political opponent.

William D. Kelley, Jr., son of the famous
“Pig Iron’’ Kelley, has developed into a successful practical iron maker In one of the
pushing towns of the new South.
Representative White of Indiana Is not the
only member of Congress who is unable to
produce his naturalization papers. Senator
Beck lias lost his, and Representative Far-

application.

TOWELS.

LINEN

EXAMINE OUR

ii»»cuoi-

NEW YORK

One lot Berage Veiling, at 12 l*2c per yard.
One lot Sewing Silk Veiling, at 20c. per yard.
One lot Infants’ Haud Made Shirts, at 2ac. each.
One lot Nurses Aprons with lace at 20c each.
Dress Shields, or sleeve protectors, S and 12 l-2c per pair.
Canfield Dress Shields, at 17c worth 25c.
Covered Dress Steels, Oc per dozen.
White and Colored Dress Springs at 9c a set.

Street, Portland, Me.

mpenouceu

NEBRASKA.

BARGAINS.

SPECIAL

the well-known Author and Editor, of Boston. Being the Personal Observations of this

We also have a good selection of Water Works
Co. 6s, that are guaranteed Principal and Interest,
for sale at Par and Interest.

(I1HIH

Assorted styles, at the extremely low price of 12 l-2c each; sold
everywhere at 20 and 25c each.

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,

IEEUMTRATED I.ICTI RK.

Mecnred by Mortgage upoa the

COLLARS.

LINEN

PURE

CENTS’

CITY HALL,TUESDAY EVENING, FEB. 14

COMPANY,

Are absolntely the best value ever offered for the money, the
same are a better grade than those offered at last year’s sale.

PRICE.

ONE

—

The Mysteries of Distant Lands and/Dceans, by
31. 31. R1LLOC.

Bangor tts, due

Twenty-Year

OUR UNLAUNDERED SHIRTS AT 44c

PLEASED TO HAVE YOU ALL CALL.

AT

Over one hundred Original Illustrations of Important Cities, Manners, and Customs. Architecture,
Orand Scenery, Notable Monuments, and Strauge
Peoples all aver Ike world

BANKERS,

One lot Ladies Linen Collars, 4 for 25c.
One lot Ladies Fancy Collars and Cuffs, at 20c per set.
One lot Ladies Linen Cuffs, 3 pairs for 25c.
Fine Neck ltnching, at 5 and Sc per yard.
Crepe Llsse Kuching, at 12 1-2 and 19c, regular 25 and 37c goods.

are

dtf

IMtl Middle Ml., Portland, Me.

COLLARS AND RUCHINCS.

not broken lots, but new, full, clean lines, freshly made and direct from
our factory for your selection and inspection.
We know that ne ly every man and boy wants a new pair of Pants at this season
of the year, and we should be

They

EVENING.

A journey of Forty Thousand Miles, verifying the
familiar fable of tbe Seven League Boots.
A Remarkable Eveaiag'. Eaiertaiameai

32 Exchange Street.
Jan24dtf

UNDERWEAR.

MONDAY

HALL.

6th POPULAR

7s,

Dr. Strong’s Tampico Corsets, 75c.
Dr. Warner’s Coraline 75c.
Dr. Warner’s Flexible hip, 75c. Dr. Bali’s Corsets, 75c.
Loomer’s Elastic hip, 75c.
Dr. Warner’s Health $1.00.
Corset Covers at 15c, 20c and upwards.
Night Dresses, extra value, at 75c.
Skirts, Chemises, Drawers ail at redneed prices.

th» eytremes of price; they ascend mostly by half dollars from the lowest to the highest iu price and quality.

M. C. A.

Admission 25 cents, Supper Inclnded.
feblO
d3t
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Bankers,

•

1804.
Bath Muulclpal 5s, due 1897.
Androscoggin & Kennebec K. K. 6s, due 1891
UiVUl T uu/lu Xi tt'uriiiiniytnn R
It (tu Hurt 1 dUM
due 1013.
8000 Maine Central K. It.
Prices and any other particulars desired given

few of the many Bargains offered.

a

COTTON

AT Y.

—

Investments.
1000
600
6000

—

AND

THE

« to 0,
JIL'HIU AND RKADINU !
under the auspices of
WiMIVVS
A I’ XI El 4 KY

City Water Co. First iTIorl-

SWAN & BARRETT,

SALE OUR ANNUAL SALE OF GENUINE BARGAINS.
CORSETS

There will be an

Orange *upper from

Portland City.2!®
Leeds & Farmington It. K, 1st Mort.* *
Portland & Ogdensburg li. K. 1st Mort.<> s
Maine Central It. K. 1st Mort .7 *
Maine Central K. K. Consol. Mort.7 *
Miami County. Ohio, Court House.u »
First National Hank Stock,
Canal National Rank Slock,
Casco National Bank Stock,
National Traders Bank Stock,
Merchants National Bank Stock,

fobO

com-

feb7dlw

ORANGE SUPPER!

INVESTMENTS.

FOB SALE BY

FUN I

OF

N_E

Friday.

mences

PER
CENT
SIX
Say.

we

C Y C L O

Prices 75, BO and 35 cents; sale of seats

25 shares Casco National Bank.
20 shares First National Bank.
5 shares Canal National Bank.

AT MERRILL’S!

$1.00 to $7.50
These

odors, superior to

Congress and Franklin Streets.
eodtf

We will enumerate but

FROM

Securities!

If. JH. PAYSONI Ac

?

BARGAIN

SPECIAL

A

—

drawn and Letters of Credit issued)
available in all the principal
dU» I. Kuriiite.

on

Corner

TROUSERS!
IT

-

GEORGE~cTfRYE,

PANTALOONS,
IS

exqui-

any in the market.

eod&wurmly

or

Heliotrope,
Cashmere Hilly.

-

ounce, in all

by Druggists.
RICHARDSON & CO., Prop’s
BURLINGTON. VT.

Under the management of Mr. J. M. Hill.
With unsurpassed comedy support and handsomely uniformed brass band and orchestra.

STERLINC EXCHANGE

Kunsas

—

Our Irish Visitors!

Kage 0 Per Cent. Bonds.

-

Sold

/-IK

218 Middle Street, Partlaml, Me.,
Investment

Laughter.

But

MURRAY & MURPHY

j. B. BROWN & SONS,

—

gMSK2SM»SMEftSS

TROWSERS,

Stuart,
Ess. Bouquet,

End,

Laughter, Nothing

eodtf

^

35 cents per ounce.
“
"
“
“
35
Atkins’
Reichardt’s Satchet Powder at 25 eents per
Lubin’s at

In its composition the best and most
active diuretics of the Materia Medica
are com bin ed scientiflcall y w ith other
effective remedies for diseases of the
kidneys. It can bo relied on to give
quick relief and speedy cure.
Hundreds of testimonials have been received

ikv

West

PORTLAND THEATRE
ONE NIGHT ONLY. MONDAY, FEB. 13

INTEREST ALLOWED OX DEPOSITS

*

DIURETIC.

janll

Marie

The three last odors being of the most
site fragrance.

Acting mildlybut surely on the bowels
it cures habitual constipation, and
promotes a regular habit. It strengthens the stomach, and aids digestion.

WELLS,

Patchouly,

White

LAXATIVE.

\nx?r\
1 ne nUCfjL/.

Musk,
Heilotrope,

Wild. Rose,

It drives out the poisonous humors of
the blood purifying and enriching it,
and bo overcoming those diseases
resulting from impure or impoverished blood.

rni,A

Wood

Building.

DKALKKH IN

—

ITib.
at 1'ITY II 11*1** Feb
Ticket* admitting Gent and Ladies 75 ct». LaLllea’ ticket* 25 cts. Prer.lieimaser trill farni«h mN«ic.
feb7dlw

City, County and Railroad Honda, and
other I'irat-l'laaa Securities.

—

Violet,
Stephanotis,

Rose,
Jockey Club,
New Mown Hay,
YlangYlang,

AN ALTERATIVE.

Pries $1.00.

only

Or sold in any quantity at tlie extreme low
price ol* 20 eents per ounce.

Celery and Coca, the prominent ingredients, are tne best and Barest
Nerve Tonics. It strengthens and
quiets the nervous system, curing
Nervous Weakness, Hysteria, Sleeplessness, Ac.

The DEBILITATED

Bottles

or the

SECOND 01V. OF THE "A. 0. H."

TRUST COMPANY

JelO

Ball

Annual

Grand

—

$1.50 each.

A NERVE TONIC.

For The NERVOUS

Stoppered

Onc-llalf Pint Glass

BROS.

TURNER

Extracts in Bulk !

Triple

Eulire lot of All Wool Serge In Black and Colors, 40 and 42 Indies
wide, nl 31 cents; former price 73 cents.
2000 yards line French Dress Ooods, at just importers' prices.
3000 jards 25 cent Satines at 13 1-2 cents; will be sold out in a few
days, as they arc not to be found elsewhere.
One more lot Black Silk WurpHenrietlii nt 95 cents; usual price $1.25;
$1.50 quality for $1.25.
About 50 styles in Checks, Plaid and Striped Surah Silks and Cheney
Bros.’ Printed Silks nt 95 cents.

rary unpopularity, and the final defection of
many political friends; the uncertainties of
Hayes’s election; the inauguration on that
Sunday night in the Red Room, when only
the new President, Chief Justice and Ulysses
Grant, Jr., were present while Hayes took
the oath. No stranger scene ever occurred In
the White House than this anticipatory inauguration, preceding the formal one of the
next day at the Capitol—to preclude the possibility of other revolutions or attempts at
dispute or resistance. The Hayes administration left little trace, and afterward came
Garfield filling the White House with acrimonious wranglings of those who had been
his political friends, aud then the horror of
assassination, the long agony of expectation
After
and another Presidential funeral.
viii.''

EXQUISITE PERFUMES.

GOODS!

DRESS

ATII’WEIIKNTN.

PORTLAND

First National Bank

mingled

There was a brief period of mourning; the
in
great columns of the porch were draped
black and official correspondence was written on paper with the broadest edge; but
soon there followed a parade of feasting and
ostentation, of public display and private
junketing such is the Presidential Mansion
had never known ;.the second rate mimicry
in morals and manners of courts that no
one about the President had ever seen, and
the introduction of forms which the republic
had long before determided to put aside.
Last of all political revolution. The Democrats returned to power after an absence of
The same men some
a quarter of a century.
times who had ruled in Washington before
the war, the Southcners who had been foremost in council and in the field in the seceding States, came back good citizens, and the
fatted calf was killed ;Tn fact, a stalled ox.
The White House walls must have whispered to themselves behind the curtains when
they saw the old faces or heard the old
names, and some of the men who had sought
to capture the capital felt strange, I am
sure, when they found themselves welcomed
as guests where they had once hoped to come
At the very afternoon I
as conquerors.
spoke of I met a Southern woman whom I
had not seen in more than twenty years.
She had honored me with her friendship before Mrs. Cleveland was born, and was a
staunch Union woman until Virginia seceded. After that I never met her until Richmond fell. I was then sent to the captured
city, and chanced to pass my former friend
standing in front of her own house, which
had been burned. I cannot say that at first
she was cordial, and l am afraid there are
Northern women who would hardly have
greeted warmly, when their houses were
who
were burning, those
they thought,
caused
the
deeven
unjustly, had
struction. But when I found this lady at
the White House she was as inexhaustible
and irresistible in grace and spirit and charm
as if years and rebellions and conflagrations
had never been. She saluted me as affably
and amiably as of old, and said, with a spice
of espiegleric; “I fear I was not quite civil
enough when we last met, but under the circumstances, you know-”
An amende after twenty-three years! If
that wasn’t high breeding what was It? But
where would you look for good breeding if
not at the President’s house and at Mrs.
Cleveland’s receptions?
For the new President lias introduced one
custom never inaugurated by his predecessors.
He married a young wife in the Blue
Room. Other girls have Decome brides at
the White House, but she-is the first who
became the mistress of the historic mansion
because of her marriage there. This is a
new story for the storytellers, a new memory
to mingle with the political ones. AH future
chroniclers will tell it, doubtless, in detail,
and they will have no more graceful heroine
or popular figure in all their annals than the
young and attractive wife who has made
nerself and her husband so many personal
friends, and subdued by her winning qualities to her own mild sway even the bitterest

SPECIALTIES IN

—

with some splendid
achievements, and in its mixture typical of
his
human
re-election, his tempolot;
every

chagrins,

niiAfloui.

miHCBliI.AI«BOVS._

MURRAY
jan3i

BROS.,

81 Franklin Street.

io

We know that liner leaf and sweetening than Is
not exist. To dealers In tobacco who do not sell Force's Rainbow,
we will, on application, for, a limited time, sent
free of charge a 00 -cent plug for examination.
A. H- Mitchell A Co., Boston, Mass.
eoddom
0019

used^n Force’s Rainbow does

Ja

DAY,

544 CONCHESi ST.

_a*w

vessel, owners.

'ItflK Port Clyde Marine Hallway ha* oecuthtir
l nughly rebuilt, and Is new In readiness In
take oiiTall vessels in nerd ol r ,.;>lr*. All w.nk
illsoaltlictl julci.ll *nd salutneilou gintrauU>~d
W. (J. 8 CIMPSON, J*..
Address,
Port Clyde, lie.
dcclthiu

•

W

BONDS.
State of Maine 6s. due 1889 ...102
Portland City 6s,Munlclp’l vanouslOO
Portland City 6s, tt. H. aid 1807...123
Bath Sty 6s, Muu. various.102
Bath City 6s R. R. aid various.. ..101
Bangor City 6s, long R. R. aid —113
Bangor City 6s, ong Mun.123
Belfast City 6s, R. It. aid. 104
And. A Ken. R. K. 6s, various.... 103
Portland St Ken. R. R. 6s, 1886 109
Leeds A Fariiilng’tu K. R. 6s.109
Maine Central R. K. 1st mtg 7s. .118
Maine Central R. R. Consol 7s....132
Maine Central It. It. Skg Kund 68.106
Co. 1st mtg 6s....100%
Portland Water
'•
2d mtg 6s.106
•
3d mtg 6s... .no

PRESS.

THE

MONDAY MORNING, FEB. 18.
THE PRESS.
of N.
Mav be obtained at the Periodical Depots
sendee, Horse Railroad Station; Marquia,

G*Fes

M. C. R. K. !><*Armstrong,
600
oot
Hodgson, iMJVfc Portland Bt,.; John <3ox.
Exchange St.; Lawson,
ft liressSt.; Costello, 7604
PeterSt.;
Congress
47 Middle St.; Jewett,
corner Congress and
son 2 Exchange SI.; Goold,
Chestnut Sts.; Chisholm, l6»
kins, Commercial, corner I ark; Morrill, 243 ConSt.; Beardsworth,
gress St.; Ross, IMS Congress
*7 India St.; Harley, corner York and Tate Sts.:
ol
Chisholm Bros.’
Abbott, 243 Spring St.; and
agents on all trains running out ol the cltv.
Auburn, Haskell & Reynolds.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Ball), J. O. Shaw.
Biddaford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
Boston, Muss., American House.
L. Dennison.
B.
Brunswick,
Cumberlaud Mills, K. S. Raymond.
W. Dunbar.
E.
Damarlscotta,
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
J.
C.
Gerry.
Fryeburg,
Ht.;

•Tii KvphumM'

Congresslt.;Hop-

8. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
^Norway,
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.

Island. 8. C. Prince & Son.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rock laud, 0.8. Andrews, B. H. Burnham & Wm
]l. Hyde.
Saccarappa, W. B. Boothby.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co., Wm. Stackpole.
So. Paris. A. M. Gerry.
Sprlngvale, C. H. Pierce.
skowiiegan—Bfxby & Buck.
Thomaston, 8. Delano.
Yiualbaven. A. B. Viual.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth. W. F. Bennett.
Orrs

•Ex-dlvlUend.

[By Telegraph.]

Arrangement

p.

a.m.
a. m.

0

..

to 6

ni.

....

AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
and Western, via Boston and Maine

Southern
Arrive, 12.16, 4.66
railroad (Pastern division)
and lip. m.; Close 8.00 a. m.. 12 m., 6.80 aud 8. p
m.; Supplementary, 12.30 and 10 p. m.
Boston, intermediate offices and connections,
via Boston & Maine railroad, (Western division)—
Arrive at 12.20 and 8.16 p. m.; Close 8 a. m. and
8.00 p. m.
Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive,
2 a. m. and 1 p. m.; Close 12.00 m. and 9 p. m. j
Supplementary, 12.16 aud 10 p. m.
Augusta, intermediate offices and connections,
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2 aud 9 a.
m„ 1 and 6.00 p. m.; Close at 6.30 a. BL, 12 m.,
4.30 aud 9 p. m.; Supplementary, 12.16 and 10 p.
—

1 nba la >.4.i

Adams Express.138

Am. Express.107
Boston Air Line, pref.. 97%
25
Bui 111: to e & Cedar Rapids.
133
Metropolitan Ei.
Mum ei St. Janus.
d%
Pullman t’&lace..i 40%
Ohio Si Miss. 24k,

lit.

Skouhegan. intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central railroad-Arrive at 2 a.
nt. and 1 p. m.; Close at 12 m. and 9 p. m.; Supplementary 12.15and 0.010 p. m.
Aulrum and Lewiston,—Arrive 2 and 9 a. m.
and l and 6 p. m.; Close, 6.30 a. m., 12 m., 4.30
and 9 p. m.; Supplementary, 12.15 and 10 p. m.
Bangor.—Arrive at 2 a. m. aud 1 aud 6 p. in.;
Close al 6.30 a. m.. 12 m. and 9 p. m.; Supplementary 12.16 and 10.00 p. m.
Canada, Intermediate offices and connections,
via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at 12.16 p. m.;
Close at 1.00 p. m.
Gorham, Ar. 56, intermediate offices and connections, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at 8.36 a.
m. aud 12.16 p. m.; Close at 6.30 aud 9 a. m. aud

New York Mining 5 toon a.

[By Telegrapn.]
NKWYOBK.Feb.il 1888. The following ar
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day;
Colorado Coai.
37%
2(5%
HockingiCoal
Homestake.
11%
Ontario.

27%

Quicksilver..

9
34
160

do preferred.
ElCristo.

170
Brunswick. 1 65

Amador.

111.

Suanton. Vt., Intermediate offices and connections, via Portland and Ogdenslturg railroad—
Arrive at 8.60 n. m.; Close at 8.00 a. m.
Bartlett. AT. 66. intermediate offices and connections, via Portland & Ogdeusburg railroad—Arrive
at 11.10 a. m. aud 8.50 p.m.; Close at 8.00 a, nt.
aud 2.30 p. m.
Rochester. N. 66, intermediate offices and connections, via Portland & Rochester railroad—Arrive at 1.30p. m.; Close at 7 a. in. and 12 m.;
Supplementary 12.30 p m.
Eastport, (tri weekly) via steamers International Steamship Co.—Arrive at 6 a. m., Tuesday,
Thursday aud Saturday; Close at 4.30 p. lit.
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Cheheague, Long, Couseu's and Peak’s Islands—
Arrive at 10 a. m.; Close ;'t 2 p. m.

California Mining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
BAN FRANCISCO, Feb.ll. 1888.-The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks
to-day:
Hale; & Norcross.10V*
Oplilr. t. 9%
Potosi. 6%
Crown Point. 7%
Best & Belcher. 6%
Bodie. 2 60
Gould &

7%
Savage.,....
Union.r...4 55
Yellow Jacket. 9%

Stage Mails, Ac.

BOSTON,

Bowery Beach, Ocean House and KnlghtvUle—
Arrive at 10 a. m.; Close at 3 p. lit.
South Portland, Eerry Village arul WUlard—
Arrive at 8 a. nt. aud 2.30 p. in.; Close at 8 a. m.
and 2.30 p. m.
East Peering—Arrive at 7.30 a. lit.; Close at

WIT AND WISDOM.
The following novel advertisement recently appeared in a New York paper:
“Wanted—A young horse to exchange for a
family monument (granite). Address, Family
Monument,-N. J.
Nathan Plummer, M. D.» of Auburn,
N. H., says that he has used Wistar's Balsam
of Wild Cheery in bis practice for more than
ten years, and finds it tlie most effectual remedy
within his knowledge. He recommends it with
great confidence to those subject to coughs and

pulmonary complaints.
What are you doing to that

stove?”
“Sure, and oi’nt shaking it down. sorr.’.
“Please stop, then. It took me nine hours to
put it up last Monday.
Their gentle action and good effect on
the system really make them a perfect little pill.
They please those who use them, Carter’s Littl s
Liver Pills may well bo termed “Perfection.”

■

“Yes, we want a good strong boy. Where have
you been employed?”
“In a penmanship academy."
“And what kind of work did you do there?"
“1 was employed to Joggle the table when a
scholar wrote his ‘fair sample of my handwriting,'
before taking lessons at Scribbler’s Calllg aphle

Academy.”

once,” said a physician who had been
called In consultation, "that Dr. Pellet's diagnosis was wrong; but as be was In charge of the
case, It wouldn’t do for me to interfere.’”
“Did the patient die?”
■£.
“Oh yes; died of professional courtesy’—a very
common and fatal disease.”
saw

at

The remedy for all pain, Salvation Oil. 25 cts.
It would make a stone Image turn green with
envy to observe the expression of profound disgust that settles down on the face of the doctor
when he hears his patients praising Dr. Bull’s

Cough Syrup.”
We should be kerfuJ how we encourage luxury's. It lz hut a step forard from hoecaik to
plum-puddin, hut It lz a mile and a half by the
nearest road when we have to go back agin.

FEB.

Pipe Line Certificates.
M.

11.

90%
90%
90

11.30

89%
89%

12 M

Print Cloth Market.
FALL RIVER,Feb. 11.1888.—The |Fall River
cloth
statement
foi-jthe week is as follows:
print
pSlTuction. 175,000 pieces
178.000 pieces
Deliveries.
Stock.
2,000 pieces
Sales. 66,000 pieces
Snot.
34,000 pieces
Future.
|32,000 pieces
Prices 4c for 64s; 3%c nominal for 60x58s. The
market Is firm and steady.
Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Feb. XI. 1887.—The following are today's quotations or Provisions, die.:
Pork—Long cut 17 50@18 00 Abort cuts 17 75®
18 25: backs 18|25®18 60; light hacks 17 25;
pork tongues 16 00.
Lard—Choice at 8%®8%c t> lb la tes; 8%@9c
lu lo-lb palls; 9®9%c in 6-lb palls.
Hams at ;10%®12c, according | to size and
cure; pressed hams 11%®12c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed hogs 7%c #t ft, .country do at 7c.

iluttei—Western extra fresh made creamery at
30n 32c: some fancy Elgin 33,a34c; extra first
Western creamy at 26®29e; do firsts at 22 a25e;
do June 20R23C; New York fall made creamery,
extra at 2 c: Vermont fresh made extra entry at
nuo30®Ic d > extra firsts 27®29c. The above
t at ions arc receiveis’ prices for strictly wholesale lota.
.helling price- 1®2chigher.
Cheese North'in iimk-e at I2%®’l3c; Ohio
choicest ,2%&t2%c; Northern sage 14c. Jobbing prices %c higher.
i-.ggs—Eastern extras at 24c: do firsts at 21®
22c:cxtra Vt{aud N 11 24c;fresh Western 21@22:
fr sb Southern 23c;clioice held 15®i8u; limed at
Beaus—Choice small N Y naud picked [tea at
70*8 HO 4> hush; choice New York largeihand
ed do 2 60®2 70; small Vermont hand picked do
at 2 90® 3 00
hsv_I'hoipp nritiiMliav at. 17 <XX2;18 00: flilr to
good at *15 00,S'*16 00; Eastern Hue *12&*1C;
door to ordinary *12aSl4; East swale 10@S11.
Bye slraw. choice, 17 004*18 00; oat straw 9 60
@10 to.
2

bush;do
Potatoes—Hnulton Unseat 96c@*l
Hebrons|93@95c; Aroostook liosc at 96c@*l;
do hebious at 90@95c.
Poultry—Northern young Iresli killed turkeys,
choice nominal 16@i6e; uo flail' to good 12@14c:
Western young fresh killed turkeys, choice, 13®
1354c; Northern fresh killed chickens, choice at
16 aide; fair to good 12 a, 14c.

Chicago Cattte Market
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO. Feh. 11,1688—Cattle mantel-receipts 2000; shipments 2000: dull; steers ;3 00®
4 9o; Stockers and feeders at 2 40@3 60; cows,
76@3 10; Texas cattle 2 76.
ilogs, receipts 12.000, shipments 6000; market
mixed
6 16<46 50; heavy 6 36@
slow and steadv;
6 70. light 6 Oo®6 36; skips a 76@4 86.
]
Sheep receipts 500; shipments 1,000; steady;
natives 3 re @5 50; Western 5 00®5 10; Texans
at 3 CO®400. Lambs at 6 00@6 10.
hulls ami mixed at 1

AM disorders caused by a bilious
of the system ran be cured by using Carter’s Lit
tie Liver Pills. No pain, griping or discomfort
attending their use. Try them.
Whenever I hear anything X don’t understand
1 always go to the encyclopedia.”
"Ah! And where aoyon keep your encyclo-

paedia?”

"Why, al home, ol course."
"lX’ni! What a home body you must be!”

himn AtiO COMMERCE.
toad Receipt*.
PORTLAND ;Feb. 11,1X87.

twvoueu !,>
ame Central Railroad—For Port
arr nr.scHUiiieoiis meicnaiimse; for couin■•47
ikOs 120 rare iMseellaueoue
i.ei ;n
merclian
tUte.

1

By Telegraph.]

YOKE. Feb. 11. 1888. Flour market—
10,328 packages; exports 4783 bbls and
10,549 sacks; sales 104,000bbls.
l'i.,ur iinotattons- Fine at 2 05@2 65; superfine
Western and Bute 2 4643 00: common to good
extra Western and State at 2 90 a3 40; good to
Iliolce do at 3 4045 00; eommon to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 40a4 60; Taney do at
i 00
XI 4 65 « r, (HJ; commou to good extra Ohio at
Louis at 2 90®
a. 5 oo; commou to clioice extra 81
to prime at
extra
good
Minnesota
foo; paten<
o<». tu40 eA 65. clioice to fancy do at 4 <046
unC.e 1.400 bbls city mill extra at 4 *0@4 7o;
I OcO 1 b s fine do 2 06@2 65: 1300 bbls superiine
2 9023 36,
l 45 a3 00; 750 bbls extra No 2 at
in,to bbls w tiler wheat extra at l90®5 00,
SoutliX).
2
extra
90@5
5.700 bbls Minnesota
to fair extra
-rii Hour quiet and steady; common
00.
10«0
4
Kye
at
to
clioice
it 3 3044 00; good
bu,
Wheat reeeliJts
lour Is hi light request.
but
busli;
quiet
sales72.000
ixports 85.411 bush;
tehl firmly; No 2.Spring nominal BO1*0; Canada
8054
@90e
elev,
2
8954C
'tiring 9359c; No Beda
Barley quiet Corn
o b ; 00 5-16a 9069c aHoat.
NEW
Ieaetpis

WHKAT.
<

June.
81%
81%
81%
81%

polling...

Highest.-

Lowest
losing*.

•■

Feb.
75%
75%

May.

81

76%

81%
80%
80%

Feb

May.

75

CORK.

June
00.

1.10-...

111,.1,.si

41%
4(>%
441%
43%

51%
01%
61%

...

1.

'losing.—

51%
51%
61

61%

■Saturday's quotations.
WHKAT.

81%
81%

Feb.
76%
7BVa
76%
76%

./une.

Feb.

June.

«l%

Opening.

81%

..

y,w,.Bt.
....

JOHN.

51%
6i%
61%

)iit-ii• iio'

Cif
lowest

May

80%
81*4
807,1*
81%

May.

51

Mi
6i%
51%
51 %

,ci%

OATS.

31 %

Opening.
!|-

31%
3i%
81%

..

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Bankers aud
Corrected by Mwah & Babbktt,
Brokers, 18ti Middle street.
8'T O C K S.
Par Value. Bid.
Descrictioi s.
58
N."th»io.i Bank.I Op
BiihK.100 I4«
l ot
...tioual Bunk.100 1J8
50
Mn <i‘)land Natioual Bunk.. 40
121
M«rvbMi»la’ Nation;;! Bank.. 75
138
MatK-iifil Trader*’ Bank.100
■

i’i

rl l.ii.u

fMii.j

aiiy.

Portland Ga* Company. 60

—

exuoils46,636busll,sales

-recent:s 10,030busli
at 68Vt@
18,01 O Push; firm and quiet; steamer
afloat.
>8wc; No 2 at 6954@695ic elev, t)0%@62
!t«is-receipts 43,000 busli, exports 117 bush,

Siam Quotations.
UK.AliO BOARD OF TRADE.
Friday’s quotations.

Asked
1M»

J48

*J?
6J

05

M<)
*00

66

70

gold.

3 00

ales 92.000 bush: WlftVxe higher; tradmff light,
No 2 at
SO 3 at 3854 c; do White at 89®395*Ci
Wesit>54 3959c;do White at 3959@?lc 1 Mixed 1Llo
Coffee—fair
ern at 39 « 41c; White do —.
dull
is
irefliiied
8a
give
juiet at 16c The market for
lull; C at 659@S59c; Extra C at 659c; White ExYellow at 659@65ic: oil A at
ra C654@6%c;
5 9l-10U4vc; standard A at 659 ; Mould at A 7c;
doufectloners A at 654 ; cut Inal and crushed at
7:J4c; Dowdered 7c; Kianulateri 6%c: Cubes 7c.
Petroleum firm—united 8954c.lJFork Is steady
and quiet.Beet dull.
I.nrd quiet and unchanged
Western stvain 8 10; city steam at 7 75; refined
quoted at 7 90 for Continent; S A 8 76. Mutter
steady, t fierce quiet.
t- reiahu to Liverpool qutet.
v UU'AGO.Feti. 11. 1888.—The Flout market is
steady; choice to fancy winter patents at 4 00
@4 25 t’ bhl; Soul hern winter 3 60@3 85; Michigan and Wisconsin winters 3 60@4 05; fair to
choice seconds 2 6043 80c: holce to fancy Minnesota patents at 4 36 a 4 50. Wheat Is dull ;No 2
Spring 7654 c; No 2 Bed at 7859c. Corn steady—
No 2 at 4 6 54c.
Hats—No 2 at 28c.No 2 Kye 60c.
Barley—No 2 at 77c. Provl-ious dull—Mess Fork
al 14 10® 14 1259 Lard at 7 06.Dry salted shoulders at u 0046 05; short clear sides 8 ooiq,8 06.
1

bury, New York

By Telegraph.]
EONDON.Feb. 11, 1888.-U. S. 4%s, 110%.

torn.

LIVERPOOL. Feb. 11.1888,-Ootton marketmoderate inquiry juplands 6Mid;
Orleans at 6 9-16d (sales 8,000 bales; speculation
and export 600 bales.
LIVERPOOL. Feb. 11. 1888—Quotations—Winter wheat|6s 6d®6s 8d; Spring wheat at 6s 6d®
6s 8d; Club 6s M ills 9d. Corn—mixed, Western at
Pork at
4s lOd;
Provisions,
peas 6s 6d.

quiet with awith

68s
for

Domestic Ports.
POUT TOWNSEND—Ar 1st, sblp Reaper, Sawyer, from Tacoma for Antwerp.
SEATTLE—In port 2d, ships Joseph 8 Spinney,
Curling, from Liverpool, dtsg; Baring Brothers,
Masters, aud Richard 111, McIntyre,for San Frau-

38s 9d
26s 9d.

fld; bacon 41s 6d for short clear and
long clear. Uheese at 68s.Cd, Tallow
_

PORTLAND, Feb. 11, 1888.
The following are today's closing quotations of
Drain, Provisions, &c. s
brain.

!h

Mxd Corn.
06(5.67
low grades.2 76@3 7 i Corn, bag lots....69*70
X Spring and
i Meal, bag lots... 66*“7
XX Spring. .4 15® 4 3 '; Oats, car Tots
46*46
Patent Spring
47*48
(Oats, bag lots
6'
)
Cottonseed.
Wheats.EVi®5
Midi, straight
I car lots..24 75(0125 50
26 60*26 00
roller .4 60@4 7 51 do bag
clear do....4 2fl®4 5 USack’dBr’n
stone ground4 26,0,4 3 >1 car lots. .23 00*24 00
l do bag...24 00*26 00
tit Louis st’gt
roller.4 75®6 O' > Middlings. 24 00*25 60
4
clear do....
7E®4’/ I Ido bag lots,25 00*27 00
Winter Wheat
Provisions.
Patents.B 00®6 2 SlPork—
I Backs ...18 25*18 75
Fish.
I Clear....17 60*18 00
Cod. P qll.16 00*16 60
Large Shore 414®4 6 )l Mess.
4
2
i
Beet—
Bank4
Large
OOnj
Small.3 25® 3.7 0 Ex Mess. 8 00® 8 60
0 00*9 26
Pollock.2 50®3 2 >1 Plate....
Haddock.1 50,a 2 O >1 Ex Plate 9 50*10 00
0
lll.ardHake.175&2
Hernnu
I Tubs
f 8® 8V4C
Tierces.... 8@ 8V4e
s.-aled 1? bx. 16(0,18 !
No 1. 11@1 i| Pails.8%@9%c
1 Hams i> tb 10% *11%
Mackerel p bbl—
shoreis.18 00®20 0( i| do coveredll%@ll%
CM
28.15
17
II
Oii.
Shore
00®
Med. 38.13 OOs 14 01 11 Kerosene-Ket.
Pet. 7%
1IP0
..14
OOjtlECN
Large
Produce.
11
Pratt'i>Ast’l,»bbl.
CranDerries—
7 00® 8 O' 1 Devoe’s Brilliant. 11
Maine
>
O'
11
8%
0O®12
Cod
Llgonta.
Cape
Pea Beaus.. .2 75@3 (X I
2 46® 2 6( 1 Centennial. 8%
Medium
Gorman mu2 26®2 4( >
Raisins.
Fellow Eyes.2 40®2 6( I Muscatel— 2 25*3 35
potatoesbush 80c®90c London Lay’r 2 60*3 00
ondura Lay
8%@W«
7*8
St Potatoes 4 00@5 O' MVaieucia.
(X
II
4
bbl
76®6
Onious 1>
Sugar.
tfc.7V4
Turkeys.16® li hgran. latea
Chickens.*. .12al i I Extra C..6%
Seeds.
Fowls.|11®1' .1
*2%@*S%
Geese .ll®12y iKed Top
Ducks.15® li lITlmothy Seed 2 75*2%
.Clover.
8%®12%c
Apples.
Chese.
Choice eattug|3 00 a. 3 61 1
10 *13%
a
01
.Vermont_
1
2
76
Common
fa3 (H 1 N.Y. factory 10:®13%
Fancy Baldnsl
Mfbl2®l3<
Evaporated
Butter.
1 Creamery t> tb...26*27
°
OC IGllt Edge Ver_26*26
Palermo
Messina.3 60®4 OC I Choice.19*20
iGood.17*18
Malagers....
I Store.16*16
Oranges.
3 60®4 26
Florida....
4 00S46I llEastern ws.'..SH|S8
Valencia
Can & Western..21 a22
Messiua'and PaPalermo Wlix.2 75®3 CX II Limed. 18*19
DETBOIT, Feb. 10 H 188.—Wheat—No 1 White
at 86c: No 2 Bed at 84: ic. Corn—No 2 at 51c.
Oats—No 2 at 3314c.
Heceipls—Wheat 43,0 K) bush
Spruce 35 in 18® 20 I Clear.*26*528
Pine
18(| 2C 2d clear.*20**23
2C I No l.*16**16
Hard pine
21 I Pfue. *25**50
Mol. heading
Hoods—
I Shingles—
New 14 ft
;$2£ I X cedar—8 6o*3;75
Old
I Clear cedar.8 00*8 25
#20®$2J
Short do|8 ft #10@#1S I X No 1.... 2 00*2 60
7 ft
*£ | No 1 ceda.. 1 25* 12i>
Superfine and

if.

Keceint—flour, 11,60b bbls; wheat. 23,600
ash; corn 85,000 busli; oats ;6u,000 busli; rye
bush; ba ley, 26,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 14.000 bbls; Wheat, 16.000
usu;eoru, 89,000 bush; oats. 62,000 bu :rye 3 00
bush, barley 25,000 bush.
ST LOUIS. Feb. 11, 1888.—Flour Is steady,
v. beat steady; No 2 lied
Corn is unsettled at
4554446c. Oats ate firm at 2954c. Kye at 69c.
Whiskey
at l 09. Provisions
steadv
Barley quiet.
dull—Pork, new at 16 on. Lard—prime steam at
7 4
Dry salted meats—shoulders at 6 75; long
clear at 7 8 7 59; Clear ribs at 8 00; short clear at
8 1 259- Bacon-shoulders 859; long clear at 8 26
clear ribs 8 36@8 45 ;short clear at 8 60@
a 8 30
» 6 i. Hams steady firm at lo 60412 Oo.
K< cetpts—Flour, 8000 bbls, wheat 6,000 busli,
corn 60,000 bush, oat.s 12.000 bush, barley 0000
bush,rye 1000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 7,000 bbls,; wheat 6,000
busli, corn 24,000 busli, oats 14,000 bush, barley
L»,ooo bush, rye 0,000 bush.

IS

Oak nnd

staves
#12 60®$14
bordnyr.
ll®22
Amer’nt> lb

I2*4@13y»

Manilla

Manilla Bolt Hope 14

15Mt@l«y«

Kussi do

Sisal.11 Va®12yi
Urnsa and
a

J

#4

ll)Q1 A

11

60®

tart_

carb.
Ashes, pot..
Bais coahia..
Beeswax.

i

62 1
I

16@2G

8
66
33
5
12
3
46
3
40
17
25
26
28

6%®

6u@

30®

I

14x48 com
14x48 planIshed.
Bolts.
Y M sheath
YM Bolts..
Bottoms....

28

28

®

37
26
17
20

—

__

.,

,30

7

Buck.

Kiev.

Bice, V lb.... 5Vi@7
Rangoon. 6Y @6%
Nalerntns.

6@ 6Vi

Saleratus.

SpiCCN.
Cassia, pure.. 15@
Cloves.
Ginger.

33®
13®
75®

Mace.

76a)

Nutmegs.

Hay.

14
10
Straw...— 8.
Iroa.
Comrnou.
2Vi@2Vi

Pressed.§12@*
8@|

Pepper.

22®

Pilot Sup.7 Vi @8

Coal.
Cumberland..
Acadia.

New YorkLight.
Mid weight.

60
60

@30

Cooperage.
Hblid shooks and lids—

city... 1 60@1
Bug. city... 95@1
Sug. s’d silk 60®

P ne sugar—
Box shooks
8 igar heading—

®

50
30
40
60
40
30

70

l.cnthcr.

@6 60
@

Mol.

60
80

8@8Vi
Pipe.7 @7Vi
Pig.5 00@6 52

S([.6Vi @6
Ship.4Vi® 5
Crackers t>tb..d@6Vi
do

.lava do— 28

5

76
05
70
46

20®
22®

21

23
Heavy. 23® 25
32® 34
Slaughter
Goodd’mgd. 20fa) 21
A in calf. 90® 1 00
Ltimlier.
South pine,30 00@40 00

Clear pine—

Uppers. 856@865

Select .845S865
Fine common$36@$42

Spruce.813@S14
flemlock.$11@$12
Clapboards—

Spruce.

X..

828@S30

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHI Pi,.
FROM

_

Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Hong Kong JaujBl, barque Alden Besse,
Francisco.
San
J’Brien,
Ar atGoree, VVCA, Jan 10, brig Lucy W Snow,
Burgess, Boston, (and sailed 11th for BissaoJ for
Sid Jan 16, sch M E Higgins, Strickland,

Philadelphia.New York .Laguayra....Feb 15
Advance.New York..Kio Janeiro.Feb 16
Caracas.New York..Laguayra ...Feb 15
City of Columbia New York. .Havana.Feb 16

Catalonia.Boston.Liverpool

...Feb 16

Clenfuegos.New York..Havana.Feb 16

Alvo.New York..Haytl.Feb 16
Moravia.New York. .Hamburg...Feb 16
Rotterdam.New York..Rotterdam..Feb 18
York..Hamburg... Feb 18
sail Marcos.New York. Havana.Feb 18
.New York.. Bremen.Feb 18
Werra
La Gascogne.New York..Havre.Feb 18
Waesland.New York..Antwerp ....Feb 18
.New York..Liverpool ...Feb 18
New York..Liverpool ...Feb 18
City of Chester
Newport .New York—Panama.Feb 20
21
Wvoming.New York..Liverpool....Feb
York.. Laguayra.... Feb 25
.....Feb 23
Cnv of Atlanta...New York..Havana
.Boston.Liverpool ...Feb 23

BAr afSBuenos

13.
M1NJATUKK ALMANAC ..FEBRUARY

gun rises.High water I"

—

Jlio

news.

MA.RIj^E

Franconia,

Bragg, New

SUNDAY. Feb. 12.

Arrived.
Steamer Forest Oity, Snowman, Boston.
SAILED—Steamer Franconia.
Steam-tug Belknap goes to Boston to tow the
barque Rebecca J Moulton to Boothbay.
CORRESPONDENT.
W1SCASSET, Feb 10-Ar, sch R T Maul,8 mith
Boston.
Sid, sch Penmquid, Wheeler, Portland.
AST PORT, Feb 10—There are seventeen vessels here, bound west, waiting for a chance to
FROM OUR

proceed.
PENOBSCOT,

Feb 10—The following vessels
are frozen in here: Schs Diadem, Addle Clement,
Minnie Chase, and Motto. Ice Is two feet thick,

heavier than has been known for years.

for any fifty cent Diece;
one bottle of Newell’s
be doing much good in
had
cases of Rheumatism or Neuralgia. Can be
cor. Myrtle St.
Cumberland,
at C. WAY & CO.’S,

good
FOUND—A
pay It for
you
Mixture which seems to
use

a

nice

a

EEIUAEE HELP.
TO DO OUR FANCY

WANTED—LADIES

Mass.•_
WANTED.

A

183 Hiirfl
MRS. A. A. 81BUU1-

f<«r tho Hiiininftr:

n.mntrv

jan23dtf
man

more

*v

twenty yeans

throughout New England as a remedy for Coughs,
complaints. Since its introits way into publif
constantly won
the universal decision that

a family
rooms

I.ET-To

tene-

a

on

within live minutes walk of P. 0.; price *13.00;
Address 122 B., Press
references required.
91
Office.
LET—Store—The whole or one-half of the
best located store on Middle at., No. 177,
next to corner of Exnear Post Office and Banks,
change St„ suitable fora music store, shoe store,
news
stationery, clothing, hat, furnishing goods,
stand sewing machine, or almost any business.
win
show
Fine light lufront aud back. Large
dews. Drv cemented cellar with furnace. For
7
1
terms apply on PREMISES.

BEST REMEDY FOR CURING

_

To

Coughs, Colds & Asthma.

Made only by
F. W. KINSMAN & CO., Apothecaries.
85th Street and Fourth Avenue, New York.
Price 10, 35 and 15 Cenla.
For sale by all the best Druggists.
•

LET—Up stairs rent of eight rooms; sunny
modern conveniences; location central. Apply PC ELM BT._
LET—The house at the corner ol Congress
and Franklin Sts. This house lias always
used
lor a hoarding house aud will be again
been
rented for that purpose. It can be made convenfamilies” Inquire of CEO. C. FRYE.
two
lor
ient

eodSwlynnn

mh21

without children

with good cellar and plenty
TOment of five
Cumberland street,
of woodhouse room; located

ADAMSON'S BOTANIC BALSAM is the

TO
TO

LEASE !

TO

ANODYNE

After March 1, 1888, the

International House,

LINIMENT
FOE

Corner India aud Commercial street*. Portland.
Apply to AUG. P. FULLER.
janBtf
WANTED.

INTERNAL
-A-KT3D

TTSE.

WANTED
selling cheap grade
In the country
best there

^

the celebrated "Dearborn braua” at the extremely low price of 18 cents per pound. AMOS WINSLOW, No. 2 Milk street Market. Telephone

J545.

—

to buy Stamped Rug Patterns at reduced prices; best variety of Patterns to be found In Portlaud are at store of C. E.
BEAN, 549 Congress

WANTED—Ladles

Kidnev Troubles,
ontery. Chrome Diarrhoea,
Spinal Diseases, Sciatica, Lame Back, Lameness
and Soreness in Body or Ximbs. Circulars free.

street._10-1

L S. JOHNSON & CO.. BOSTON, MASS.

S

Ar at St

Joint, NB, lOtb Inst, sch Julia 8, Odell,

Portland.

WANTED-A1!

'HOL

with their weary, dull, aching, lifeless,
all gone sensation, relieved in one
f
\ IB minute by the Cuticurn Anli-Pmu
\
Plaster. The first and only pain-sublulng Plaster. Absolutely unrivalled as an iustaninfallible antidote to pain, inflammaaud
aneous
;ion and weakness. At all druggists, 26 cents; live
'or SI.00; or, postage free, of Potter Drug and
Chemical Co., Boston, Mass. leblThM&w2w
am

SEKbiHfeFeH
on

the Treatment and Cure of

CONSUMPTION,
LIVER COMPLAINT
AM dyspepsia
FREE to all
If you are, or know
who want It.
of any one who is, afflicted with, or
liable to any of these diseases, send
name and address (plainly written) to
Dr. J. H. SCHENCK & SON,
which will be mailed

( Name this paper.)
B6pl2

Philadelphia, Pa,
«»od&wflmnrin-ce2wM

ftBfrfflraGE

413

are

SIIERMAN has
524Vj

DR.

—MRS.

Corns.
Congress, opposite
Outgrowing Joints, Bad Nalls treated iu a skillful
exwithout
if
desired
residence
will
visit
manner,

PlLL$
Make New, Rich Blood!

tra

*

gl2

buys

an

$25.00 REWARD.
City Marshal's Office. 1
Portland, Nov. 7,1887. f
RE WARD of twenty-live dollars willb- paid
for Information that wilt lead to the arrest
and conviction of any person or persons guilty of
breaking glass In any public building or church in
EZRA HAWKE8,
this city.
Marshal.

novHdtf_City

A MU LAND, W1MCONM1N, offers better lnducements to good live men or any mauufactFor
uring Industry than any place In the U. S.
full information address J. M. HAGERTY, 401 W
febddlm
2d St., Ashland, WIs.

FOB SALE.

LE—Special cash sale of Novelty
KENClothes Wriugers at *2.25 each.
DALL & WHITNEY, Cor. Federal aud Hemple

Fob

IdlrlnJliiAnnsaf

85c.

PalmerChemiosdCo.,N.Y.

_

MALE-A Horse; weighs 1200 lbs.or
over; all sound, aud a good worker; must be
sold at once. Price *126.00. Corner Market and
Mhk Streets, or HOLLAND’S STABLE, Silver

FOB

TH,

•Skin-Suoe*-** Soap*

ma

St*.

cess.

75 c.

Atlantic to Fore.
Fore down past Portland Company.
Hancock to Fore.
Fox from Washington to Back Bay.

;

H-l

j Street.

Remington Type Writer
practically new, used only a months; a standard No. 2; caps and small letters. Address
EUGENE MERRILL, 202 Commercial St., City.
MALE—A

FOB

MALE-Johnsou UniversalCyclopeadla,
aud late edition. 8 volumes, bound in Vb

FOB

new

Morhla

.mrl

aHup

FOR

ROUNDS, Cor, Franklin and Oxford St.

HALE—The James Andrews’

7-1

brine-

stead In Biddeford, consisting of 15 acres of
FOR
land, brick house with ell, 2 stories, large
good
arn, stable and other outbuildings, will be sold
FIRST .NATIONAL BANK,
at

bargain, hy
BlddeforJ,

low
of

a

7-4

NAI.E—1 second-hand 12 horse power
eugiue, add one 14 horse power boiler with
heated pump, inspirator and all fittings at a bargain. Address, BIDDEFORD STOVE EOUNoc6tf
DRY, Biddeford. Me.

Hampshire

Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or if suffering from Ce~
neral Debility with Loss of Appetite,
etc.

(Trade Mark.)
he only Apoplexy Preventive and Paralysis Cure,
will relieve you and prevent an Apoplectic Shock.
It is a sure cure for
Paralysis, Rheumatism, Heart Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver

homestead of Uie late Captain Thomas
Morse, In Gray, Maine; house new and modcommodious barn and out buildings, all in
good condition; three minutes walk from post office and Maine Central R. R. Btattou; the farm
contains about 100 acres, nearly equally divided
all exce'lent
between wood, pasture and tillage;
would make a splendid
for hay and farm crops;
dairy or stock farm, or country place tor a man
doing business in the city.
The many trains each way on the Maine Central
R. R. give rapid audfrequeut communication with
Lewiston, Auburn and Portland, and all points
east and west.
For particulars and terms Inquire of
ARA CIINHTIAN, Auburn, lie.,
aug22eod&wtt
or on the premises.

11

HE

ern ;

Complaint, Kidney Trouble, Dyspepsia, etc., etc.

Manufactured by I)r. F. S. HuTCHTNSOta & Co.,
Enosburgh Falls, Vt.,U. S. A. Price $1.00 a bottle,
6 bottles for $5.00. Send for Circular and Testl*
tnonials.

...

For bale by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine
Send 16 cents for “100 emergencies and liow to
treat them.”

_augBeodly

ITHAKKA

Cream %

CATARRH.
A. P. Bckh & Co., Boston.
Dear Sirs:— Your package of Hakka Cream
arrived last evening all O. K -; many thanks. I tell
me this morning.
vou I enjoyed the cleansing it gave
1 am feeling much like I had taken a Turkish bath.
I have been a great sufferer from a very annoying
Catarrh for several years, have tried several remedies,
but nothing has had so desired an effect as J/akka,
both for myself and an aged mother, also upon sev1 ours respectfully,
eral others in this vicinity.
II. YV ’Yilder, Bethlehem, N. H.

Prepaid

cv

receipt of SI.00.

A. P. BUSH & CO., Boston, Mass.

QCtlO_PQdOin

wml"ti.

marks

to Fore.

All persons found violating the above order
will be dealt with according to law.
EZRA HAWKES, City Marshal.
dtf
ian4

THE LEADING

OS MURDOCK’S

LIQUID

FOOD.

counterfeit Manufacturers, who have—as they say in their
article—used Discharged Laborers to
write au Editorial fora Boston Monthly with which we refused to Advertise.
Said Monthly compromised itself in
doing this, as it well knew all of its
insinuations to be false.
We, the undersigned, Wholesale Druggists of Boston, have used Murdock’s
Liquid Food daring the last eight years
in our families, and do now use it, and
have seen and known many cases where
life has been saved by its use.
That it is appreciated by the public,
we know by our increased annual sales.
Geo. C. Goodwin A Co., Boston.
“
Weeks A Potter,
“
Gilman Brothers,
“
Carter, Carter, A Kilhain,
“
Cutler Bros. A Co.,
“
Bust Bros. A Bird,
“
Doolittle A Smith,
“
Otis Clapp A Son,
We, the undersigned publishers of Boston, in
dorse the value of Murdock’s Liquid Food, as

Instigated

by

several members
received the same

perience

young

business;

in a

man
is a

and

WANTED-A

“
“
“

and

“

so

Recognized

The benefit of our Flee Surgical Hoapital for
Women is being recognized in all pans of the
United States by the medical profession, as they
are sending ladles suffering for the want of operations (known as capital case) from all sections.

WANTED.

953,
WITH

A

MORTALITY

OF 9

ONLY.

Our free home for Homeless Boys coutains fifty
beds, and Is located at H to 21 Causeway street.
When any of the boys suffer from Scrofula, Eczema or other skin diseases, they recover quickly
by the use ot our Liquid Food.
We have just completed a Septic Hospital of
twelve Free Beds, all for Surgical cases.
The Surgical Siaft of Murdock's Free Hospital
for Woman are la daily attendance, except Saturdays, to examine patleuts and assign beds.

102 BEDS.
BED

EVERY

FREE !

we

bushel. Also a shipment of the celebrated
l'eat Moss Stable Bedding from Germany. C. B.
DALTON Hi CO., 27 Preble St._7-1

per

male or female, to sell
Oriental Bronze, used in every bouse; also
matchless, self-lighting gas burners and other arNATIONAL, NOVELTY &
ticles of merit.
SUPPLY CO.. 193 Middle St._4-1

WANTED—Agents,

MURDOCK’S LIQUID FOOD CO., BOSTON.
SW&Mlt
feblO

TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR!

St

a

Box

2114,

—

AND

—

Memorandums of Lumber furnished at the lowmarket prices from our stock ou tlm wharf, or
direct from our Southern Fine Mills, and In the
est

FINE JOB PRINTING A

quickest possible

SPECIALTY.

All orders by mail or telephone promptly atnovlleoutf
ended to.

BruaMwicky

New

time.

DEEftINCi, WINHIaOW & CO.,
lj:i Commercial Hired, Portland, Me
eodCw
uctlO

N«ym

—

Mcolia,

Prince

Ed-

The Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at 6.00 T. a., for EAST PORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued aud baggage checked to
.estination. If'"Freight received upto 4.00 r. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B- COYLE,
of State street.
Manager.

novl4dtf_Oen’l

SIAME STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEW YORK.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPAQ’S
—LUTE FOB—

California, Japan, China, Central
and South America and Meiico.

From San Francisco. 1st and Bran nan Sts.
For Japaa aid C'biaa.
CITY OF NEW YOBK sails Tuesday, Feb. 14,
2 p.m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
the
General Eastern Agents.
to
or
address
apply
ft. A. ADAMS dk CO..
113 Ntale Nlreet, Car. Braad Si., Basiaa.
elO
_dtf

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.
STEAMER EHTERPRISEHJAPT. ALFRED RACE.
After Jan. 1, 1888, Steamer Enterprise will
leave Franklin Wharf every Tor-day al S.:W
a. a»., for Boothbay, South Bristol, East Boothbay and Pemmiuid.
Every Friday al N.30 a. m., will leave for
Boothbay, South Bristol and East Boothbay.
Returning will leave Pemauuid every Wrdir.day at 7.00 a. m.. for Portland aud Intermediate Landings.
Every Saturday at N.OO a. m., will leave
East Boothbay for Portland aud Intermediate
Landings, arriving In Portland about 3.00 p. m.,
connecting witli Boston boat at Portland. Freight
taken for the above landings at low rates
Freight received and delivered on the wharf by
W. ll.Bohanon. Telephone No. 087 K.
Janl8dtfA. MONTGOMERY, Pres.
...

BOSTON

A GREAT DISCOVERY!

Sold. Toy all
PRICE 33 c

f

Ihaigglstfli.

50c. and

SI .00.

Dr. JOHN F. TRUE k 00., Proprietors,
AUBURN, MAINE.
Worm*
«yTape Worms a Specialty. Tape minutes
nour and

removed m from
to three hours.

J

tin

on*»

thirty

13exi&wly

LAWKS !
Do yonr own Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes
They will dye everything. They are sold every
where. Price lOe. a package—40 colors.
They
have no equal for Strength, Brightness. Amount
in packages or for Fastness ot Color, or uon-fadiug Dualities. They do not crock or smut. For
sale by 1). W. Hesoltine & Co., Druggists, corner
Congress and Myrtle streets; N. (i. Nichols, Drug1st, 787 Congress, comer Grove street; E. W.
tevens, Druggist, corner Congress and Parris
streets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, corner Congress and Washington streets; T. J. Looney,
llrugglst, corner Middle and Franklin streets; D.
P. Horr, Druggist, 538 Congress street; William
a. Banks. Druggist, Junction Congress and Free
Streets; T. B. Pollard, Druggist, 212 Danfortti
street; Cook. Everett & Pennell;.John W. Perkins
& Co.; H. H. Hay & Son, and A. W. Sinitli, DrugPortland St., Portland. Maine.
W. w.
gist, 107 &
Whipple Co., 21 Market Square, and Woodford’s Corner, Peering, Me.
jlyl leodly

and 1.30 p.

FOREST CITY and TREMONT
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,Portland,
every weelt day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In
season

for connection with earliest trains for

points beyond.
Through tickets for Pruvldewre, I.ewcll,

York, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston evday evening at 6 o’clock,
J. B. COYLK. Manager.

U om.irr, New

ery week
novltf

m

Huckdrld aad Coataa, 8.46 A

1.80 p.

...

m.

and

m.

AHKIVAIi*.

From Lcwblsa and tabara, 8.4# A A
13.16, 3.16, 5.46 and 6.45 p. IB.
_
From liorban, 8.46a.m.. 13.15 and 0.46 p. hi.
From Chicago aad ’loolrral, 13.16 and
б. 46 p. m.
From Quebec, 13.16 p. m.
■ Pullman Palace Bleeping cars on night train and
Parlor cars on day train between Portland and

36

ticket officei

Exchange St, wd CmoS Fort ol India

8lra*t

Lowest farm from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicaand
go, $21.00 and (19.00: Detroit, $10.76
(16 00; Kansas City, (32.50 and (28.86; 81.
Paul *32.60 and (28.00; St. Louis via. Detroit.
(26.00and $21.26: St. Louis via. Chicago. $28.60
and $24.90; California, $82.60 and (U3.76.
JOSEPH HICKSON, (ieneral Manager.
WM. E1H1AK, G. P. A..
J. BTbPHKNSON. Supt.

Nov. 28.1887.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINL
Portland & Rochester R. R->
ARRANGEMENT OF

TRAINS.

and after iWeaday, October 34, 191113,
Passenger Trains will l.eare I* .rtlnudi
Fer Worcester, Clialaa, Ayer Juncnea,
Nashua, Wiadbam and Kyrisi at 7.30
m.
a. m. and I .OO p
Far .Vlaacbrsirr, Caocard, and points North
at 1.00 p. mFor Kacbrstrr, Bprlagemle, Alfred, Watem
bar#, and Baca Hirer at 7.30 a. as., 1.00
m.. 1.00 3.-,
o.3o, ard (mixed) at 11.30 p. to.
Far Buccarnppa, Cumberland itlllls, Wecb
brook Junction and Wuudford’sat 7.3*
and 10.00 a. b., 1.00, 3.00, MO ar.d
(mixed) *«.yo p. m.
Foe Forest % eaae (Herring) lO DOs. a,,
3:00 and H.'JO p. m.
Tbe 1 .OO p. as. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Juacl. with Hoosac Tuaarl Home for
tbe West, and at Caloa Depot, Worcester, for
mi_Km.b win
m urm.ch I lMF. AMil ■!! mill
via Npringllcld, also with K. Y■
_

(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, Washington, and the Noulh, and
with Boston At Albany K. K. for the Went.
■Close connection made at Wroibmnhi
tiaa with through trains of Maine 'entral R.R. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. HELLEN,Ticket Agent, Portland A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
oct22dtfJ. W. FKTKR8 Bunt.

Kuiuford Falls k Buekfield Railroad.
Arrangement-la

Winter

Jsa.23,

Effect

MBS.

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, 8.45 a m.;
Lewiston 9.50 j Mechanic Palls (miked train) 10.arriving at W. Minot 11.15nP,. Hebron 11,30;
Buckfleld 12.00; E. Sumner 12.20; Hartford
12.40; Canton 1.00 p. m.
Leave Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston 3.00;
Mechanic Falls 3.16; arrlvtug at W. Minot 3.30;
E. Hebron 3.40: Buckfleld 8.60; E. Sumner 4.0«;
Hartford 4.12; Canton 4.27.
RETURN I NO—Leave Canton 4.30, 9.00 a m.;
arriving at Portland 8.45 a m., 12.16 p. m.
NTAC1E .CONNECTIONS.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.30 p. m. for Hebron
Academy; Buckfleld 3.60 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Turner; Canton 4.27 p. m.; arriving at Pern
6.30; Dixfleid d.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also for
Returning, leava
Brettun’s Mills, Livermore.
Mexico «.00, Dixfleid 7.00 a m.: arriving at PortL. L. LINCOLN,Supt.
land 12.15 p. m.
H. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A._jan23dtf

Portland and

Ogdensdiirg R. R.

PORTLAND and MONTREAL LINE.
Only line making direct connections with
Canadian Pacific Westbound Trains
leaving Montreal same Evening.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing .WON DAY, Del. 10. 1*77,
and until further notice. Passenger trains will
leave Portland as follows *.33 n.
minMi—.n-jim. for Brldgton. Fryeburg, No. Con-j:;:
ay. Fabyan’s, Bethlehem, LgDcga-EA-tcr, Whltefleld. Littleton, Wella’ River, Montpelier, St. Johusbury. Newport, Sherbrooke, St-Johns-Montreal, Burlington, Swantoo,
Ogdensburg and West.
3.13 p.m. Local, Portland to Bartlett and In
termedlate stations, wtth Stage connections for
No. Windham, SUiidish, Umlngton, Sebago, Naples, Parsousfleld, Kezar Falls. Denmark, Lovell,
and Conway Corner; also tor No. Brldgton, Harrison and Waterford via Brldgton.
Traiaa Arrive »■ P»nlvid.
10.55 a. n. from Bartlett and way stations.
Wert.
*.;,3 p. m. from Montreal.

BurUn^mEJil

7,18871_ 0Ct7dtf
BOSTON AND MAINE ft. ft.
ia

effect

Sunday, Oat. ‘J3, 18817.

Par B«*.a.
Bo.l.ii for

4.00 p. m.

EASTERN DIVISION.

Are You Familiar with the Plans
—

OF THB

For Boston at12.00 Am., daily,»9.OH a m.. J1.00,
16.00 p. ill. Boston for Portland 7.30, 9.(10 A
m„ 12.80 p. m. (••7.00 p.m. dally). Cape Elizabeth. 9.00 A m. (5.30 p. m. West Cv. rass.)
Hnco 9.00 a.m., 1.00 p.m. Biddrford 2.00,9.00
Port.mouth Newbnrya.in., 1.00,6.00 p. m.
port, Nalem, I.;ua 2.00, 9.00 a. m.. 1.00, 6.00
9.00
Am., 1.00, 6.00 p. m.
in.
p.
Ameabary
tConnccts with Rail Unestor New York.
vv."

Union Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

'It VI'

»*»**»

UVUU-*

*•*“C

—

"West Division-North Berwick to Searboro

1

Through Tickets to all points Wsst and South
(or tale at Pwilud Ntatioa Ticket Office and
I wiew Ticket Office,40 Ktcli»|c Mtrees
JA8. T. FURBBB, Gen’l Manager.

at

Boston.

U. J. FLANDERS. Iren. P. ft T. A.
M. L. WILLIAMS. Gen’l Agent,
Portland
oct21dt(

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

OF PORTLAND, WE!

MONDAY, Oct 81, INST.
I’tarttn Train* will leave

On anti after

realize that this old and sterling

com-

you
HOME INSTITUTION.chartered
is
Do pany
In 1848 under the laws ol Maine?

Portland

a

aware

that this Company has paid to

yon
their representatives
AREpolicy-holders
than fWENTY-THREE MILLION DOLLARS?
more

SIX MILLION DOL

has to-day
ASSETS, and oyer THREE HUNIT LAR3IN
THOUSAND lioLLARS IN SURPLUS,
more than

DRED
calculated by the most conservative standards
known to the law.
Its losses promptly. Its policies after
are free trom all limitations as to
Residence, Travel, Suicide and Occupation.
Naval
Service excepted.
and
Military
pays
IT three
years

whose

Integrity

Its allairs arc carefully
Directors mid Offiability are unquesol

the Maine Non-Fortei-

or more

case of lapse after the payment of
annual premiums In cash.

MAINE

LAW

CONVERTIBLE

a
every desirable
SURANCE POLICY.
II you will send your address to the Home Office, or to auy of Its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full Information in regard to the Company
and Its plans.

UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents ol

Maine for their especial patronage, because
THE
it is HOME COMPANY, and because of its age,
a

experience, strong, financial condition, large surplus, equitable and attractive plans and conservar
live management.
DIRECTORS.
Hon. Josiah H. Drummond, Portland, Maine,
John E. DkWitt, Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Pkrcival Bonnet, Portland. Me.
Hon. Marquis F. Kino, Portland, Me
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. E. Richards, Rocknort, Me.
Oeorok L. Dkhlois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Kohik, Gorham. Me.
Frank E. Allen, Portland. Me.
James Ykareanck, New York, N. Y.
OFFICERS.

JOHN E. DeWITT, President
ARTHUR L. BATES, Secretary,
J. FRANK LANG, Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. I>., Medical Director
HON. JOSIAH U. DRUMMOND: Couusel.

BEN

WILLIAMS,

SINKINSON

PIQTIII A

eodtf

-,L-

Irei the use ol the
B
S
9
knife or detention from business. aieo all other disCure guaranteed.
eases of the Rectum.
READ (M. IJ. Harvard I'12) and ROBERT
Evans House, No.
Harvard
l»7«).
D.
READ (M.
175 Tremont Street, Boston. References given.
for
Send
Consultation free.
pamphlet. Office
hours, 11 A. M. W 4 P. M. (.Sundays and holiday*

excepted.)

at

follow*:

For Asian **d Lrwiataa, 8.30 A m.,
12.60 1.60 p. m.; I.ewUtau via Hr*s»
wick, 7 ”5 A m., 12.56 (11.16p.m. For Bath,
7.05 A in., 2.65 and 4.55 p. ra., and on SaturRecklaad and
days only at 11.15 p. m.
Kaos a ad l.iacola K. K-, 7.06 a. m. and
12.66 p. nu, Br*o*wick, Hardiaer Hallowell, aud Augusta, 7.06 Am., 12.55, 4.56
aud tll.16 P- ni. Paraslaalon el* I.ewlc
too, 12.60 p. m. i ria Brua*wleh. 7.05
m.
Mautaauth, " iom. and 12.66 p.
a
•
hrop Keaddrld, Oaklaad aud North
dun, 12.60 p. in., W alercillr aod Wkowbriaa, rio l.rwi*leo. 12.60, rio laiasla,
7.0o a. m., 12.56 and tll.16 p. m., and WaterBelfost
elite Saturdays only 4.66 p. m.
12.60 and tll.16 p. m.
Dealer,
aod
12.60
l.ewistao.
via
Rantti
p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.06 A 111., 12.55 Aid tll.16 p. m.
a. m.,
R.
7.06
Pi»cot*«ni»
H.,
A
Bauger
and
tll.16 p. ni. ElUwaith aad Bar
SI.
m.
12.65
and
p.
Harber,
tll.16
t onutv,
•Hephrn (t'alaisi, Araesteek
Provinces,
Nt. Jehu. Halifax, aad the
12.60, 12.65 and tll.16 p. m.
5tp“All trains timed as above from Commercial
Street Station, stop at

C'ONOKESS ST. STATION,
eight minutes later where through tickets and
baggage checks may be obtaluetf for principal
points East and West. tTbe night express with
sleeping car attached.runs every night Sundays
Included, through to Bangor but not to Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Bellaat and
Dexter or beyond RAigor on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due In Portland as follows; The morn,
Ing train from Watervtlle, Augusta and Bath
8.46 A m.; Lewiston, 8.50 a m.; day trains
from Bangor at 12.40, 12.46 p.m.
The afternoon trains from Bangor, Watorvllle,
Bath, Augusta and Rockland at 6.40 p. m.,
Lewiston, 6.60 p. m. Night Pullman A 1.60
&. m.
1.1 mile.I Ticket*. Hr* I aad aecead cla**, foe
all poiataia ike Produce* ea sale al re*

doced

rale*.

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Port Ian... Oct.2Q.lH87.oct2ldtt

DR. E. 8. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.
Medical Rooms 03 Frarklln SL, Portland, Me.
REE I) treats all chronic diseases thA llesb
Inishetr to; all cases that are given up as
phycurable by the allopathic aud homeopathic cure
I will take their case to treat and
eases
them. 1 Hud that about four-fifths of the at a
Examinations
given up to die can lie cured.
and
name
rull
place
their
with
distance by letter
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp and 82.00 Kxfree.
Consultation
aroinatlou at the office. »1.00.
*epl4tf
Ofllctt hour* 9 a. n». to 9 p. m.

DR

sicians.

TheAMERICAN INVESTMENT CO.

Superintendent of Agencies. Eastern Oopaitment.

fob jmd (gwd fflbnhij

of Emmetsburg, Iowa Established 1872.
Authorised A'apital.-....ft I ,000.000
Paid CTp Capital.
73,000
Nurplu*....
oners for sale, at par and accrued Interest, 6 per
tlrst
cent
7
loans
on
farms
mortgage
cent and
per
In Iowa. Kansas and other Western States, valued
times
the
four
uud
amount
loaned
thereon,
at three
and fully guaranteed by this company. Also Its
own it per eeut debenture bonds, and further secured by deposit of first mortgage farm loans, ns
collateral.wlth Mercantile Trust Co., of New York,
A supply of mortgages anil bonds contrustee.
stantly on hand,which Investors are Invited to call
and ex inline.
Coupons cashed oil presentation.
Please apply personally, or oy letter, for list of
references Aid other information. CL CL C' ■■ A PMAh.dss. Ag. nl, Oxford Build ug. 1X1
Middle Mtrert. Ii*tin 2.
decSOeodfint

\17ANTK D For the United Slates Army, Cav
TI
aln, Artillery aud Infantry, able-bodied
unmarried men, between the ages of 21 and 36
years, good pay. rations, clothing and medical attendance.
Desirable men especially needed for
the Cavalry Regiments, both white and colored
at the Recruiting Rendezvous, 4214 EXlan7SftT3ro
GE STREET, Portland Me.
#

j

in.

Quebec, 1.30 p.

7.30, 8.40 A m., 13.40 3.3c p. m.
Portland 7.80. 8.30, a. m., 1.00.
(5.00 p. in. arriving No. Berwick at
8.00 p.m., connecting with 9.36 p. m. train for
Nearoro Bench. Pine Point,
Partlnnd.
Mae., Biddefard 7.30. 8.40, 10.25 A m„ 3.30,
Old Orchard, 7.30, 8.40,
6.16
•5.30,
p. m.
10.25 A m., 12.40, 3.30, ^.SO, 6.15 p. m. North
Dovei 7.30, 8.40 Am.,
Pall.,
Berwick,<2rent
Exeter, Haverhill,
12.40,3.30, "6.30 p.m.
8.40 a. m., 12.40,
7.30,
l.owell,
l.awreacc,
3.30 p. m.
Korhe.ter, Farmintttoa, Alton
A
m., 12.40, 3.30p. m. nuckentr
Bat,8.40
and Concord (via Lawrence) 8.40 a.m., Ivin So.
Newmarket Junction) 8.30 p. m.
•Via Eastern DIv. to Scar boro Crossing.;
RDNDAY TRAIN*
tor Baoton 1.00, 4.15 p. m. via East DtV, to Scar
boro Crossing.

BERRY,
M._

m.

Far
Far

THE TIBET-CLASS STKAMKKS

feb8

cured without the use of knife
or ligature, or detention from
All diseases of the
business.
Rectum successfully treated
r.
FISH, t»
by Dr.
Plcn.ittit Mt..Auburn,.Vie.
Portland.Rooiu
V.
S.
At
Hotel,
Cure guaranteed.
Refer18,every Saturdayfrom » a. in to 4 p. m.
ences given. Consultation tree. Send tor painpli
let. 10 years experience. Hundreds cured.
eodtf
sep9

а.

WESTERN DIVISION.

Manager for City Agency, Portland.

HO. r»

'"’Far liorhuaa,

6.20p,

Maatreal and|Cblea*#, 8.46

WINTER ABBANGKMENTN.

JAMES
STEPHEN

Oalhi-.t.^’.Si. and IJO^d

Oct.

the UNION MUTUAL contains
THEPOLICY offeature
in PERFECT LIFE IN-

It Is acknowledged to be the beet, safest and
most potent and effectual remedy known for
this child-killing disease;_

/

Fir

CHAS. H. FOYK, G. T. A.

FIRE ONLY $1.00.

three

*!V

Ft
a

afM MONDAT, Nor. 3*, INI,
trains will ran as fallawsi
OKPAKTl'KKN,
,30 and 8.46
Aubaro and l.ewistou,

»Bd

Ob

50:

provided for In

a

WINTEK AKRANOEnENTS.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. tOYLK,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Auenf
septai-dtf

Company,

H

A«;ENTS

97 i -8 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

AND ALL PARTS OF

—

wise

NOVELTY & SUPPLY CO.,

LUMBER AND TIMBER.

—

provisions
ture Law apply only to the policies Issued by
THE
and under it extended Insurance is
this

7

Boston._*-1

Job Printer SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE

FOB

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N.B.. HALIFAX N. S

tioned.

<

each O. A. R. Post to

Ladles and gentleWANTED
men to represent the C. F. Jewett Pub. Co.,
towns In Maine
inall
of
Boston,
(Estes & Lauriat)
and N. H.; good pay and permanent employment.
General
Manager, 6
Apply to JOHN BROWN,
Tohiian Place, from 8.30 to 0.00 a. m., and Irom
in.23-4
8
12.30 to 2, and 6.30 to p.

fKINTEBS' EXEHAIVHE,

—

has liberal

—

Book, Card

STEAMSHIP CO.,

Its Board of
IT managed byplans.
and

4
n

GRAM TRIM RAILWAY if CAUDA

On

cers,

sell latest Souvenir Novelty; large profits;
WANTED—Agents
also agents for
good line of quick selling novel-

lies. *ATlONAl

rttreet.
eodSm

or

in
RECEIVED—From Houlton.
§
voice of Buckwheat for poultry which
JimT
shall sell at the extremely low price of 85 cents
all

Washington

£gji3

TOTAL OPERATIONS

price *35;

tlon. A rare chance to create a permanent business at home. These safes meet a demand never before supplied by other safe companies, as we
are not governed by the Safe Pool.
Alpine Safe
Co., Cincinnati, U.nov23W&S3m

from New York.

SAMPSON, N. E. Agent,

A BE W-

Transcript.

By the International Medical Congress
at Washington, D. C„ 1887:
By the British Medical Association at
Brighton, Eng., 1880;
By the American Medical Association at
Washington, D. €., 1884;
do. at Richmond. Va., 1881;
do. at Saratoga, N. Y., 1886;
do. at Deer Part, Md., 1884;
where essays were read and discussed by
some of the ablest Physicians and Surgeons of England, Germany, France, Italy and America.

of

take the

VIA

OK

STEAMERS.

istheonly Raw Food known

It

our

in

STEAMSHIP CO.
rttratnships ’BATE CITY” anil “CITY
UE *1 U O.V’every I U1BSIMY, nl .1
P..11-, frant Nlf ANNAH PIKK.
Congress rttreet, Boston.
RICHARDSON & BARNARD, Agents, Savannah Pier, A. De W. SAMPSON, Agent. Central
R. R., 201 Washington St. O. O. PKAR30N,
Agent, S. F. & W. B’v 211 Washington St.,

“
“
Traveler.
Forbes’ Lithograph Co.
L. Prang A Co.
Rockwell A Churchell.

“

agency
WANTED—MAN—To
safes; sizes 28x18x18 inches; weight
other sizes in propor
retail

AGENT*

i\'EW EMAIIMD 8AIAMAH

Ocean Steamship Co.

Htuuotiis.

Montreal.

Freight and( Passenger Line,

of our staff have used It, and
benefit as noted by the Whole-

“

“

retail grocery
had ex-

MAN OF TEMPERATE AND
moral habits, seeking employmeu, to represent an old established house in his own sectiou.
Salary, if suited. #IOO por month. References ex
acted. SupT. Manufactuhinu House, 30 Reade
dec26dlawM4w
St., N. Y.

lbs;

Fast

Messrs. Boston Daily Advertiser.
“
“
“
Record.
“
“
“
Journal.
“
«
“
Post.

who has

good writer,

Office,___7-1

500

SAVANNAH

NEW

accountant; would take any decent position ; salary not so much an object as a permanent
position; best of references. Address “F. A.,”
This
accurate

Freights for the
Penn. 8. H., and
Bouth Djr connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Kaaad Trip BIB.
Passage 910.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
It. B. rtAMPrtON, Agent,
20 l ong Wharf, Heston.
81dtf

sale Druggists:

refer-

Situation
a

vessel.
West by the

Paaansa,

a

some

m.

NEWPORT.....sails Monday, Feb. 20, Noon.

D.

WANTED
store, bv
hi the

’sailing

at 12

one-half the rate of

ALLREFUTE THE SLANDER

with
WANTED—Situation
experience; good
R., Press Office.0-1
mail

nsurance

From New York, pier toot of Canal Bt„ North
River, for (saw FraacUca via The Islhasas ef

inau office by young

ences.

I

Wholesale Druggists, Newspapers and
Publishers of Massachusetts,

HELP.

TfAI.lt

Middle

from

Remember, if a baby does not thrive, do not
chance Its food, but add flve or more drops of Murdock's Liquid Food at each feeding.

FARM FOR SALE.

Philadelphia,

>

WINTER ARRANGEMENT 1887-8.
un;.

Cotton from Free to Fore.
Danfortli from High to Center.
Winter from Gray to Danfortb.
Danfortli from Vaughan to West Commercial.
Oxford from Washington to Anderson.
Kead and passed.
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
Attest;

FOR

No matter whether you are or not.
If suffering from Dizziness or Pressure in Head,
Eyes, Pain Around or Palpitation of
Spots before
Heart, Pain in Region of Heart with feelings of
suffocation, Ringing Sound in Ears, Numbness or
Prickly Sensation of Limbs, especially the Arm,
Pain between Shoulders and in Side, Dry Cough,

w

to Back Bay.
Pearl from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Lincoln.
Cedar from Oxford to
Alder frein Portland to Kennebec.
Brattle from Portland to Kennebec.
“Oak from Prospect to Cumberland.
Avon from Deering to Cumberland.
New State from Cumberland to Portland.
Mellen from Congress to Portland.
Weymouth from Congress to Portland.

.fohlisnn’a

! agent has sold many sets In this city and vicinity
Orsggki* report good sales and wouderfu I for *56.00, will self the same set for *40.00, you
Ointment.
and
from
Skin-Success
results
Soap
eau save *16.00 hy buying at COLES WORTHY'S
K*almcr’M Mkin-Nucceaw is a postlve, speedy ; Book Store, OB Exchange St.8-1
cure for eruptions of Face, Scalp or Body.
HALE-Good potatoes only 86 cents per
bushel; the best, *1 per bushel. American
Family Soap. 20 bars (or one dollar at C. A.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Pine Street Wnarf,

tanrila Inlnml. nml I'nnf* tirflan.

Mayo from Cumberland

are In ready demand;
lOOperceut profit
Investigation will prove it a money making

2\_

_

»

flrs^class, paying,
goods pay upward-

From BOSTON inry WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA enrr Tuesday and Friday.

ORDERED,

examine the
business; located in Boston; call
business; you will be satisfied witfi result. W. F
8-1
Boston.
CARRUTHER3. 24 Tremout row,

m. W. Duffy, Em|., Farmington, N. H.. says
nothing helped lift face but Palmer's Skin-Suc-

25c. A

a

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

HOI

PORTLAND.

OF

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, 1
January 2d. 1888. (
That it shall be unlawful for any
person to slide with a sled or other vehicle
upon any street except those assigned and designated below, viz.:
The following named streets have been assigned
Sidewalks of these streets not
on which to coast.
to be used for coasting:
Promenade.
Eastern
Melbourne to
Turner to Eastern Promenade.
Hanson’s
house, to Eastern Promfrom
Beckett,
enade.

and

Palincr’* Hkin Niicce»« soap and ointment
will cure any diseased Scalp or Skin. All drug-

BV

CHANCE*.

MALE—*2000
FOB
manufacturing business;
and
of

eod&w-nrmly

gists.

1-2

charge.
BUM IN EMM

No others
These pills were a wonderftil discovery
like them In the world. Will positively cure or relieve
ail manner of disease. The information around each
box is worth ten times the cost of a box of pills. Find
out about them, and you will always be thankful. Onb
Illustrated pamphlet free. Sold everypill a DOSE.
where, or sent bv mail for 2® cts. to stamps. i)R. I. 8.
Johnson <fc Co., 22 Custom r’ousB 8t., Boston, 3Jas»

HEMORRHOIDS,

Dr. J. H. SCHENCK has published
A NEW AND EIiABOBATE

rem-

has moved from 136 Free bt., to
WANTED
Casco, at Welcome’s.

HEAD COLDS,

YYbTVTH

physical

edy

CO.

that

A lady attendant
Congress St., corner Chestnut.
lor ladles. There is no danger of taking cold after a bath. Call and investigate.2-2

Spoken.

KIDNEY PAINS

know

to

Dec 3, lat 49 42 S, Ion 03 11 W, ship J B Brown
Autwem lor San Francisco.
Jan ll, lat 2 40 N, Ion 116 24 W, ship Charmer,
rom Sail Francisco lor New York.
Jan 9, lat 30 18. Ion 66 35. sch Nelson Bartlett,
rom Newport News for St Thomas.

No Blngle disease has entailed more suffering or
mstened the breaking up of the constitution than
Catarrh. The sense of smell, of taste, of sight, of
learing, the human voice, the mind,—one or more,
md sometimes all, yield to its destructive influThe poison it distributes throughout the
ence.
breaks up
lystem attacks every vital force, and
Ignored, behe most robust of constitutions.
cause but little understood, by most physicians,
mpotently assailed by quacks and char atans,
hose suffering from it nave little hope to be reieved of it tins side of the grave. If is time, then,
hat the popular treatment of this terrible disease
Into
jy remedies within the reach of all passed
lands at once competent and trustworthy. Tlie
Dr.
lew and hitherto untried method adopted by
Janford in the preparation of his Radical Cuke
It is
las won the hearty approval of thousands.
nstantaneous in affording relief In all head colds,
ineezlng, snuffling and obstructed breathing, and
•apidly removes the most oppressive symptoms,
•learing the head, sweetening the breath, restorand
ng the senses of smell, taste and hearing,
leutralizing the constitutional tendency of the
iisease towards the lungs, liver and kidneys.
Sanford’s Radical Cure consists of one botleof the Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal
solvent, and Improved Inhaler; price, fl.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co., Boston.

afflicted

are

NANT’S Vapor Baths, nature's great
WANTKD-Everybody
located at
for all
afflictions,

rom

Constitutional Catarrh.

who

persons

with colds or coughs, to ask the users of
its
Compound Syrup of Lungwort iu regard to
curative qualities; it costs only twenty-five cents
to try it. 0. WAY & CO., sell it. Cumberland, eor.
8-1
Myrtle St._

Jau 28th, brig Woodbury.

Inst, sell Lizzie Carr, Brown.

are not

we

Turkeys, but the
the present time,

of
at

a

are

The Most Wonderful Family Remedy Ever Known.
97" CURES
Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis. Neuralgia. Rheumatism, Bleeding at the
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenaa, Hacking Cough,
Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, Dya-

Irown, New
Ar at Barbadoes Jau 18. brig Waubun. Welsh,
Kitts, (aud sailed 21st for Cuba; 21st, barque

Nassu Cth

It understood that

—

EXTERNAL

;t

’sidhii

INFORMATION

Board of Health, that fishermen and lobster
dealers are In the habtt of throwing into the docks
flsb olfal and lobster waste; the attention of such
Is called to the following extract from the
rdlnauce on Health.
Sec. 6—"Nor shall any person or persons throw
or cast any dead animal or any foul or offensive
matter lu any dock or place betweeo the channel
and the shore, nor shall laud any foul or offensive
animal or vegetable substance within the city,
nor shall cast any dead animal In the waters of
the harbor or back cove.”
Any person violating the above provision Is liar
ble to a tine of twenty dollars.
By order of the Board of Health.
GEO. C. BURGESS, Secretary.
Portland, Jan. 11,1888.jan!2dlm

Auuer.'WJii iruiuuuuiucruum

Colds and Pulmonary
duction it has
favor, until now it is

less asa Preservative.
Perfect as a healer.

*!Ar*litUilavana

VMirr to Fishermen and L.balrr Dealers.
having been given to the

LET.

TO

wm uiwwuvw

Ja,
"at at Kingston.
York.

Eth Inst, brig Waubun, Welsh,

CITY ADVEKTIWEMENT*

CITY

,,

BOOK

York—J

LOMT—Thursday.

cloth binding, only $6.60, published
box,
for $18.00. Call antf see the books. COLES8-1
WOKTHY’S Book Store, 92 Exchange St.

FOR rough or scaly
skin.
Indispensable
for the Toilet. Peer-

G F PORTLAND

SATURDAY, Feb. 11.
Arrived.
Dallas, (US) Barr, Rockland,
Cleared.

Feb. 2nd, between Horse
Car Depot and Portland Bridge, a black muff.
Finder will please leave the same at HOUSE CAR
DEPOT, 484 Congress St.S-l

In

York
Sid fm Port-a Pitre 7th Inst, sch Harry White,
Bopkins, St Thomas.
Ar at St Pierre Jan 7, sch Anita, Small. Fernan-

..

Palmyra:

_

Boston? Philadelphia

sepl9dtfISAlAHHANlELS^Manaker^

sets Charles Dickeu’s novels, 16
A
1
box. nice eloth binding, only
volumes In
INOUND—6
*5.60. 6 sets Scott's Waverly novels, 12 volumes

Medical Profession.

Sid Jan 21st, sell 11 B McFarland, Strong, lor

Urea?

can

,&Ar atBerffice jan 9, brig Cora Green, Philbrook

ffrnirla

Caracas?. !!!.."•-New

LONT—A

eod&wnrmly

Sew

1

a.
m.;
Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 6.45
East End,
Ballev’s Island 7.00; Harpswell, 7.16;
Is8.CK);
Hope
Seek's.
7
45;
Chebeague,
Island
land 8.05; Ltttle Chebeague, 8.20; Long
9.16
a.m.
at
Portland
8.40, arriving In
Island
s
Returning will leave Portland for Orr
and all Intermediate landings at 2.00 P-™.

Sirsous

EOUND.

conductors wallet near horse car
stable, spring St., containing money and
tickets. The tinder will he rewarded by leaving
9-1
at rear of 325 SPUING ST.

New York.

feb28

J04

I.OMT AND

Sold Everywhere.

HIGHLY ENDORSED

Polynesia.New

Steamship
B C°yle'

tear..

Your Clothes are worn out more
by washing than wearing. It is to
your advantage to try Pearline.

Ayres prev to 6th Inst, barque 8a-

FOB

Mexico.New York..Havana.Feb 14
Basil.New York.Para.Feb 15

Steamer

time, labor, rubbing, wear and

JAMES PYLE,

^Enquire

saves

Teas.

bead.
Sheet.

@7

80
28

march.

...

Chestnut.
Franklin.

*0

Laundry.3Vi@

18®
Souchong,...
Nelined.. 2V4@2% Oolong. 20®
35®
do
choice..
4
@4Vi
Korway..
Caststeel. ..12 @15 Japan. 25®
do choice.. 36@
Germau steel 6
@7
Tobacco.
3
Shoe steel....
Best brands.. 60®
Sheet iron3 Vi 4 4 Vi Medium. 30®
common
Common. 25®
H.C. 4@4Vi
ltussia.13Vi@14 Half I>.
7@8Vi Natural leaf.. 60@
Galv.
as read.

17
36
16

package,

each

Mrt"

_

...

33
No 1.
No 3.
i20
No 10.
8 oz.
;i«
20
10 oz.
dun powder—Hliot.
Blasting.3 50®4 00
Sporting.6 26@6 60
6
Drop shot...•

a
or
wholesale, or
ment; dry and lighted on tlireo sides: almost
euual to the first story; rent low to the right
of ILK. THOMPSON,

experience have learned that
James Pyle’s Pearline, used as

—

>20

Blch oowders
40® 42
Borax. 10®
I English.987 a 40
Brimstone— 2ViS
Cochineal..... 40®
I Char. I. C..6 75@6 26
Char. I. X..8 00®8 50
Copperas.1 Vi®
Terue.6 26® 770
Cream tartar. 39@
26a, 660
Ex. logwood.
ICoke.6
12®
Autimonv.
14® 16
Uumaralilc... 70@1
Aloes cape.... 16®
I Zinc.7 00® 8 00
Solder 1/2 x Vi.
26@27
27®
Camphor....
Iflolusse*.
Myrrh. 60® 65
Opium.4 26@4 60 Porto Klco... 28a 40
Shellac. 25® 30 Barbadoes.... 28 a) 30
indigo. 86@1 00 Cieufuegos.... 24® 26
Iodine.4 2o@4 38 Bolling.
@23
12 00 Fancy | Pouce..
38® 40
luecac.
Nails.
Licorice, rr... 16@ 20
Lai ex. 34® 40 Cask. .2 15@2 25
Naval Mtorea.
Morpnine.8 10® 3 36
Oil bergamot. 2 76@8 00 Tar W bbl....3 25@3 60
Cod liver.1 60@2 00 Coal Tar_3 26—3 60
Lemon.2 25@2 50 I Pitch (C Tar) 3 26@3 60
Olive.126@1 76 iWil. Pitch....3 0053 25
peppt.2 76(53 00 Rosin.3 005S4OO
Wintergreen..2 20®2 30 Turpt’ue, gall 45® 62
Potass hr’mde 40@ 48 )Oakum. 8V4&0V4
Oil.
@8Vi
Chlorate. 20® 22
Iodide.3 10® 3 25 Linseed. 58® 03
66
61®
72
Boiled.
Quicksilver...
66®70 SDerm.100® 115
Quinine.
60
60®
60
Whale
1
rhuebarb..
76®
Kt
to Bank. 30@ 3o
itt snake. 35@
33
16
Shore.
28®
Saltpetre. 10®
a
33
Senna. 25® 80 I’orgie.
Canary seea..
4® 4 Mi Lard. 60@ 70
Cardamons.. .1 00(41 76 Castor.1 25® 1 30
Soda, bicarb.3% @ 6% Neatsfoot. 90® 1 00
3 Elaine. 62 a 50
Sal.2 Mi®
Paints.
3Mi
Sulpur.2Vi@
Sugar lead... 2o@ 22 Pure gro nd ld660@7 00
60
Pme
65®
wax...
White
ary lead6 UO®6 25
3 a 3Vi
8 Eug Yen lied.
6®
Vltrol. blue..
7@ 7Vi
Vanilla, bean.8 10® 810 Red Lead
Am. Zluz.6 00@7 00
itochelle Yellow... 2Vi
Oncu.

TOGKES8ST.___5±_
I,ET—Store Nos. 117.119 Middle St, one
stores in the city; suitable for
TOof the finest
lovely baseboth, with
retail,

/rorn

on

Co.

steamer
Oil and after September 19tb 1887,
as
Gordon, Capt. Janies L. Long, will run dally

I.KT-Booms with board at 547V4 CON-

wrecking way. Join
that large army of
economical
people, who
sensible,

Philadelphia for

NEW YOKK—Ar 10th. schs Belle Brown, Perry,
Paix 11 days; Frank T Stinson. Mitchell,
Norfolk; Henry Sutton, Harding, Portland; Jos
M Hayes, Boston.
Cld Aorii. barque Carrie Heckle, Colcord, Port
Natal; Havana, Simmons, Havana; brig John H
Crandou, Richardson, Havana; scbs Clifford,Crabtree, Port au Prince; GD Paine. Nickerson, tor
Point-a-Pitre; Mary Jenness. Cachraue, Havana.
Sid fm Hart Island Roads Oth, Cornelius Soule,
Wm Mason, B L Eaton, O M Marrett. A J Fattens,
Daul Webster, A F Crockett, Chas E Balcb, Sarah
Eaton, Helen. Edw C A True, and others.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 9th, schs FODame, Rogers, Norfolk; Benj F Poole, Davis, Baltimore.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 10th, sch Maggie Andrews
Patterson, Baltimore.
NEWPORT—Sid 10th, sch Jonathan Bourne,
Thompson, fm Providence for Baltimore.
Jn port 10th, schs Robert Byron. Willard, Rockland for New York; Commerce. Wade, dolor do;
Louisa Smith, Hatch,New York for New Bedford;
Jed Frye, Langley, do for Providence.
Sid fm Narraganset loth, schs Chas H Haskell,
and Alice Montgomery, for coal port.
Ar 10th, seh Lama Cobb,
WOOD’S HULL
Cobb, New York.
Sid 10th. brig Mary Gibbs, Moore, Savannah.
NEW BEDFORD— Sid 10th, sch Andrew Adams, Adams, Baltimore.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 9th, sch H H Benedict, Mausou, Norfolk for Boston.
Passed by, seh Clara Goodwin, from Portland
for Baltimore.
Ar 10th. schs Harry L While. Hoboken for Boston; B L Eaton, trom New York for Boston; M M
Chase, fm Amboy lor Portsmouth; Win Douglas.
Port Johnson for Belfast; C 8 Bayles, Hoboken
for Bar Harbor.
In port, barques Jennie Cushman. Nineveh; sch
Lucy A Davis. Harry White, Jas Ives, B L Eatoh,
M M Chase, Wm Douglass, CS Bayles.
At anchor off Falmouth, sell Chas E Balch. from
New York for Boston.
EDGARTOWN-Ar 10th, schs Aug J Fattens,
Peck, New York for Bath; O M Marrett, Willey,
Port Johnson tor Portland.
In port 10th. Charlie & Willie, Phllbrook, New
York for KoekJand; Jennie M Carter, Eaton, do
for Salem; Nettie Cushing, do for Boston; Telegraph, Weehawken for Portland.
U YANN1S— In port 10th, sobs Louise Hastings,
Hoboken tor Beverly; A Hayford, do for Boston;
Ida L Ray, Marshall. New York for Boston.
Sid 10th, schs l.adv Ellen, Clark, St John, NB,
for New York; Douglass Haynes, Hun ton, Wiscasset for Bridgeport.
Ar lOtli, schs t P Dixon, Torrey, New York for
Danversdort; Race Horse, Hensliaw, Clark’s Cove
for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 10th, schs Sami Dlllaway, BrenA E
dige. aud Henry P Mason, Percy, Baltimore;
Valentine, Pinkbam. New York.
tor
Baltimore
from
Lizzie
Carter,
Below, barque
Portsmouth; sch St Thomas, do for Portland.
from
Hichborn,
Water,
Snarkhug
Ar 11th, brigs
Miragoaue: H B Hussey, Charleston; Golcouda
Hall. Hoboken; schs Cassie Jameson, Collins,
Savannah; W R Drury, Sweetland, Brunswick:
Lieliua, Murray, and Yale, Simpson, Baltimore; It
D Bibber, Pinkbam, Baltimore; Benj Faliens,
Jondou, Baltimore; Cornelia Soule, Francis, anu
runs W Hyde, Sherman, Hoboken; Nellie J Dinsuore, Parker, do.
Cld lltli, barque Belle of Oregon, Peabody, for
Yokohama.
Below, brig I Harry Stewart, Blake,’ Amboy for
Portland.
Std lltli. sch Augustus Hunt.
GLOUCESTEK-Ar 10th. sch Chas F Tuttle,
Ives. New York for Portland.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 10th, sch J M Haynes, fm
Boston for Clark’s Island.
BOOTHBAY—III port lOth.scbs Bertha D NlckM J Sewall.
■rson, Thompson, for New York;
tor
rom Portland for Jouesport.; Cora C Meader.
Portland.

30@32

Ingot.
iTin—
l Straits.

rubbing, twisting,

GOOD COOK and LAUNDRE8S; must be
well recemmeuded and willing to go Into the

Port de

I.inK* <<1111111.
f
1
1 06
Lime 1J cask..
1 50
iCemeut.
I
Marches.
50
Star, i) gross
iDirigo. 39® 41
Metals.
1

|

KOOMR.

Parker. Kaue. NYork:
Orchilia; sch Olivers

MAiPauch0L ship Standard, from
San Francisco.

spruce....! 2 00*2 16

I

washed in the old

23-4

work at Dome on novelties for the trade; $10
to $15 per week can be made: all materials furnished ; full particulars free. Address ELIOT MANUFACTURING CO., 43-45 Eliot street, Boston,
dO-1

_

...125*l4p

j Spruce.

change street, Portland, Me.

Hoop-

Stephen Bishop, Kivers,
Barrett, Wallace, Boston.
Sid tin Delaware Breakwater 10th, brig David
sell
Bugbee, Stowers, Matauzas for Philadelphia;
Matthew
Georgia. Coffin, Sagua for do; barque
Baird, Demarara lor do.
Ar '.ith, sch Lois V Ghaples, Ross, Jacksonville.
PHILADELPHIA —Ar S»th, seh Genevieve,
Haley, Fernaudiua.
T
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 10th, barque John
J Marsh, Whittier, Cardenas; sch Luis G Babel,

—

#12@#lc

Allow your Clothing,

directed

care-

10th, sch J K Bodwell, Metcalf. Philadelphia.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 10th, sch King Phillip,
Coombs, Portsmouth.
___
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 9tli, barque
Stephen G Hart, from Norfolk for Havana.
Sid 9th. barque C P Eixou, Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—cld 9th, sells Mt Hope, Crowley,
New Bedford; Pocahoutas, Phillips, Providence,
w

—

Pop’r staves
Spruce rough

TALbAHbK FBA1QEN

un<|

^WlLMINtiTON, NC—Cld

—

loOo

■

M1)ARi'^N—Cld 10th, sch Lizzie B Willey,

Street._A-l

01,1)
fully repaired and regilded by A. K. EATON
& SONS, successors to Koclie & Eaton, 116 Ex-

TACOMA—In port 3d, ships Indtanna, Morrison, and Alex Gibson, Speed, for Great Britain;
Bichd P Buck, Carver, for San Francisco.
TACOMA—Sid 3d, ship Oriental, Slater, for San
Francisco.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 10th, ship Abner Coburn, Nihcols. New York.
Ar 2d, ship J B Walker, Seattle.
PENSACOLA—Cld 10th, sch Edward Stewart,
Harlow, New York.
FERNANDINA—Ar 10tn, scb Anita, Small,

Lard 39s Od.

p lour.

Jan 29, brig Caroline GrayJFUls-

Memoranda.
The owners of schr Helen Augusta, of Middletown, Conn, have recovered $10,000 from the
owners of brig Havillah of Bangor, which run
down the former on the Sound in 1887.
Sch M M Chase, from Ainbojr for Portsmouth,
put into Viueyard-Haveu 10th inst with Jib badly

_

—

Whiskey

for Aguadilla.
Ar at Nuevitas

263 Middle

Paint, or Woodwork,

_

European Markets.

@8
@7 50
Coffee.
Klo. roasted21Vi@23

■

■'

Gees

Lehigh.

'domestic Markets.
state

92 to 98

Ammonia—

14®l6c, Jobbing price; l c higher.

Facts, Figures and Words
lcarued rapidly and never forgotten by training
the memory in Prof. Loisette’s new and wholly
scientific System, endorsed by hundreds of famous men.
Taught by correspondence. Send for
free prospectus to Prof A. Lolsctte, 237 Fifth
Aveuue, New York.
‘•1

10 00 A.
10.30
11.00

ill.

“Mary, Mary!

degrees polarization, in
Bentrlfugal,
ids tags and boxes, (2 *582-76
the warehouses at Havana iand
in
stocks
Matauzas, 68,000 boxes. 149,000 bags, and
3 500 liluis; receipts for the week, 70 boxes,
89 000 bags, and 1,100 hhds; exports during
the week, Sol boxes, 78,000 bags, ami 418 hhds,
of which 55,000 bags and 218 hhds weae to the
United States.
Freights are in moderate demand; » hhd of
sugar loading at Havana for United States at
2.50a, 2.76 gold; from ports on the north coast
(outside “ports)f for the United States at $2 75®

"

Petroleum Market.

m.

6.30 p.

6 tO

Curry...

Duck Pond, Westbrook, Windham, Raymond
and South Casco—Arrive at 11 a. m.; Close at 2

p.

IK1/,

93
21
Deliver & RioUrande, new.....,
13
Wabash, Si. Louis & Pacific
do pref. 27
Houstou * Texas. 19
12
Mobile & Ohio.
138
Chicago & Alton.
Alton & Terre Haute. 3tt
do pref.
175
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. 12(5%
N ortuwestern.'..107 %
Northwestern pref.144

Farmington, *utermediate offices and connections. via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 1 p.
m.; Close at 12 in.; Supplementary 12.16 p. m.
Rockland, Intermediate offices and connections,
via Knox aud Lincoln railroad—Arrive, 1 and 6.00
p.m.; Close at 6.30 a. m. aud 12 m.; Supplemen-

1.00 p.

If. ..

Oregon Nav.

m.

12.16 p.

..

...

ARRIVAL

tary,

quotations of Govern

securities:
United States bonds, 8s..
New 4s, reg.;.126%
New *s. coup..,....
126%
New4%s, reg
.106%
New .ays, coup .107%
...118
Central Pacific lsts..
Genvc; A K. Gr. lets.....118%
ErleftlS
U7i%
Kansas Pacific Contois...
.104%
Oregon Nav. lsts..
109
Unlou;PaetSc.ilst. 113%
do Guild Grants
do Sinking Funds«...
The follow.ng are to-day’s closing quotations oi
stocks:
Stocks oy Associated Press:
Central Pacific. 30%
St. Paul A Omaha.106
K. Xenu, new. 10
East Teun, 1st Diet..... 69
Canton...
Wells. Fargo Express..127

General Delivery, (Sunday excepted) 7.30 ®. m.
to 7.00 n. m. Sunday. 9 to 10 a. ill.
Carrier's Deliveries,
(Sunday exceptea;—in
business section ot (he city between High and
India street at 7 and 10 a. in., 12.30, 1.46 and
fi p. nt. In other sections at 8 a. m., 1.46 and 6
p. m. Sunday delivery at Post Office window, 8 to
Oa. iiL Collections from street boxes (general)
at 7 and 11 a. in., 4 and 8 p. in. Sunday 6 p. m.

only.

snares.
louowmg are to-day

ment

Office, (Sunday excepted). 7.30

93%&2.06

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
__

gateu 28.970

in.

«,2

s?i«

f1

106
112

YORK, Feb. 11, 1888.—Money on call
has been easy, ranging from 2 to 2% per cent;
last loan at 2. closing at 2 per cent. Prime paper
sterlln Exchange dull and steady; ac
a, r,a7.
tual business done at 4 84 for 60-day bills and
demand. Govrnment bonds dull and
for
4 86%
steady Railroad bonds quiet but steady to firm.
market closed intensely dull and
stock
The
steady at about opening prices.
iue transactions at tne Stock Exchange agsr.-

OFFICE HOURS.

Cashier’ll

106

Cebu prev to 9th Inst, barque Furness
Abbev, Qulnu, New York.
Sid fm Caleta Buena Nov 18th, barque Albert
Bussell, Kane, New York.
Ar at Cardiff 9th, barque Proteus, Peterson, fm
Cork.
Sid fm Cardiff Otli Inst, Bhlp Chesebrough, Erick
sou, Aecapuloo.
Ar at Por* Elizabeth 10th Inst, brig Ned White,
Elwell, New York.
Passed Portland Bill 9tli Inst, ship Servia,Smith
New York for Loudon.
81d fm Navassa Jan 26, sch Janies A Garfield,
Woodbury, Baltimore.
Ar at Ponce Jan 23, brig Telos, Coney, NYork
Sid Im

rtTEAMEKM.__

SHOES.Moccasins,Indian Clubs,Fencing
Harpswell Steamboat
SNOW
Foils, Broad Swords, Boxing Gloves, Dumb
Bells Ice creepers &c., for sale by G. L. BAILEY

oW

Warren, Amboy.

12% golu per quintal.
Muscovado, fair to good refining, 85 to 00 de-

fii
*

NEW

up

to 7.00 p. in.; Money order department,
to 6 p. m. Begistry departmeut, 9.00 a.

134

New Yo*k Stock and Money Market

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Mail

111
120

The following quotations of stocks are reoeivei
danv:
l'. H. A U.
126%
Atch. 1 op ka amt Bant Fe Railroad. *98%
Mexican Central R 7s.
MexieaiJCentral. 14%
FUnt A Pere Marquette IKallroad com. 27
oi iref
96%
Wisconsin ccn’ral.16%
Wli loustu Central preferred.. 86
42
CaliforniaSouthern Railroad.
211%
Boston* Maine li.
198%
Boston A Albany..
Boston A Lowell Railroad.160Va
Bell telephone. 121-4
Mexican Central 4s...
36%
New York and New England Railroad.
dooref
Eastern Railroad 6s.■ •.}fv
Portland. Saco St Portsmouth R.118
Maine Central Railroad... ..122
Eastern Railroad.

E. H. Evans.

and Winter

106
104
111

[By Telegraph.]

Farmington, White & Marwick.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish * Co.
Lewiston, Cliandler & Estes.
Long Island, T. M. Glendemiing.
Mechanic Fills. A. W. Bridge, Merilll & Deu

Fall

106
103
116
126

Boston Stock Market.

_

Kalrlleld,

104
115
126

FROM

IMLANDM TEAMERM.

aiKCELLANEOITN.

iniscEtMNEom.

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Ar at Buenos Ayres 9th tn9t, ship Fearnauglit,
Stafford, Portland.
Cld at Hong Kong 9tli Inst, barque Annie Keed,

Havana Market.
4
[By Telegraph.]
HAVANA, Feb. 12, 1888,-Sugar-Sugar was
further depressed the past week, but despite
which tend
this eiJeumsUitce and heavy receipts,
some liolders acto the accumulation of stock,
and
some
sales were
eenteil the prices offered,
closed quiet and weak
mJdf The marketregularto
Molasses sugar,
good polarization,

I

THE

i >EESS.

SUPERIOR COURT.

THE

judge bonnkV.
fieorge MhDonSATffiPAV-Oscar skillings Vs.MW
value ot two
* 111
Action of trover to recover
"
left with
‘i tui.s valued at *25.. The tubs were
that
He
claimed
plaintiff
defendant for repairs.
would not pay for ilie repairs and after they bad
been i« ii*» way'.or months he burned them. Verdict for the plaintiff for $12.45.
W. K. Antholne for dft.
oK. H. Cobb for pllf.
The jury was excused Dually.

BOARD OF TRADE.
fcONTINUED FROM FIRST PACE.]

Before

MONDAY MORNING. FEB. 18.
»

f

iTl:».*>>

AMP VICINITY.

Advice la Mothers.
M1US. WINSLOW’S
•GOTHING SYKUT should always he used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the httle
sufferer at once; it produces natural, Quiet sleep
httle
hy relieving tlie child from pal". *ntl *ll<’
It Is
Sllerub, awakes as “bright as a button.
softVery p easant to taste. It soothes the child,
ens tile gums, allays all pain, relieves wiuil, regulates the bowels, and is the best known lemedy
lor diarrhoea, wlietlicr arising from teething or
oilier causes
Twenty-five cents a bottle.
—

I ,m<;

FM&W&wly

_

“Having examined the formula from
which Adamson's Botanic Cough Balsam is pre*
pared, we recommend It ns a safe and reliable
medicine for the cure of asthma, coughs, colds
and all diseases of throat, chest ami lungs. Geo.
W. Martin, M. I)., Augusta, Me., 1. If. Steams, M,
1) formerly Surgeon N. M. Asilum, Togas. Me.”
febl3eod*wlw
Trial bottles 10 cents.
Ail persons afflicted with Dyspepsia, Diarrho-a,
Colic, and all kinds of indigestions will find immediate relief and sire cure by using Anga«i«rn
■litters. Tile only genuine is manufactured by
Dr. J. 3. 11. siegert & Sons.
febl3
eod&wlw
No one knows better than thuse who
have used Carter's Little Liver Pills what relief
they have given when taken for dyspepsia, dizziness, pain In the side, constipation and disordered
febTd&wlw
stomach.
Bazak—This beautiful weekly pub
llcatlon Is a welcome visitor to the parlor circle.
The number for the ensuing week has been re.
ceived by N. G. Fessenden. 484 Congress street.
llAUPtcit’s

’’Best cure for Consumption is the old Boston
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.’
novl 8eod A-wBmew
HOW MEN DIE.
if we know all the methods of approach adopted by an enemy we ai e tire better enabled to ward
off tile danger and postpone the moment when
surrender becomes Inevitable. In inauy instances
the inherent strength of the body suffices to enable It to oppose tile tendency toward death. Many
however, have lost these forces tu sucli an exteut
that there Is little or no help. In other cases, a
Httle aid to toe weakeued Lungs w 111 make all
the difference between sudden death and many
years of useful life. Upon the first symptoms of
a Cough, Colo, or any trouble of the Throat or
Lungs, give that old and well known remedyIt will
Itoschce’s Uerinnn Syrup, a careful trial.
prove, wliai thousands say of it, to be the"bcnefactorof any home.”
novl-dlycT

REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES.
Tlie Republican voters of tlie several wards of
the city are notified to meet in their Ward Rooms,

Monday Evening, February 13,1888, at
7.30 o’clock,
tin* following purposes:
ward officers to be supported at
the coming Municipal Election.
2 To nominate, in Wards 1, 3. and f*, one member of superintending School Committee for tw’o
years.
3— To elect five members of the Republican City
Committee.
4— To elect Seven Delegates to a Convention, to
nominate a candidate for Mayor, to be held at Reception Hall, Wednesday, February 15, 1888, at
4.00 p. m.
l*er order Republican City Coin.,
H. G. BRIGGS, Chairman.
L. S. SANBORN, Secretary.

for

1 —To nominate

CONVENTION
-OF

REPUBLICAN CLUBS.
In persuanee of the plan of orgalzation adopted
by the National I eague of Republican Clubs, and
at the request of the Executive Committee there
of, I Invite all Republican Clubs in Maine to send
delegates to a Convention to be beta lu this city on
TUESDAY, the 21sr Inst., at 2 o'clock p. m., for
the purpose of organizing a

bailie State

League of iicpiiiuicanCIubs.

This Convention will be held t nder the llniita
restrictions prescribed for such Conventions by tlie Rules of tlie National League.
Each Republican Club in the State, and any
which may be organized prior to tlie oate of the
Convention, will be entitled to five delegates in
such Convention, and each delegation to one vole.
By a vote of the Portland Club Its rooms have
been tendered for the purpose of the Convention,
which will assemble there.
Clubs nr hull lduals desiring further information
can address
FEU) N. DOW.
for Executive Committee of the National I.eagu
of Republican Clubs.

tions and

PERSONAL.

pneumonia.

purse of gold by the regular
mercial travellers on his train.
Gen. G. B. Abbott, Commander Sons of
Veterans, U. S. A., will visit Portland, Feb.

B. F. Chadbourne, of Chadbourne & Kendall, is quite iil at his residence on Spring
street.

The Kimball Company of West Paris have
ui|H.

ui

uir

ijinimun,

with a line easy chair for the pilot house.
Rev. J. M. Rurtt, pastor of the Baptist
church at Buxton Centre, lias resigned, the

resignation

to take effect April 1st.
Mr. B. H. Bartol, the wealthy refiner of
Philadelphia, died in that city Friday, from
pneumonia, aged 71. He was born in Freeport, and passed his early youth in Portland.
Mrs. Rea, wife of the National Commander of the G. A. R., is making a collection of
silver spoons, and buys a spoon at each

place she visits with her husband.
Rev. W. H. Fenn lectured last evening in
the Central church in Bangor, on “A few
This afternoon he
Sundays Abroad.”
in the church

parlors

on

"Testimony

of Art to Religion."
A bust of ex-Vice President Hamlin has
been ordered to be placed In a vacant niche
of the Senate chamber, together with those
of ex-Vice Presidents Wheeler and Arthur,
under a resolution passed by the XLIXth

Congress to place in the Senate chamber the
busts of those who have been Vice Presidents of the United States.
The many friends of James E. Mitchell in
Portland and vicinity will be pained to learn
cf his death, which occurred at Ogden City,
He was born in
Jan. 20th.
Yarmouth, but when quite a young man
came to Portland, where he worked as a tarriageamith foi; C. P. Kimball. He served
during the war as a sergeant in Co. C, 10th
Maine, and also in the 29th Maine regiment.
The society reporter thus describes one of
the dancers at the leap year ball at Augusta

Utah

Territory,

last week:

larceny.

Search and seir.ure,

Fined

$100

Marla Moreau and l.aureht MOreou. Kidnapover to the grand jury In the sum of

ping. Hound
$1000 each.

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

Club at the Preble House.
24 arrests last week of which
20 were for drunkenness,
The Weber Club will hold a stated meeting

Congregational
There

were

Tuesday evening.
Sandy buy. who lias trotted in 2.3(1,

at their rooms

has

ner, Mr. L. P. Hawkins.
Sunday was a fine day after the storm.
The mercury rose nearly to 30°.
A club room in Portland is said to be papered with $3400 worth of old Louisiana
tickets that didn’t draw a cent.
Goudy & Kent furnished each plate at the
been sold by bis

ow

pottery

Grand Army banquet with a box of elegant
*
confections.
All the, freights on the Grand Trunk were
cancelled Saturday on account of fhe storm.
The young ladies of the ljpaf and Dumb
School have formed a whist club.
The young women .employes of Jones,
Cartland & Payson will have a lean year
sleigh ride to Falmouth this week.
Mr. E. E. Emuiuns will give a free lecture
on electricity nt Preble Chapel tomorrow

night.
A broken w heel on an engine delayed the
Boston & Maine train some three hours Saturday night.
A, ll,u U^....l.ll,.n..

..,.11

I,..1,1

tonight tile VeteiHU Republican Club meeting will be postponed to next Monday.
There w as a slight fire in the house of Mr.
S. W. Furlong, at Dueling, the other day,
but it was extinguished with little damage.
The Tremont and Cumberlaud sailed early
yesterday morning. They waited for the
storm to clear up.
Yesterday the Chinese in the city celebrated (heir New Year’s Day. They treated
their friends to fruit and confections.
The Forest Queen was eugaged yesterday
in breaking the ice iu the harbor so that it
would go out with the tide.
Passenger car No. 375 took fire in tlie yard
at the Boston & Maine depot Saturday and
was slightly damaged before the llamescould
be

extinguished.

Ivy Lodge, D. of It., lias invited Fidelity
of Lew iston, Queen Esther of Bath, and
Evening Star of Brunswick, to visit them
February 25th.
The Longfellow C. L. S. C., will meet this
evening with Mrs. F. B. Clark, No. 7 Grant
street. Business of importance. All mem-

present.

bers are requested to be
Dr. G. H. Bailey has gone to Kentucky to
bring to Maine the splendid stallion, Lumps,
which lias been purchased by Mr. W. F.

Todd of St. Stephen, at a cost of $12,000.
The social
committee
of Cumberland
Council, No. 31, U. F., requests .every member to be present at their next regular meeting, February 14th.
The exports last week included 19,189
pairs shocks mid heads, 5750 hoops, 20,000
clapboards, 20,903 feet of boards aud 50,000

shiugles.
The elegant testimonial in F. R. Farringtun’s window to be presented to St. John’s
Comraandery, Bangor, by St. Albans Commaudery, Is iroui the pen of If. W. Shavlor.
Plumbers thawing out the water pipes iu
Mr. Lewis Pierce’s house on Dcciing street,
Saturday, called a still alarm. A lew buckets of water extinguished tire flames.
The Dallas arrived Saturday from a cruise.
Captain Barr reports the Penobscot Bay
frozen to Owl’s Head and Vinalhaven. The
Dallas assisted seven vesselr.
No vessels
should be seut there without a tug.
Tlie carcass of a steer three years old,
raised by Edward Hunnewell of Windham,
which iiad taken prizes in tbe New England
and State Fairs, was on exhibition at tlie
Falmouth Market Saturday night.
At the meeting of the Casco Loan and
Buileing Association Saturday evening, $500
It was voted to postwas paid in on shares.
pone the loaning of money until the next

The treasurer of the work room of tlie
Associated
Charities gratefully acknowledges the receipt of $40, the net proceeds of
the amateur entertainment on the evening
of February 8th.

Lodge, K. of P., assisted by
Bramhall Pythian Circle, will give an entertainment, sociable and supper next Thursday eveuing at Pythian Hall at 8 o’clock.
Everybody is invited. Tickets for sale by
tlie committee and at the door.
Col. Roberts’s Funeral.

“Ex-Gov. Plaisted

was

conspic-

among the dancers in full dress. Down
the broad expanse of his snowy linen there
glistened three shirt studs. Four-in-hand
The Governor
tie, shade, ashes of roses.
wore a gracious smile, and was the attractuous

ive centre of a large group of ladies
Pointed-toed
the entire evening.

during
patent

leathers.”
Commander-In-Chief Rea and Junior Vice
Commander Linehan Saturday looming visited the brother of the latter, Rev. Father
Linehan, and were shown through the Catholic grounds on Congress street. Judge Rea
had planned to remain until the departure of
the early evening train for Boston, but owing to the storm he feared delay and left
with his party on the 1 o’clock train in the
afternoon. It was the intention of Ills aids
in the city to give him a complimentary dinner, but he was obliged to decline this honor.
The autobiography of the late Prof. Pond,
of Bangor Theological Seminary, who died
in 1881, at the age of 91 years, w as published
in 1883, and contained a prayer used by him
The prayer was
for many years at night.
copied into a Sunday school paper, and a
copy of the paper was carried home one
Sunday by the little children of John Gibson
of Philadelphia. He read the prayer, began
to use it, and became a consistent Christian.
He was killed by the falling ruins of the
in 188(i,
Temple Theatre, in Philadelphia,
in a pockand when the body was recovered,
the paper containet of his coat was found
Such
worn to pieces.
nearly
the
prayer,
ing
is the story as told by the Congregationalist.

The funeral

of Col. T. A. Roberts took
afternoon from the residence

place yesterday
of his sun, Adjutant Charles W. Roberts, on.
High street. The house was filled to overflowing with the friends of the deceased.
The beneli, tlie bar, the mercantile commulty, the Custom House, the Mechanics' Association, the comrades of the Grand Army,
the

17th Maine Reizimental Association, and

the Portland Mechanic Blues, were all out
in force to pay their last tribute of respect.
The remains were inclased in an elegant

broad-cloth covered

casket,

which

was

of the
Maine
casket were
Yoluuteers, and the Grand Army, while the
raaguificent floral emblems covered all but

placed

in the

parlor. At the head
the guidons of the 17th

There was a superb floral pillow,
bearing in carnations the red diamond, the
badge of Kearney's division of the 3d Corps,
and a beautiful anchor, cross and wreath, of
ltev. Henry
camelias, roses and heath.
He referred to the
Blanchard officiated.
beautiful day, so symbolic of the bright, sunny character of the deceased; to the fact that
Col. Roberts had passed away just as he had
desired; to his quick response to the call of
duty when the rebellion broke out ; and to
his honest, straightforward, modest lifeShaw’s male quartette sang finely “Gather-

the lace.

ing Home,”

and

a

poem written expressly
a friend of the deceased.

for the occasion by
The remains were taken to Evergreen for
interment, the pall bearers being Colonels
West and Mattocks,Major Green and Captain
Merrill for the 17th Regiment Association;
Captains Pennell and Davis for the Mechanic
Blues; Capt. Sargent and Comrade Geo. F.
French for the Grand Army.
Covernor Marble’s Response.

By

a

slip of the pen in Saturday’s report

the Grand Army banquet,
Marble was reported as saying in response
to the toast of “The State of Maine”: “I, as
Governor, have been selected from yourorder,
etc.” What Governor Marble really did say
unwas as follows: “Nor has Maine been
mindful of her duties to her soldiers in the
distribution of her civic honors. Five of
Governor

of

is to come to some focus upon these
matters and then go to work and attend to

them.
In regard to reciprocity, 1 fully agree with
Mr. Walker iu what lie said with regard to
the advantage it would be for Portland. 1
I favnever had any two opinions about it.
ored reciprocity at the tune it Was ratified
I believe it
ami 1 opposed its abrogation.
was the severest blow that the prosperity of
Maine lias ever received. It seems to me
that Mr. Butterworth's hill is In about as
good shape as can he suggested for bringing
it about now, and if Congress will adopt that
measure

your number have served as Governor during
a period of twenty years. Several of them
have held the highly honorable and lucrative
position of Attorney General. All her Adjutant Generals have come from your order.
The officers of customs and of itsjpost offices

well and numerously represented by the
same element; to say nothing of the various
minor offices filled by soldiers throughout the
State. This is all well as it should be; for
when Maine forgets or neglects to do justice
to her soldiers, their needy orphans, the invalid, the indigent and the aged, may the star
which represents her in yonder banner be
effaced from its folds and lier name sink into
oblivion.”
are

Accidents.

Mr. Fred A. Drinkwater was taken sick In
the night last Wednesday, and arising, fainted and fell, striking a marble top table and
his face.
A heavy log fell on Mr. Alvin Plummer’s
left leg, at Milliken’s mill, Dunstan’s Cove,

injuring

Friday, fracturing it badly.
Mrs’ Eliza D. Anderson was badly hurt by
failing on the icy sidewalk on High street.
Mr. Charles Holden, the clothier, strained
the ligaments of his shoulder by slipping on
the ice.
Miss M. J. Townsend, corner of Prospect
and Casco Streets, met with a severe accident
by falling on the ice last week.

it will raise the

issue at

once

in

Canads, and I have ho doubt it will he carried there; for if the present government
does not favor it they will tie swept away and
in three years we shall have reciprocity.
There is hut one class that 1 can think of in
Canada that will oppose it, and that may he
some

Tomorrow will be St. Valentine’s Day.
Hearn will take the photographs of the
High School class of’t*.
Tonight lteV. S. W. Dike will address the

com-

a

20th.

speaks

Winnie Cady.
anil costs.

Three

Bramhall

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. M. Moore will sail on a
trip to tlie Bermudas Saturday.
Mr. C. L. Fox has been obliged to close his
studio and classes for the present, on account of ill health.
Conductor Orrin Hamilton lias been pre-

fumciitru

BRFOllX JUDGE GOULD.

Saturday.- Daniel Connell,
months In county jail.

monthly meeting.

Mr. L. A. Goudy is sick at home.
l’rof. A. W. Small, of Colby University,
was in the city Saturday.
Ex-Councilman J. V. Bradley is sick with

sented

MUNICIPAL COURT

meetings

manufacturing industries Just started,

that have hot the plant and facilities which
ours have, and so could not successfully compete witli us, except to a local extent, with
what we might be able to send there. Hut,
aside from that, 1 know of no class in the
Provinces that need object to it. Surely our
manufacturers all ought to be in favor of it
for it opens a vast field to them.
I do not know that f have any suggestion
to make upon anything else that was Uetinitely stated. Our Mayor gave some intimaarrangement
tion of some hope that an
would he made by widen Portland might become an important shipping port for the
Canadian Pacific. I trust if that thing is
possible it will he brougt about for it is certainly, as it seems to me, of the highest Importance to Portland.
I came rather to learn what was going on
as my business occupies my attention largely and I have no opportunities for inquiring
into these matter*. I hope this Hoard will
at future meetings discuss these things and
Let us know what the
then take action.
sentiments of the Hoard are and if it is that
we should have an elevator let us go to work
and build it. Where there is a will there is
It is
a way and I know Portland can do it.
nothing to what they have done when it was
The only thing we want to
a smaller city.
he satisfied about is that it Is the best thing
to do and then let us do it [Applause.]
John E. DeWitt was the next speaker. He

College.

After a short prayer at tlje house the pro'
cession moved to the church, the students
officiating as bearers. There the services
were conducted by Elder Hill of West Paris
and Rev. Seth Benson of Nerth Paris, both

SPEECH OF JOHN

E. HEWITT.

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Board

qf

Trude:
I did not come down here tonight to speak
hut I am somewhat familiar with the profits
of elevators. Among the legacies from a
former administration which fell to me to
look after was an interest in a Chicago elevator, or rather upon the land and the steam
ran the machinery attached to
engine

that

it. Because of that I made some invesiigation as to the profits of that business there
and at Toledo and I think Mr. Adams has
understated rather than overstated the
profits that have been made out of the elevator business where the roads were friendly

to the enterprise.
It seems to me that both tonight and at a
former meeting this question of an elevator
and other matters connected with the growth
of the city has been managed a little differently from what I would manage it. If we
to know what we want we should ask
If
those who know what we ought to have.
we are to discuss the question of elevators or
anything of that kind properly it seems to
me we should have here the general mana-

are

gers or the freight agents of the railroads
that centre in trie city. We should ask them
to meet with the people of the town and the
town and the Board of Trade and discuss
with them what is wanted and see whether
Some few
we are able to give it to them.
weeks ago I was discussing the matter of the
Portland & Ogdensburg with a successful
railroad president in New York, and he said
that what Portland needs was to put the
Portland & Ogdensburg into the hands of
some Railroad corporation sufficiently strong
to build elevators and all other conveniences
for shipping produce and other matters. It
seems he had made a study of this city.as his
corporation had had quite an extensive trade
this way,and he saidwith th ; facilities we had
on the Cape Elizabeth side for disposing of
merchandise theie was no reason why we
should not have a populations of one hundred
thousand.
There is another thing that has not been
touched upon here that seems to me, in a
smaller way, is of vital importance to the
city We are almost the only city of this
size without a proper place of amusement.
When a merchant living east of this place
makes up his mind to leave home to purchase
goods, and his wife or family wishes to go
with him, they will naturally go to Boston,
because we have no place of amusement
here that would attract them to stay overnight. If a little money was put iuto that,
our Commercial street merchants and retail
dealers, I think, would find that trade would
stop here which now passes by. But I agree
also with Mr. Adams, that it is not worth
while to talk alone; whatever, we are to do,
I have
we ought, as citizens, to be about it.
heard the discussion of the elevator questo
do my
I
should
be
for
one
glad
tion, and
share in building one, if it was wise and
best. [Applause]. When you want a suit of
clothes you go to the tailor; when you want
au elevator, it seems to me you should go to
the railroads and find out what they want,
and then make the clothes to fit the man. If
this Board of Trade is to act intelligently on
that question, it seems to me they can do it
better by inviting those who have charge of
transportation of merchandise to this city
to meet with them and tell them what is
really needed, and then see whether we can
do it for them, if it is the best thing to d*.

[Applause].

Since our
Vice President Winslow said:
last meeting, I have been to New York and
made some enquiries about floating elevators
I find that in New York that mode of elevating is all gone by, like the wooden ships.
Very many of them are hauled up, and can
be bought at a low price. The stationary
elevators are now what they are using, and
there are only two floating elevators in use
there today.
The next speaker was Secretary M. N.
He

spoke.as

follows:

SPEECH OF M. N. EICH.

iVr. President and Gentlemen

of the Board

of Trade;
I suppose that the question will he asked
as it has in the past what is the practical result of these meetings? We have had three
social meetings. We started a year ago this
month. I introduced the proposition of the

necessity of more storage elevator capacity
in Portland, and moved the appointment of
a commission to consult with the principal
milrna/ls running

in here at that time to

see

what could be done in the way of more eleWe have considered the
vator capacity.
matter, we have invited Mr. llickson to meet
our commissiou and he promised to do it,
and no doubt intends to sometime. We had
three subjects which were proposed to be
taken up at the meeting, elevators, manufactures and; building loan associations. The
building loan association has become an assured thing. Our* prospective arguments
regard to manufactures has had the effect to
invite two or three manufacturers here already. One concern that had been cramped
and crippled for the want of funds has attracted the|attention|of capitalists and has received enough money to put it into operation
upon a good basis. There are two or three
manufactures that are seeking our city as a
favorable place for business and I hope our
committee on manufactures wiil be advised
to assist them.
As theJMayor suggested|the reason why the
Canadian Pacific has not utilized the Portland & Ogdensburg is because it has no facility for handling freight and storing grain. If
we had that capacity I have no doubt that
the first shipments of flour over that road
would have come by the way of Portland instead of going to Boston. It seems to me
the time has come when the city ought to
aid in utilizing its interest in the Portland &
Ogdensburg road and while I favor holding
on to the road until the proper time comes I
think we have now come to the point whore
we ought no longer remain and perish from
dry rot. Suppose we should have an accident upon it like that upon the Boston &
It would wipe out the
Maine at Bradford.
city’s interest completely. I hope the business men of Portland will look into it and
see if the time has not come when the city
should dispose of her interest to any corporation that will take it and run it in the interest of the city of Portland and ; I do not
think that any jeorporation ever will or can
afford to take it and run it otherwise.
On motion of Mr. Walker it was voted
that au invitation be extended to the representatives of the different railroads entering
our city to meet with the Board and consult
as to the need of better terminal facilities
and elevators.
The dinner party then broke up and the
gentlemen amused themselves on best suited
them. One of the best features of the eve-

ning was the delightful music
by Shaw’s Male Quartette.

esteem with which
former classmate.

ers,

ths

gift

Miss Marie Mareau was brought before the
Municipal Court Saturday morning, charged’
with complicity in the recent abduction of
her brother, the particulars of which have
She was ac
been published in the Pkess.
her counH.
W.
Looney,
Mr.
by
companied

She waived
sel and a Catholic clergyman.
examiuatiou and was bound over in JI1000 for
her appearance at the May term of the Sucreed
perior Court. Miss Moreau denies that
She
had anything to do with her action.
for several
says she has supported her father
brother
years and objected to his putting her
in a strange family when she wanted him to
go to Montreal and learn his native language
Miss Moreau is a saleswoman in
lin’s dry good store at Augusta.

KrankHami

or

of Mr. O. K. Gerrish

Port-

land, bore upon Its cover the figures ’88” in
the color of Mr. Barrett’s college class, while
a third of the wav through was placed a
book mark to

signify

completed

that he had

but one-third the allotted time of man. Another pillow of flowers with the inscription,
“Bowdoin ’88”, was the gift of the class.
Mr. Barrett was a young man of settled
principles, and of great worth and drmness
of character. He stood among the first In
his college class, and his ability was far
He commanded the
more than ordinary.
sincere respect and regard of all who knew
him, and his friends join in expressing the
deepest sympathy for^his migiruing relatives

Dialler,

a

—
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X
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all
do
would
eould,
they
and if Ottenberg Brothers’ cigars failed to
come up to the standard they should buy no
Mr. Haller was well satismore from them.

Qood3
be had of us,
and gotten up in accordance with
the special w ish of the purchaser.
We have unexceptionable facilities for the getting up of Parlor
Suits and other articles, where

May

now

Individual tastes demand a stepping aside from the regular
work.

To begin with, while it seems
hardly possible for one to require

WE

QUOTE
DRESS GOODS.
NO.

NO.

!i.

6 pieces Pacific Mixed Serges 36 Inch wide at 28
cents, worth 42 cents.
I.OT

NO.

10 doz. Ladies’ Cas.unere Gloves at 10 and 12Vi
cents; worth 25 cents.

10 pieces Good Quality 10-4 Sheeting at 20 cents

Ladies’ and Children’s Mittens at low prices.

per

NO.

Towels 10,12,15,17, 20 and 25 cents.
ial Bargains.

yard.

NO.

PARLOR SUITS

3.

10

pieces Bleached Damask at 76

n

dif fereut

styles,

upholstering
upon
to

than

floors,

our

or

other

with
is

what

we are

seen

Cotton Underwear.
Hathaway's Cotton Underwear for Children at

7.

I.OT
10

NO.

Sale to continue one week more
Underwear, in last seasons styles.

cost to close out.
on

1

0.

pieces Avon Checks worth 25 cents

at 19

Hathaway’s

lot Lodies' Corset Covers at 19 cents each, Hamburg Trimmed.

1 lot Ladles’ Corset Covers at 31 cents, worth 60

cts.

cents.

1 lot Ladies’ Night Robes at 19 cents, small sizes.

Silk

Easy Chairs,

Parlor Suits,

Rockers, Sofas and Lounges.
i nPluin Pled to. Frizee,
Marbelized Silk, Crushed, Mohair, Wrool and Moquette
Plushes, Brocatciie, Kaw biiK

Department.

1 lot Ladies’ Long Skirts at 39 cents, worth 60

...

Beyer.

In Bristol, Feb. 6, Clias. E. liussell and Mary E
Bussell.
In Searsmout, Feb. 3, William L. Richards and
Miss Alice M. Achoru.
In Mexico, Jan. 30, Frans Jones ol Weld and
Anuie^J. Bradeenof Mexico.

OEATH8
In this city, Feb. 10, Matthew Gorman, aged
26 years.
In this city, Feb. 11, James Leary, aired 37 yrs
[Funeral tills afternoon at 2 o’clock from No
16 Cotton street.
in this city, Feb. 10. Dora, daughter of Join
and Auule L. Church, aged 4 years 1 month.
In Saccarappa, Feb. 10, Lillian L., wife of A1
l.ert H. Adams, aged 20 years.
[Funeral ibis Monday forenoon at 11 o’clock, ai
her late residence. Main street, Saccarappa.
lu Brldgton. Feb. 9, Annette G., daughter o
Edward A. and Augusta Gibbs.
lu Dexter. Jan. 27, John Falrgrieves, aged 8!

years 2 months,—formerly of Brldgton.
In Btddeford, Feb. 8, Harriet A., wife of Dr. A
Bran n.
In Groveville, Feb. 1, Mrs. Jane E. Paul, aget
63 years.
In Gray, Feb, 7, Miss Nettie Doughty, dauglitei
of Scott Doughty.
In Bootlibay, Feb. 1, Mrs. Fannie K. Howe, agei

76 years
In Bi.cklield, Feb. E, William H. Mitchell, age<
66 years.
In East Ottsfield, Feb. 4, Mrs. Louisa, wife o
Richard Beau, aged 77 years.
lu West Gardiner, Jan. 29, Henry Marston
aged 92 years.
In Bucktield, Jan. 14, Millard A. Stevens o
Fai ls and Minnie A. Swan ol Buckfleld.
In Buckfleld, Jan. 14, Jos L. Sturtevant of Barb
and Eldora A. Swan of Buckfleld.
In Sabattus, Feb.;|3, James F. Jewell, aged 6<

Great
Bargain for
the Next IO Days.

A full line of Balls Corsets.
A

full line of Madam Foy’s Corsets.

A

full line of Queen Bess Corsets.
than

Hamburg Kdgings 5,10, 12, 17, 20 and 45 cents.

Shirts.

Cents’

pieces Black Surah Silks at 69 cents.
10 pieces Jersey Silks at 69 cents.
Black Kbadames $1.00. *1.25 and *31.60.
Black Faille Francalse,*1.25, *1.50 *nd *1.75.
Colored Hliadames *1.00 and *1.26.
Colored Faille Francalse at *1.25.
Printed India Silks, 24 Inch wide at *1.00.
5 pieces Plaid and Striped Surahs at 76 cents,
worth *1.25.
10 pieces Colored Velvet st 60 cents, worth *1.00
per yard.
10

50 doz. Gents’Unlaundered Shirts at 50 cents;
worth 75 cents. This we put on as a leader.

Hathaway's Shirts, Unlaundered
best

at $1.00,
Shirt in America for the money.

The

Gents’ Merino Underwear at greatly reduced
prices to close.

10

pieces Plaid

Nainsooks at 25 cents, worth
per yard.

37 M. cents

A

gioat variety of Small Ware at very
Prices.

Low

600 lbs. Best Germantown Wool at 12 Vs cents
per skein, been selling for 20 cents.
at 10 cents; worth 25
60
Fancy

pieces

my

prices

as

I do

frighten my friends who deal
in the same line of goods. Bnt yon come
and look at my (treat Bargains in tne
i following list of articles:
Writing Paper, never anything like It;
I Envelopes, Perfumery, Books, Vases,
Tooth Brushes, llair Brushes, Pock*
et Books, Soap, Lather Brushes,
Photograph Albums, elegant for
little money; Toilet Paper, Box
Hlatlonery. In fact my whole
not care to

popular

prices.

cents.

publish

I will not

Bustles 17 cents and 26 cents less

gibbons

stock is

turned

into

a

BARGAIN SHE FOR 10 DAYS.

Sale to Commence This Morning and continue One Week.

Frank B. Clark.

«

dtf

febii

probably, are confined as little,
by the rules of fashion, as any
line of the business, the general
uim being to construct such as
will be tasty and with ornamentation enough and yet not too
prominent. The nature of the

wood is decided upon more with
regard to the prevailing fashion,
than is the style. Black Walnut
is, however, never out of place,
and will probably hold its owu
against any other. Our line is
very full of Black Waluut bets,
and while some cau be sold us
low us Ash and Oak, or even Pine
beautiful
Painted, some very
can

ones

be seen

at

our

stores,

worth

$50, $75, $100,
$125,
$ 150 and $200.

MAHOGANY, CHERRY,

In Everett, Mass., Feb. 7. Grove E„ younges
sou of Edmund R. and Addle G. Wilder, aged i
years 7 months 11 days.

AS WELL AS-

A Fair Trial

9

We began with It in January, and in a few months
she had taken five bottles, all suppuratioi
We then waited three months
had ceased.
when, as a new lump was beginning to form, wi
again gave her Hood’s Sarsaparilla. After sin :
had taken less than two bottles the lump and al
Indications of scrofula had entirely disappeared
and now she seems to be a healthy child.
J. 8. Caklilk, Nauright, N. J.

Birch and Pine

Ash, Oak,
Painted,
are

to be found at our stores, and

AT LOWER PRICES

Sarsaparilla

Bold by all druggists. |1 ;stx for *5. Prepared onl;
1. HOOD & CO.,Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass

byC.

IOO Ooses One Dollar.

than cnn be given elsewhere for
the same grade.

Dining-room & Hall

d&wlynrm

janl

SPRING DRESS GOODS

GRAND CLOSING GUI SALt

All Wool Henriettas!

MAM DO WN GOODS

We have

just received Two Lots fine

all the Latest and most Desirable
Shades for Street and Evening Costumes.

containing

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,

LOT 1
is

a fine

All Wool

Henrietta, 38 inches wide,

at

LOT 2
is

an

All Wool Henrietta, 46 inches wide, very fine, at
87 1-2 Cts. Per Yard.

Our Line off Colors is Complete, comprising
the following Shades:

Cream, Seal Crown, Tobacco, White, Gobelin Blue,
Carnet, Black, Drab, Mousse, Navy Blue, Steel
Blue, Copper, Coach Drab, Nile Green,
Mode, Almond, Apple Green, Suede, P.
Blue, Lilac, Cen. D’Arme, Cardinal, Heliotrope,
Light Blues, Bishop Red, Mahogany, Sapphire,
Pink, Havana, New Olive and Old Cold.
As we need room for Spring Dress Ooods, we
shall offer Extra Inducements to purchasers this week in several departments.

$1 AND $1.25 DRESS GOODS
$1.25

Now 69 Cts. Per Yard.
Cheviot Checked Suitings, 50 in. wide,

Striped
1.25 Silk and Wool Plaids, 42 in. wide,
1.00 All Wool Plaids, 54 in. wide,
1.00 Hair Line Suitings, 54 in. wide,
1.00 All Wool Plaids, 42 in. wide,
1.00 All Wool Serges, 42 in. wide,
1.00 All Wool Foule, 42 in. wide,

69c
69c

69c
69c

CURE

Hick Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to abilioui state of the system, euch as
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
eating. Pain in the Side, Ac. While their most
remarkable success has been shown in curing

SICK

graded,

erate means can

69c

COODS

DRESS

HEAD

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does not end hero, and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not bo willing towithout them. But after all sick head

ACHE

Is the bane of so many lives that here is where
we make our great boast. Our pills cure it whilo
fibers do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
who
purge, but by their gentle action please all
Sold
Use them. In vials at 25 cen ts ; fi ve for $ 1
mail.
sent
or
by
everywhere,
Jy

at

our

by
Spices can get
calling for
SLADE'S EPICUREAN SPICES,
Pure

The taitUtks World.
cultlThey are the best selected
vated spices, powdered, perfectly
and other
pure, al! dusl, leaves
impurities being removed. ofMore
the
than double the strength
common pure spices.

your grocer sells them.

ft

If

BOOK CASES,
in all styles, and the usual varied
assortment of Nick-nacks found
in first-class

ways to be

establishments, nl-

seen

at

■
■

Fifty Dozen Hemstitched Handkerchiefs at thirteen cents.
Kaga Sugar Bowls, in the Basement, at fifty cents.
Twelve dollar Portieres, worth $12, at nine fifty a pair.
Ribbon Remnants, all colors, and widths, at five ceuts.
Merino Corset Covers, fine quality, at thirty-six cents.
Ladies’ Scarlet Wool Underwear at seventy-five cents.
Ladies’Jersey Saxony Wool Undervests at seventy-two cents.
New Nainsooks and Lawns in the White tloods Department.
Valentines and llirthday Cards in the Stationery Department.
New (iiiups and Passamenteries in Trimming Department,

ATKINSON
HousefurnishinG

f

COMPANY.
eo<ltf

...
■

■luck Towels
...
Glass Linen Towels
Blue and Gold Table Unmask
...
! Fancy Buttled Collars
•
•
Initial Handkerchiefs

Fancy
«

Velvet

...

STENOGRAPHER

ALICE C. MOSES,

rnriTiiir rtrfGT »
CHEST

Type-writing and copying done. Orders by mail
uii27
promptly attended to. TuTli&SSm

I

Elocution
*

Delsarte

and
Expression

Literature.
a

.15

“

.12 1-2
.12 1-2
.80

“

.121*2
.55

“

.17

“

.25
.50

“

“

..1.50

“

«

«

8.00

“

6-4 Wool Plaid.«o

“

».

“

<.

“

a*

.a

1.00
1.75
3.00
3.50
1.00

.S7 1-2
23.00

“

.59
18.00
S.50
7.00

Wool Pattern Dresses

.75
.3H
.50

“

u

“
0.4
Suiting
Haw SUk Piauo Covers

1.00
.20

“
“

“

....

15.00
1.25

“

1.00

«

“
“

15.00
10.00

“

7.50

“

15.00

10.00

“

80.00

a.
».
“85.00,30.00
...
15.00
.....
5 3-4 and O Black Hid Gloves
.........
Wool Gloves
•
•**
Children’s Silk Gloves..
..12
“
•
•
•
•
•
“•
Wool

paper
Pins.*«
®n ® dollar
Kiark Beaded Oriiaiuenls

•

•

•

•
•
While Lace Fichue
9, 10, 12 1*2 and 14c
....
IS Inch Kussian Crash
.H 1*2, Ijund20c
85c Snline for

J. Ma DYER&

CO.,

feblS

Specialty.

reference—Prof. Motet True Brown, Boston
School of Oratory.
eodtl
deed

CONCRESS STREET.

__3th_

FOR SALE AT THE PALMER SHOE STORE

S10.000

au ffl.TILNSE
of the sloek to provide room for SPICING GOODS, ut
All should avail themselves of this opporIt EDUCTION IN PltlCE.
*!‘
tunit). The liigli repatulion of this store will comuiente !“*
4 l JESUAY,
harguia at this SPECIAL SALE which
FEB. l fttli, anil coiitiuae 30 tlays.

Iii[J1

NELSON &

!•

Hatcermm^rm

f“r“1

541 CONGRESS ST.

SARGENT,

febl2

M. €3

PAL.^IEB.

tltf

PORTLAND

OFFICE

CENT

WATER

CO.,

February Otli, ISSN.

ONLY 6 CENTS YAII.

NOTICE.

Water takers

are

cautioned

against

wasting water, it
must not be kept running to
prevent freezing.
0
feblSdlw

We have received one case Domet Remnants which
shall sell at 6 cents yard. This Flannel wiil
rell itself as soon as seen.

we

White Wool Flannel
DIIBIWU NEXT TEN DATS

20, 22 1-2, 35,37 1-2, 40,42, 45 and 50 cents.
Look out for sale of Table Linen this week.

IT WASN’T THAT

KIND.

"MortiHla, Is you in tub with inoT”
“O’ way, Sam Johnslng. cose I isn't."
"8ho’ Tilda, don’t say dat. for my heart bums.”
"Hold on Mister Johnsing, e( you has the heartburn, Jest yo go and get a box of them

ffliwiPH

lams

BROTHERS,

RINES

514 CONOKKMS

PORTLAND,

STREET,
-

Mf-

MONEY WANTED!
To

mi e money
on all our

we

h»ve decided Jorcduc_c_tho
Hues o!

they will

price

will

are no broken lot,,
ti
AAUrDl
width,
lot, tli.it will 00
niile, these we bave some bloken
addres, on reto
sent
any
very low, good,
free.
ceipt of mouev. postage

cure yo heartburn immediately at once,
and ef you suffer from water-brash, Sam, they will
cure that too.”
"But Tibia, It ain’t that kind.”
“Never you mind, Sain; it must be indigestion
then what makes you look so glum, and the

cure

Dyspepsia and Indigestion quicker

cleaner than

you

can

Johnsing.—Good day.

rob

a

hen rimst.

regular

kid H..i. for one week; be
',2;
wm
fAOO, our^w
our fn.OO Bne land turn,
ami our regular f&.LHMiut
ham! welt will be
best
but our very
*4 50

e"-

!i^U,a.T,!,/e,and
'old

D. K.’S

...

febis

“

...

WOODBURY'S DYSPEPSIA KILLERS;

VI is* A. II. Everett,

I
Jt

“

“
“

.50
.18 1-2
.10
.OH
.09

...

....

AT OWEN, MOORE&CO’S.TO-DAY.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

1

|I

“

“

•

White Domet Flannel

ft

1

Fancy

“

12 1-2

Snail PUL Snail Doss. Snail W*

Are contained in the reports of
the Boards of Health, showing the
fearful adulteration of spices, and
yet anyone who wants absolutely
them

Wool Skirts

White Tray Towels

as

THE

FACTS |
I

“

“

85.00
.50

•

3.00
22.00
25.00

“

0.00
18.00

“

store

OFFICE DESKS, SECRETARIES,

druggists
CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

^STARTLING

BBOS.

BINES

of mod-

“

“
“

LOT RUCHINCS AT HALF PRICE.

will suit.
Drawings made and Furniture
gotten up from special designs,
when required.
such

Headache, yet Carter's Little Liver Pills are
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and preventing this annoying complaint, while they also
correct all disorders of thestomacb,stimulate the
liver and regulate the bowels. Even if they only
“*

find

or

.50

1.50
.75

*

...
Shetland Shawls
*
Striped Cashmere Shawls •

Imitation India Shawls
Colored Gros Grain Silks

“

New Fiench and American Salines, Ginghams, Printed Cambrics,
etc., very cheap.

33c
50c Camel’s Hair Homespuns
50c Mixtures.33c
33c
50c Plaids ...«■■■
50c Checks.33c
Flannels.33c
50c Plain
“
50c “
Serges.33c
Armures.33c
50c

than ours.

Customers of wealth

Blue Iceland Wool Shawls

“

“

1.50

Black Cloaking

3.25
2.75
2.75
3.75

2.50

...

69c

.

exempt from close inspection, by any means- Each
year we observe more attention
is given to the gratifying of personal taste when selecting these
goods, and we have, iu every way,
popular
been governed tby the
taste and feel that no establishment, in New England, possesses
as fine a line, or one that is better

$H.OO former"price $15.00

....

69c

At 33 Cts. Per Yard.

not

are

Gray Seal PIusIn
Cloaking
Fancy
»

.JO

69c

“

“

50c

FURNITURE

14, 15, 16 and 17.

FEBRUARY

“

1.25

after

Hood’s

For tickets and Information, apply to tne Ticket
Agent, Boston Si Maine R. R.. Commercial street
Station. Lowest rates to all points West and
dec20dtf
South.

55 Cts. Per Yard.

InBiddeford. Fep. 7. Susan, widow of Sylvamn
Knox, aged 80 years B months.
In Batli, Feb. 9. Ruth Mallett, daughter of Wm
H. and Emma J. Crockett, aged 2 years 10 mos.

OI Hood’s Sarsaparilla for scrofula, salt rheum
or any affection caused by iqipure blood, is sufll
cient to convince any one of the superior am
peculiar curalive powers of this medicine. Tin
following statement is right to the point:
“My daughter Mary was afflicted with scrol
ulotis sore neck from the time she was 22 mouth:
old till she became 6 years of age. Lumps formei
in her neck, causing great annoyance, and two o
them, alter growing to the size of a pigeon’s egg
broke and discharged. One became a runnini
We. thought wi
sore for more than three years.

EVERY WEEK VIA ALL IMS.

Chamber Sets,

E months.

k

C. B. Corsets.

full line of Warner Bros. Corsets.

back,

Ill Newcastle. Feb. 6, Albert E. West ol Aina
and Miss Maude J. Carney of SUeepscot.
In Bootlibay. Jan. 24, Cnarles 8. Reed and Misi
Jennie H. Ome.
lu Waldoboro, Feb. 2, Wm. H. Gentner ol Waldoboro and Flora Osier ol Bremen.
In Waldoboro, Feb. 2. Frank H. Weaver and

%

A full line of
A

GRAND BENEFIT!

full lino of P. L>. French Corsets.

one.

IWARRIACES.

:

2 doz. Fancy Colored Corsets at $1.00, marked
down from $2.00.
A

—

PEOPLE’S

Bale Pure Linen Crash 6 cents per yard.
6 doz. Corsets at 50 cents; worth $1.00.

60 pieces All Wool Mixtures and Plain Serges at
39 cents, worth 50 cents.

prepared

upholster

1

10 pieces Sebastopol in colors 36 inch wide at 17
cents, actual cost 37 Vi cents.
NO.

CORSETS.

cents; regular

FOR

CLARK!

All Spec

(1.00 quality.

inch wide at 8 cents,
15 pieces Pacific Plaids
per yard, worth 28 cents.
This is the greatest bargain ever known. An
early call will be necessary to secure a dress troui
this lot.
LOT NO. «.

I.OT

C. W. A l.l. KID
dtt

HURRAH

lot Kid and Wool Gloves soiled and imperfect
at 5 cents per pair. Come early as there
are only about 10 dozen in
the lot.

1

LINENS.

4.

20 Dress Patterns in Tycoon Kens at 10 cents per
1.0T

yard.

Exchange Street.

Salesroom 10
*>. «. HAII.IV.
mar 14

—

3.

5 pieces Black Cotton aud Wool Diagonal 24 inch
at 6*4 cents, worth 17 cents.
I.OT

styles.

BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

Department.

100 pieces Century Cloth at 10 cents per yard;
new

6.

F.

LOTS THAT MIST BE CLOSED.

60 pieces Higher Grade French Satines at 31 Vi
cents. Special styles confined to us
*
for this market.

10 pieces Colored All Wool Serge 38 Inch wide at
25 cents, worth 50 cents.
LOT

pieces French Satlnes at 25 cents; sold everywhere for 35 cents.

20

1.

'Vt™IG2d:^'ireHSA'j"k NOW LION, Assignees.

ATTRACTIONS:

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT. Glove

24

for years.

vrars

ASSIGNEES’ SALE.

SOME OF THE

I.OT

possible._'

Laura A.

AUCTIONEERS.

usu-

office, entrance on Exchange street, through
the countisg-room, at as early an hour as

prevent

Monday Morning,

~

F. 0. BAILEY 4 CO..

al Store Fixtures. Seales. Show Cases, Tin and

and Sultan, and Hair Cloth.
We stand as guarantee for the
thoroughness of the work, as
every piece is warranted to us by
the manufacturers, known by us

Index Soap will not mend a broken

Feb. 13th.

we

fied with his interview

but will

AUCTION.
Feb. 11, at 10 o’clock a. m.,
Parlor Suits la Ebony ana
lilaek Walnut, large Bed Lounge (cost $OOf, two
Blaek Walnut Chamber Sets. Sideboard. Intension Table and Chairs. Pictures, Bedding, nice
cooking Range (used tiut little). Tapestry and
feblOtd
Wool Carpets; also one lot Clothing.
BY

ONatSATURDAY.
salesrooms.

a
cos

they

The Republican Caucuses.
According to the call published elsewhere,
the Republican caucuses will be held this
evening at the several ward rooms at 7.3C
o’clock. There is no doubt there will be a
large attendance of voters. The ward secretaries are requested to hand in the list of
nominations in their several wards, at this

FURNITURE, CARPETS,Ac.,

GROCERIES. STORE FIXTURES, to.,
devoted the I'jnc in goBV AUCTION.
During the past stormy week we have
WUd Lots
and
stock
entire
selecting
our
WKDNE8DAY, Feb. 15th, at 2.30 p. m.,
ing through
°,,f_,aill1
shall sell
Salesroom 18 Exchange St.,
We shall commence ON at of
of
Remnants
and
everything.
(ins-eries consisting of Teas, Tobae
Short Lengths
stock
Extracts
Goods.
Canned
comment.
cigars,
Soaps,
Spices,
the sale TEIIS 1HOYD1Y MORKIIG without further
amt Oils, Starch. Salt. <Sc.. Ac., together with

from the
Union, called

fluence to effect an amicable settlement between Ottenberg Brothers and their employes, who, Mr. Haller said, had had their
wages cut below living prices so that they
had been compelled to strike. Messrs.

GRAND STOCK REDUCING SALE!

HOUSE

delegate

upon the officers of the labor organizations
of this city, and with them, visited Twitchell, Champlin & Co., who are large sellers of
Ottenberg Brothers’ domestic cigars, manuMr. Haller asked
factured in New York.
Twitchell, Champlin & Co., to use their in-

AUCTIONEERS.

F. 0. BAILEY 4 CO.

THE FOLLOWING LINES

A Labor Movement.
Mr. Frederick

AUCTION SAMS.

AOVEKTIWE.TiEWTW._

WEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

they had regarded their

Among the floral tributes was a pillow
bearing the name “Edgar” and presented in
behalf of tho family. A closed book of flow-

furnished

The Abduction Case.

NEW

of whom spoke in the highest terms of the
The
worth and manliness of the deceased.
text of the former was Isaiah lx, 20. In behalf of the students, Mr. M. P. Smithwick
expressed briefly and feelingly the high

Cigar Makers’ International

said:

Rich.

Edgar Stanley Barrett.
The last sad rites over the remains of
Edgar S. Barrett who died on February 7, at
the house of his brother, John F. Barrett of
this city,took place atthelfamily homestead
In East Sumner, on Friday. Feb. 10. Despite
the coldness of the weather and the untraveled state of the roads, the services were attended by a large number of relatives and
friends, among whom were eight of the deceasedV former ^classmates from Bowdoin

and

Mister

Doolittle tt Smith, 24 and 2d Tremont St.. Boston, will send a box of Dr. Mark I;. Woodbury's
Dyspepsia Killers by mall, to any part of the I'. 8.
on receipt of 60 cents; or a trial box for 26 cents.
feb»
TuTh&Slst2dor4ibpurm3m

WYtK GREtlfc & CO.,
PORTLAND, YIL’.
feblo

eotltt

